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MEASUREMENT OF INTENSITY-DEPENDENT RATES OF
ABOVE-THRESHOLD IONIZATION (ATI) OF ATOMIC HYDROGEN AT 248 nm

by

Thomas David Nichols

ABSTRACT

Measured rates of multiphoton ionization (MPI) from the ground
state of atomic hydrogen by a linearly polarized, subpicosecond KrF
laser pulse at 248 nm wavelength are compared to predictions of lowest-
order perturbation theory, Floquet theory, and Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss
(KFR) theory with and without Coulomb correction for peak irradi-
ances of 3 x 1012 W/cm2 to 2 x 1014 W/cm2. The Coulomb-corrected
Keldysh model falls closest to the measured rates, the others being
much higher (perturbation and Floquet) or much lower (KFR without
Coulomb correction). At 5 x 1013 W/cm2, the number of ATI electrons
decreased by a factor of approximately 40 with each additional photon
absorbed. ATI of the molecular hydrogen background and of atoms
from photodissociation of the molecules were also observed.

The experiment employed a crossed-beam technique at ultrahigh
vacuum with an rf-discharge atomic hydrogen source and a magnetic-
bottle type electron time-of-flight spectrometer to count the electrons
in the different ATI channels separately. The apparatus was calibrated
to allow comparison of absolute as well as relative ionization rates to
the theoretical predictions. This calibration involved measuring the
distribution of irradiance in a focal volume that moved randomly and
changed its size from time to time. A data collection system under
computer control divided the time-of-flight spectra into bins according
to the energy of each laser pulse. The irradiance calculated from the
pulse energy, pulse length, and irradiance distribution agreed with mea-
surements of the ponderomotive shift of the electron energies within the
uncertainty of the shift measurements.

This is the first measurement of absolute rates of ATI in atomic
hydrogen, and the first measurement of absolute rates of MPI in atomic
hydrogen without a large factor to account for multiple modes in the
laser field. As such, the results of this work are important to the devel-
opment of ATI theories, which presently differ by orders of magnitude
in their predictions of the ionization rates. They are also important
to recent calculations of temperatures in laser-heated plasmas, many
of which incorporate KFR theory. Since the KFR ionization rates are
found to be much too low, these calculations may be considerably in
error.

xm



1. Introduction

The interaction of light with matter is one of the fundamental subjects of

physics. Optical spectroscopy has been the primary tool for studying the struc-

tures of atoms and molecules since 1861, when the Fraunhofer lines in the solar

spectrum were shown to result from atomic absorption. The observation of sharp

lines in the absorption and emission spectra of gases led directly, if not imme-

diately, to the quantum theory, and increasingly precise spectral measurements

have contributed both qualitatively and quantitatively to our understanding of

atomic and molecular processes to the present day.

For the first 100 years, however, the only way to do an optical experiment

was to find something that emitted or absorbed light and describe the light.

There was no way to design and control an optical experiment in the sense that

electrical experiments, for example, were designed and controlled. A molecule to

be studied had to be excited by a random process such as thermal agitation, elec-

tron bombardment, or absorption of broadband light. In certain cases, emission

lines from mercury and other atoms could be used to excite the target molecule,

but the choice of wavelengths was quite small, and the irradiances were quite

low.

The situation changed dramatically with the invention of the laser. Today,

the experimenter has a choice of wavelengths, power levels, pulse lengths, and

degrees of coherence that makes many new kinds o{ experiments possible. The

experiment described in this dissertation falls within the new area of nonlinear

processes in strong fields. The term "strong" can be defined in several ways,

but for this experiment it basically means irradiances greater than 1012 W/cm2.

(It is also important that the pulse reach high irradiances in less than a pi-

cosecond. If the rate of the process being studied becomes too high during the

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

leading edge of the pulse, there will be no atoms left in their original state when

the peak arrives.) Strong fields drive nonlinear processes that compete with or

even overshadow those that had formerly been available for study. In addition,

the classical ponderomotive force, too weak to observe without lasers, becomes

a significant factor. As a result, it has become possible and necessary to de

velop theoretical models beyond the limits of conventional perturbation theory.

Several methods are now used to include high-order interactions with the light

field within a manageable number of calculations. These improved models, in

turn, suggest new experiments. Strong-field physics is now an important area of

research at laboratories and universities around the world.

One area of strong-field physics which has been extensively studied in re-

cent years is multiphoton ionization (MPI). This is ionization of an atom or

molecule by simultaneous absorption of several photons. The first order term of

the perturbation expansion of the ionization rate in powers of irradiance does not

provide a predicted rate for MPI, but higher order terms in the perturbation ex-

pansion do. An expansion which extends just to the first non-vanishing term for

a multiphoton process is colled a "lowest order perturbation theory" (LOPT) for

that process. The development of high-power lasers in the 1970's provided the

means for testing LOPT in MPI experiments. In these tests, the ionization rate

could be measured by collecting either the ions or the electrons. When electrons

were counted, however, there was the additional possibility of measuring their

energies to see how many photons had been absorbed in the MPI process. When

this was done, some atoms were found to have absorbed more than enough to

supply their binding energy. This new phenomenon was called "above threshold

ionization" (ATI). Some features of ATI could not be explained by LOPT, so

an extensive series of experiments and theoretical advances ensued. Part of the

interest in ATI is due to its effect on the way plasmas are heated by strong laser

fields.
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This dissertation is based on measurements of a particularly simple case of

MPI to which several theoretical approaches may be applied. The target was

atomic hydrogen, for which exact wave functions are known in the zero-field

limit. The photon energy of 5 eV made the ionization process nonresonant,

since two photons are not enough to reach the first excited state of hydrogen,

while three are enough to ionize the atom. Electron signals were recorded in the

form of time-of-fiight spectra, so that the appearance of ATI could be observed.

The peak irradiance was varied from 3xlO12 W/cm2 to 2xlO14 W/cm2 to cover

the range from the appearance of MPI signals to depletion of the target atoms

at the center of the focal region. Three ATI peaks could be distinguished at

high irradiance. Measured total rates of electron production were less than those

predicted by high order perturbation and Floquet models, but significantly higher

than those calculated by the Reiss and Keldysh methods with Volkov final states.

The measured rates fell nearest to the Coulomb-corrected Keldysh model, but

they did not agree closely with this model, either.

This chapter continues with an introduction to the specific process being

studied and the questions to be answered by this work. Chapter 2 summarizes

the theory. Chapter 3 describes the experiment, detailing the construction, align-

ment, calibration, and operation of the apparatus. Chapter 4 presents represen-

tative data, demonstrating the effects of removing the atomic targets, varying the

laser intensity, and introducing space charge by ionizing more atoms. Chapter 4

also describes analysis techniques used to isolate the signal of interest from the

others present in the data, to find the point at which all atoms in the focal volume

have been ionized, and to check internal consistency of the data. Finally, Chap-

ter 4 presents conclusions from this work and suggestions for future experiments.

Additional details related to the experiment appear in the appendices.



Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Above Threshold Ionization

Above threshold ionization, also known as "excess photon ionization'', is a

process that occurs only in strong electromagnetic fields. It differs from ordinary

MPI in that the electron emerges with more than one unit ku; of kinetic energy,

having absorbed more photons from the electromagnetic field than the minimum

number required to supply the binding energy of the atom or molecule. Figure 1

shows the relationship between the atomic energy levels, the photon energy, and

the ATI electron spectrum. In the case shown, atomic hydrogen with 5 eV

photons, the electron cannot absorb one or two photons, because there is no

resonant atomic level. Absorption of three photons frees the electron with 1.4 eV

of kinetic energy. The resulting peak in the electron energy spectrum is labeled

So- Electrons belonging to the second (Si) peak have 6.4 eV of kinetic energy,

having absorbed one excess photon. Electrons in the S? peak have absorbed two

excess photons, and so forth. The total number of photons absorbed may be

written as NQ -\- S, where No photons supply the zero-field binding energy EB,

and S is the number of excess photons. Thus the S2 peak of H is described by

NQ = 3 and 5 = 2. The kinetic energy EK of an S2 electron is

EK = (No + S)hu; - EB = 25 eV - 13.6 eV = 11.4 eV. (1)

The energy that an electron spectrometer measures may be lower than

This is because the electron quivers in response to the oscillating electric field.

The energy of this quivering motion may be converted to energy of linear motion

if the electron emerges from the field in a time that is short compared to the pulse

length, in which case the spectrometer will measure EK- If the pulse amplitude

decreases while the electron is within the field, however, the quiver energy will

be transferred to the field, and the electron's final kinetic energy will be less

than EK- This quiver energy, usually termed the "ponderomotive potential", is

discussed further in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1. Simplified energy level diagram of a hydrogen atom show-
ing electron peaks from absorption of three, four, and five 5 eV KrF
photons.

1.2 Experiments in ATI

Interest in strong field experiments preceded the means to perform them by

many years. Almost as soon as he had defined the photon, Einstein suggested

that multiphoton processes should occur (Einstein 1909). A quantum theory

of two-photon absorption was published in 1931 (Goppert-Mayer). This the-

ory, however, showed that measurable rates of multiphoton absorption require

light fields far more intense than any available at that time. When the laser made

such fields available, they were quickly applied to MPI. With each increase in ap-

plied intensity, new measurements were compared with the predictions of LOPT.
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Eventually, the limits of LOPT were found. Beyond them lay the province of

ATI.

ATI was probably observed in 1976, but the data were misinterpreted un-

til 1979 (Agostini and Petite 1988). Multiphoton ionization at irradiances of

1015 W/cm2 between 1976 and 1979 produced electrons with many times the

photon energy (Martin and Mandel 1976, Hollis 1978, Boreham and Hora 1979)

— ionization of helium with 1.17 eV photons produced 100 eV electrons. The

spectra could not be read clearly, however, and it was assumed that the electrons

were accelerated from low to high energies by classical ponderomotive forces as

they left the focal region. These ponderomotive forces had been described by Kib-

ble and coworkers (Brown and Kibble 1964, Kibble 1966a,b). The now-familiar

pattern of distinct peaks separated by the photon energy was first resolved in

six-photon ionization of xenon at 1011 W/cm2 with 2.34 eV photons (Agostini et

al. 1979). It was realized then that the ionization process was the source of the

high energies, while the ponderomotive force simply transformed the quivering

motion into linear translation.

The advent of high resolution electron spectrometers, some with solid angles

of collection approaching lit sr (Kruit and Read 1983), allowed the high irradi-

ance region to be reexamined (Kruit et al. 1983, Yergeau, Petite, and Agostini

1986), and there were further surprises. Not only did large numbers of peaks

appear, but many of the low energy peaks vanished — as many as 2000 in ex-

periments using CO2 lasers, judging from the absence of electron energies below

about 100 eV from xenon at 1013 W/cm2 (Xiong, Yergeau, and Chin 1988). This

phenomenon, known as peak suppression, was more pronounced when the light

was circularly, rather than linearly, polarized (Bucksbaum et al. 1986). In con-

trast, spectra taken with KrF lasers (Luk et al. 1987) showed only a few peaks

and no peak suppression at the same or higher irradiances. Rates of growth of the

individual peaks with irradiance were generally found to be less than the N$ + S
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power of irradiance expected from LOPT (Humpert et al. 1985). ATI electron

peaks produced by picosecond-scale light pulses were shifted to lower energies

compared to those produced by nanosecond pulses (Luk et al. 1987, Freeman

et al. 1987). Experiments with pulses much shorter than a picosecond in xenon

(Freeman et al. 1987) and in atomic hydrogen (Rottke et al. 1990) showed sub-

peaks which were duplicated within each primary peak and which corresponded

to the energy levels of the target atoms.

1.3 Comparisons to ATI Theory

These and other strong-field experiments have made it possible to test many

new approaches to nonperturbative calculations, and have demonstrated effects

of the ponderomotive potential that could only be predicted a few years ago.

However, none of them was intended to compare absolute numbers of ionizations

to theoretical predictions of the ionization rates. Most used inert gases as targets,

thus simplifying the experiment but complicating the theory. In most cases,

atomic energy levels were near resonance with the light field, or passed through

resonance because of the ac Stark shift as the intensity increased. This, too,

required a sophisticated theory which had not yet been tested in a nonresonant

case. Finally, only one group (LuVan et al. 1973) working with atomic hydrogen

measured absolute numbers of ionizations. The others were interested primarily

in the ac Stark shift (Kelleher, Ligare, and Brewer 1985), ionization by two

applied radiation fields (Muller, van Linden van den Heuvell, and van der Wiel

1986), or angular distributions of the resulting electrons (Feldmann et al. 1987,

Wolff et al. 1988, Rottke et al. 1990). When LuVan et al. measured an absolute

ionization rate at A = 0.53 fim, they could not compare it directly to theoretical

predictions, because their laser field was multimode. Fluctuations in irradiance

caused by mode beating increased the ionization rate by a factor which could not

be measured, but which they estimated to be NQ\ — 720, which is the limiting

value for an infinite number of uncorrelated modes. A small error in this factor
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would have had a large impact on the comparison to theory. In addition, working

before the discovery of ATI, they collected ions instead of electrons and did not

separate contributions from different ATI channels.

The present experiment was intended to provide well-calibrated counts of

ATI electrons without the complications of complex targets and transient reso-

nances. It employed a modelocked laser which produced a subpicosecond pulse

with a smooth temporal shape and a well-defined peak irradiance. A theory

which performs well in this case can then be tried under more difficult condi-

tions. The following sections discuss the problems that have been avoided or

mitigated in the present work, then outline the process by which measured elec-

tron spectra are compared to theoretical calculations.

1.3.1 Selection of target gas

It is desirable to avoid two disadvantages of inert gas targets: their com-

plicated wave functions and the possibility of exciting two or more electrons

simultaneously. Collective excitations are an interesting subject, to be sure. If

entire shells of electrons can be excited, it might be possible to remove electrons

from deep levels (Bialynicka-Birula and Bialynicki-Birula 1986). Still, theories

of such complicated interactions must first be proved in simple systems, then

applied to inert gases. Excitations of single electrons can be studied in numerical

integrations of the Schrodinger equation by using a Hartree-Fock approach to

account for the response of the other electrons (Kulander 1988), but these cal-

culations cannot easily be applied to cases such as ATI of krypton that leave the

ion in an excited state (Kulander 1987b, Lambropoulos 1988).

On the other hand, inert gas targets have the advantage of providing a low

density target with no molecular component. Low density is important to prevent

modification of the electron spectrum by collisions and by space charge, as well

as to avoid overloading the electron detector. It is best to have just one kind of

target in the interaction region because extra peaks make the electron spectra

8
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harder to analyze, especially as each peak broadens with intensity. This problem

is more severe when the unwanted targets are molecules. Molecules produce

wider and more numerous peaks than atoms because of the larger number of

final states, including vibrationally excited and dissociated states. In addition,

extra targets contribute to the space charge without increasing the signals of

interest.

Atomic hydrogen can be substituted for the inert gas target if attention is

given to regaining some of the lost advantages. Low density can be achieved

through differential pumping with high-speed pumps. This also suppresses extra

peaks from background gases. A molecular hydrogen component is unavoidable,

but it can be minimized by keeping the discharge tube clean and using the

fastest possible pump to remove recombined atoms from the interaction region.

Fortunately, most of the H2 electrons can be distinguished from H electrons by

their energies, and they provide the scaling factor needed to subtract the others

from the total electron count.

1.3.2 Resonances

The rate of multiphoton absorption may be much higher for laser frequencies

near an atomic resonance than for those farther away. The 2s level of atomic

hydrogen, 10.2 eV above the ground state, is far enough from resonance with

5 eV photons that it cannot be populated to any significant extent, but the

multiphoton ionization rate with linear polarization is still enhanced by a factor

of five. This can be seen in comparison to calculations with circular polarization,

which cannot excite the 2s state. LOPT predictions for MPI of atomic hydrogen

by linearly and circularly polarized fields appear as Fig. 2 (Maquet 1977).

As intensities increase at the start of a laser pulse, the energies of atomic

states change because of the ac Stark effect. This may bring a particular state

nearer to resonance with the field, or take it farther away. Generally, higher

energy states shift away from the ground state. A classical explanation for this
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Figure 2. Three-photon ionization rates from the hydrogenic state
Is. Solid line: circularly polarized light; dashed line: linearly polarized
light. (Maquet 1977)

is that electrons in larger orbits move farther along the electric field of the light,

which is nearly constant over atomic dimensions. The light field therefore per-

turbs their energy more. Figure 3 shows the calculated behavior of atomic hy-

drogen in fields up to 2x 1014 W/cm2. The atomic levels broaden as well as shift

because their lifetimes become short.

Since the 2s energy is initially greater than 2huj, the ac Stark shift makes

the ionization process less resonant as the field increases. At high enough field

strength, the broadened 2s state overlaps the 10 eV line, but by that time in the

pulse there may be no neutral atoms left. This situation is somewhat different

10
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Figure 3. Shifting and broadening of atomic hydrogen energy levels
by a strong KrF laser field. The shifts of the excited states are ap-
proximately equal to the ponderomotive potential. The shift of the
ground state is negative and much smaller. The width of the n — 2
level is calculated from an ionization cross section of 8.5 x 10~18

(Downey and Hozack 1989).
cm

from the "nonresonant" ATI of hydrogen experiment of Wolff et al. (1988)(quotes

theirs). Their highest photon energy was 3.5 eV. The 2s level therefore started

0.3 eV below 3ftu>. It would shift into resonance at an intensity of approximately

3xlO14 W/cm2, and strongly affect the ionization rate at lower intensities.

1.3.3 Electron counts

Theoretical calculations produce a curve of ionization rate as a function of

instantaneous irradiance, averaged over an optical cycle. Most models do not

consider the past history of the atom, though some numerical integrations of the

11
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Schrodinger equation have included ramped as well as instantaneously applied

fields and have found no significant difference. Experiments, on the other hand,

result in total numbers of electrons produced by laser pulses of a certain spatial

and temporal shape with various peak irradiances. Electrons are produced in the

low-irradiance wings of the focus as well as at the center. They are produced

early in the pulse as well as later. If all of the atoms at the center of the focal

volume are ionized before the end of the pulse, no electrons are produced there

at later times.

In order to compare measurements against a theory, one must fold the pre-

dicted ionization rates together with the experimental parameters to predict a

signal. One must consider the distribution of irradiances in time and space, the

density of atoms throughout the focal volume at each time, and the characteris-

tics of the experimental apparatus. After this, it remains to identify and count

the electrons from the time-of-flight spectrum that correspond to the modeled

process.

We folded the models with the experimental parameters by dividing the

focal volume into shells along contours of equal peak irradiance, so that all atoms

within a shell experienced the same temporal history. Some shells were truncated

at the edge of the atomic beam, but no further truncation was necessary to

account for the collection limits of the electron spectrometer. Within each shell,

we integrated the theoretical ionization rates over the temporal shape of the laser

pulse to find the number of electrons released. These results were summed over

the entire focal volume to obtain the predicted electron count. Chapters 3 and

4 and the appendices describe how the relevant experimental parameters were

measured, and how they were used in comparing the models to the data.

12
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1.4 Questions to be answered by this work

The primary result of this work is a comparison of total rates of nonresonant

multiphoton ionization to theoretical predictions for atomic hydrogen, using lin-

early polarized 248 nm light at irradiances as high as 2xlO14 W/cm2. The total

rate of ionization was found from the number of electrons produced, regardless

of which ATI channel they occupied, and the density of target atoms. It is an

absolute rate, not a relative rate, meaning that the actual numbers of electrons

and atoms are used.

The other result of this work is a comparison of the partial rates RQ and R\

of ionization into the So and Si ATI channels. Each partial rate Rs is described

by an index of nonlinearity
aintfs

S dlnl ' i - J

where S and / have been defined previously. At low irradiances, Ks « No + S.

This means that the higher order ATI peaks tend to overtake the lower order

peaks in size as the irradiance increases. The branching ratios among the peaks

thus provide a test of the theories. Also, values of Ks tend to decrease with

irradiance, so they are of interest themselves. In measurements of Ks using

xenon atoms and 1.06 /im light, the index of nonlinearity starts around 11 for

S = 0 and increases with 5. In these experiments, KQ starts at 3, allowing more

tolerance for uncertainties.

The above results are supported by measurement of the irradiance at which

"depletion" occurs. This is the point, mentioned before, at which all atoms at the

center of the focal volume are ionized. Further increasing the irradiance produces

more electrons, but only because the low-irradiance wings of the focus expand to

include more atoms. The order of nonlinearity of each peak is then governed by

the geometry of the experiment (Cervenan and Isenor 1975, Sogard 19S8). For

cylindrically symmetric laser beams, uniform atomic densities, and wide field of

13
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view electron detectors, all of the Ks become 1.5 regardless of the order of the

ionization process. In the present experiment, the order of nonlinearity becomes

less than one when the focal volume expands beyond the limits of the atomic

beam. When the depletion irradiance is known, approximate values of atomic

density and ionization rate can be used to check the measured density and rate.

Depletion also marks the highest irradiance that can be studied without reducing

the rise time of the laser pulse.

14
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For many years, lowest order perturbation theory (LOPT) was adequate for

multiphoton ionization calculations. In principle, inclusion of additional terms

can provide results to any desired accuracy if the series converges. When many

high order terms must be evaluated, however, the cost of computation becomes

high. Other techniques may then become attractive. This chapter begins with

pre-ATI strong field theory, then touches on refinements to perturbative calcu-

lations and nonperturbative techniques that have been applied to ATI.

2.1 Strong Field Physics Before ATI

2.1.1 Perturbation Theory

Multiphoton absorption, like so much of modern physics, was foreseen by

Einstein (1909). The first calculation of absorption rates, however, was that of

Maria Goppert-Mayer (1931). She used a term from the second order perturba-

tion expansion, in powers of electromagnetic field strength, of the matrix element

(f\A(oo)\i). Here, in the notation of Faisal (1987), A(t) is the evolution operator

which takes an initial state \i) at time zero into the state \t) at a later time t:

\t) = A(t)\i). (3)

The expansion of A(t) is

A(t) = 1 + f ) A<">(r), (4)

where each term A^N^ is proportional to the 2JV power of the field amplitude E.

In order to study the state of the electron after the interaction is finished, one

takes the limit t —> oo. The projection onto the final state |/) is then

Hrn (f\t) = {f\A(oo)\i). (5)
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The part of the second order term A^ representing absorption of two photons

is

In this expression, the electric field is

E(«) = | e " i w t + ^ e ^ , (7)

in the dipole approximation, and the interaction energy is

Dx = ex • D, (8)

where
i\ = polarization vector in mode A, and

(9)
D = dipole operator of atom,

in the length, or E • r, gauge, which was introduced in the same 1931 paper.

The sum is over the complete set of atomic states |j) with energies ftwy. The

5-function imposes strict energy conservation in the limit of infinite time. It is

integrated over a line shape or a density of continuum states in the course of

computing a transition rate. Since A^ is the first term in the expansion which

contributes to the matrix element, it is the LOPT prediction for two-photon

absorption. Similarly, the LOPT for a three-photon process would include only

One important feature of the two-photon LOPT solution Aaa is the factor

of E2, which is proportional to the intensity I. I2 appears when the matrix

element is squared to obtain a probability. The LOPT rate for an iV-photon

process is always proportional to IN.

Another important feature of Aaa is its denominator, which may vanish for

some intermediate states. This causes the absorption rate to be much higher

for frequencies which resonate with allowed atomic energy levels. It was there-

fore possible to study resonant multiphoton ionization soon after lasers became

16
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available, whereas intensities high enough to produce nonresonant multiphoton

ionization came several years later. Calculations of resonant MPI rates, however,

require precise knowledge of the energies of the resonant states, and often en-

counter computational difficulties. These computational problems become more

difficult when the sum over discrete states is extended to include an integral over

continuum states above the ionization threshold, all of which are allowed lev-

els. One way to proceed is to extract the integral representation of the Green's

function, or propagator,

and replace it with one of several other representations that do not include an

explicit integration.

Besides two photon absorption, the second order perturbation term A^(t)

produces an amplitude for two photon emission and an amplitude for simulta-

neous absorption and emission of single photons of equal energy. The latter

is

E 2

2"

| | 2 { / | I > A G ( W | - u ; ) D A | i }

This term describes the ac Stark shift if the initial and final states are identical,

or the mixing of degenerate states if they are not identical.

Second order perturbation theory is not a complete description of two photon

absorption, of course. The A^ term describes four processes which result in the

net absorption of two photons, and so on. Until the invention of the laser,

however, these contributions could not be made large enough to matter, and

LOPT was quite satisfactory.

17
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2.1.2 Ponderomotive Forces

Ponderomotive forces are very important in strong field interactions. These

appear to arise from a "ponderomotive potential" U, proportional to the irradi-

ance, which pushes charged particles away from areas of high field strength. In

atomic units,

U = (£/2w)2. (12)

Atomic units are defined in Appendix A. In other units,

U = 9.30 x 1(T14IA2, (13)

where U is in eV, / in W/cm2, and A in (im. In the present experiment,

A = 0.248 fixn, so

U = 5.72 x 10~15J for KrF. (14)

The ponderomotive force arises from the quivering motion of a charged par-

ticle in an ac field. During each half cycle, the particle is accelerated and decel-

erated by the field. If the field is uniform in space, it is possible for the particle

quiver with zero average velocity, returning to its starting point at the end of

each cycle. If, however, the particle's quivering motion takes it from a high field

region into a low field region, the deceleration will not balance the acceleration,

and the particle will not return to its starting point. On each subsequent half

cycle, the particle will lose quiver velocity and gain linear velocity. There is

thus a symmetry between electrons and photons in scattering processes (Kib-

ble 1966a,b). Photons may be refracted by variations in electron density, and

electrons may be refracted by gradients in the ac field.

Of course, the ponderomotive force is not a force under the usual definition,

but the difference between forces experienced by a particle at different times in

different places. Still, when the particle's position is averaged over an optical

cycle, so that the quiver energy is not apparent, it is convenient to calculate
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ponderomotive forces. If the envelope of the field is constant, the ponderomotive

force can be represented as the gradient of a ponderomotive potential equal to

the kinetic energy of the quivering motion. If the envelope is not constant,

the particle can exchange energy with the field. The potential picture is still

practical, though, so long as the average field strength acting on the particle

£'(r, t) changes more because of the particle's velocity v than because of the

time-dependent envelope, that is, so long as

v • VE(r, t) » dE(r, t)/dt. (15)

The ponderomotive potential is relevant to ATI in two ways. First, the

initial distribution of electron trajectories near the point of ionization can be

altered greatly by gradients in the light field. This obscures the angular patterns

that result from resonances with atomic states of definite angular momentum.

Second, every electron that emerges from an ionizing atom must possess energy

at least equal to the ponderomotive potential. If this potential is great enough,

it is impossible to produce So electrons, and that peak in the ATI spectrum is

suppressed. Greater potentials can then suppress additional peaks.

The ponderomotive potential model is a powerful conceptual tool, but one

must always remember that it actually describes kinetic energy, not potential

energy. If the electron leaves the field quickly compared to changes in the average

field intensity (the long-pulse limit), the quivering motion is converted to linear

motion, and the potential model is seldom misleading. A popular picture for this

is a surfboard rider gaining speed by sliding down the side of a wave (Bucksbaum

et al. 1987). In the opposite case (the short-pulse limit), the average intensity of

the field vanishes before the electron escapes. This is similar to an ocean wave

lifting a floating cork, thereby increasing its energy, then reabsorbing the energy

as it moves away. In this case, the potential model must be used with care. The

boundary between the two regimes falls in the picosecond range for typical focal
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spot sizes. In the present experiment, the spot radius is tens of micrometers,

and the pulse length is 700 fsec FWHM. The speed of a 10 eV electron is about

2 (im/psec, so very few electrons can leave the focal region before the end of the

pulse, making this is a short-pulse experiment.

2.2 ATI Theory

2.2.1 Introduction

Any perturbative calculation has a limited range of applicability. Often the

limit has been reached when the expansion variable exceeds an atomic unit, so

that higher order terms are not necessarily smaller than the LOPT terms, and

it becomes difficult to determine whether enough of the infinite series has been

summed. Appendix A contains several other conditions that must be satisfied if

LOPT is to be valid. Perturbative calculations encounter other problems even at

lower intensities, however. Somewhere around 1012 W/cm2 it becomes impossible

to limit the calculation to transitions among bound states and between bound

states and the continuum. Continuum-continuum (C-C) transitions must also

be considered. The difficulty is that any energy in the continuum is an allowed

energy, so there is nothing to prevent the detuning term in the denominator from

becoming zero. Some method must be found to avoid explicit integration over the

continuum states. This is actually a calculational problem, not a fundamental

one, since the true ionization rates are not divergent (Agostini and Petite 1988).

Indeed, one of the greatest puzzles in perturbation theory is why LOPT continues

to work for total ionization rates long after the individual ATI peaks have become

nonperturbative. What may be a more serious limitation on the current methods

of extending perturbation theory is that they all use monochromatic (eternal)

laser fields (Veniard and Piraux 1990).

An alternative to improving the techniques of perturbative calculation is

to treat the strong field nonperturbatively. The most direct way is to solve the
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Schrodinger equation numerically, a feat which has become practical in the age of

supercomputers. Another is to build wave functions from exact or approximate

solutions for periodic fields, using the initial atomic state as a boundary condition.

Amazingly, the qualitative features of ATI emerge from almost any model

that includes coupling among the continuum states and the ponderomotive po-

tential. Even purely classical models (Kyrala 1937, Chu and Yin 1987) enjoy

some success and help to visualize the process. Quantitative agreement has been

more elusive. Clearly ATI is not such a simple process that its details may be

discarded wholesale. The experimental measurements that are most sensitive to

differences among the models are the total rates of ionization, the intensity de-

pendencies of different ATI peaks, and the angular distributions of the electrons

in each peak.

2.2.2 Higher order perturbation theory

Perturbation theory can describe interactions which produce ATI peaks as

high as S = s if the calculation extends to order No+$• Several ways of evaluating

high-order terms have been reported (Aymar and Crance 1981; Gao and Starace

1988 and 1989; Gao, Pan, Liu and Starace 1990; Gontier and Trahin 1968 and

1989; Gontier, Rahman and Trahin 1986 and 1988; Maquet 1977; Karule 1975,

1988,1990; Potvliege and Shakeshaft 1989a; Shakeshaft 1986). Most of these cal-

culations use some representation of the Coulomb Green's function, as described

in section 2.1.1, to avoid numerical problems in integrating over the continuum,

but they still face problems of determining whether the perturbation series has

converged, or will converge, and they become increasingly expensive to carry out

as the number of terms grows. (Recall that retaining A^ in the two-photon

absorption problem requires calculations for four new processes, not one.)
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2.2.3 Numerical integration of the Schrodinger equation

This is a straightforward technique that has the advantage of treating ATI

as a coherent process (Lambropoulos, 1988). There are different approaches

to implementing it, however. LaGattuta (1990a,b) and Kulander (1987a,b and

1988) work in three dimensional coordinate space with distant boundaries to

divide the continuum into discrete levels. (Cylindrical symmetry in the case of

linearly polarized radiation and ground-state hydrogen allows the calculation to

be done on a two- dimensional lattice.) They obtain good angular resolution,

but limited energy resolution (Kulander 1988). Collins and Merts (1990) prefer

three dimensional momentum space with a Volkov basis set, since the electrons

have definite momenta and indefinite positions at late times. There have also

been several solutions of the one dimensional Schrodinger equation, the first by

Javanainen, Eberly, and Su (1988, and Javanainen and Eberly 1988). These inte-

grations are easier to carry out for high irradiances than for low, since fewer time

steps are required (Kulander 1987a). For this reason, tabulated ionization rates

for atomic hydrogen at 248 nm do not extend below 1013 W/cm2. Comparisons

between these rates and measured electron counts, however, are very sensitive

to the missing values, since large volumes of hydrogen in the wings of the focal

volume are ionized at low irradiances.

2.2.4 Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss (KFR) models

In KFR (Keldysh 1965, Faisal 1973, Reiss 1980, Reiss 1987, Reiss 1990)

models, the electron leaps directly from a bound state unaffected by the external

field to a Volkov plane wave state (Volkov 1935) affected only by the external

field. These models reproduce all of the features now understood to result from

C-C transitions, but they predict ionization rates much smaller than those that

have been measured.

KFR models use the Volkov wave function to represent the final state of

an ionized electron in an S-matrix formalism. The plane wave Volkov state
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0e(x, t) satisfies the Schrodinger equation for an electron in a monochromatic

field, described by the vector potential A(t), in the absence of other potentials.

In the E • r gauge,

= exPI -*( ^ T ' - ( P -
(16)

where p is the eigenvalue of the canonical momentum operator in the p-A gauge.

This solution is valid for fields of arbitrary strength, so long as the electron does

not reach relativistic speeds (see Appendix A), and so long as it is used in a

way consistent with the dipole approximation A(r,i) w A(t) (Reiss 1990). This

electron wave function is combined with the initial atomic wave function XJ>A and

the final ionic wave function II>A+ > where appropriate, to form the matrix element

M = {^ t+ iMW*) , (17)

where VA is the potential energy due to the applied field. M is then used to derive

the S-matrix and the transition rate. The presence of the bound state wave

function %}>A in M is what justifies using the dipole approximation for r/>e (Reiss

1990). The fact that M can be evaluated analytically is the major advantage of

KFR models. When I$>A is spatially symmetric, the only property of I}>A appearing

in the transition rate is the binding energy EB- The relatively simple predictions

of KFR theory are frequently used in calculating heating rates due to ATI in

plasmas (Corkum, Burnett, and Brunei 1989).

One variation on the KFR model (Becker, Schlicher and Scully 1986) simpli-

fies the situation even more. The entire spatial integration in the matrix element

M is replaced by a factor proportional to INI2. Nothing remains of the initial

state of the atom or of the interaction potential between the atom and the field.

Whatever results from the integration over time is therefore due to C-C coupling.
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Despite its simplicity and its disregard of the angular momentum carried by the

electron, this model predicts the distribution of electrons among the ATI peaks

fairly well (Petite, Agostini, and Muller 1988).

As mentioned before, KFR models underpredict ionization rates, but the

discrepancy might be expected to be less in the case of KrF light and hydrogen

targets than in some other cases. The underprediction is caused, at least in part,

by the difficulty in satisfying the assumptions of the model when neutral atoms

are ionized. These are that the supply of atoms is not depleted, no resonances

occur with other bound states of the atom, and the binding potential is short-

range (Reiss 1980). The first condition is satisfied in the present experiment only

at the lowest irradiances, and the second is not fully satisfied even then. The

third condition is never satisfied in ionization, since the Coulomb potential has

infinite range. In the present experiment, however, resonances are not expected

to dominate the process, and the effect of the Coulomb tail on the final state

is reduced by the fact that even the slowest electrons move at speeds of 3 x

107 cm/sec. KFR models might perform well in such a case (Sundaram and

Armstrong 1990), especially if a semiclassical factor

Fc = AEB7/hu>(l + 72)1 '2 (18)

derived by Keldysh is included to account for the Coulomb field. This factor,

with an appropriate value of A, brings the Keldysh model in the tunneling limit

(7 <C 1) into agreement with the accepted rate of tunneling ionization in a dc

field (Keldysh 1965). In the case of atomic hydrogen and KrF radiation, A = 13

(Baldwin and Boreham 1981), and Fc « 35 for irradiances below 1015 W/cm2.

Recent work in the KFR area has concentrated on replacing the Volkov final state

with one that more closely resembles free electrons in a Coulomb field (Leone ei

al. 1987, Shakeshaft and Potvliege 1987, Pan 1989).
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2.2.5 Floquet calculations

Another method of obtaining wave functions that reflect the periodicity of

the laser field is based on Floquet's 19th century studies of differential equations

with periodic coefficients. Applied to quantum mechanics (Shirley 1965), the

wave function \(x, t) describing an atom in a laser field is factored as

X(M) = e-*ty(*,0> (19)

where rj>(x,t) is periodic in t. In this factorization, /? is a complex "energy" that

describes both the total energy of the system and the decay rate of the atomic

state. (In order to have real energy eigenvalues, one must construct a wave packet

(Potvliege and Shakeshaft 1989b)). The t/> functions satisfy a time-independent

equation like the Schrodinger equation, but with a non-Hermitian hamiltonian.

The function t!>(x,t) is further divided into Fourier components, each of which

has the complex energy

Ec = fi + Nhu, (20)

where /? is determined by the atomic state. The value of /? varies as the atom

is "dressed" by a photon field of increasing strength, with different atomic levels

varying at different rates. Transitions may occur between states of different /?

and N if the total energies cross. These are absorptions or emissions of real

photons. Some crossings are real, and some are avoided, leading to sensitivity to

the rate of change of the field (adiabatic versus nonadiabatic transitions) (Crance

1988).

The advantage to the Floquet approach is that all transitions are included

in the calculation, in principle, regardless of the number of photons exchanged.

In practice, the largest change of N in the calculation is increased until the so-

lution converges. This is equivalent to a perturbation calculation that extends

to all orders in field strength. The precision of the atomic wave function must
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also be limited in some way. Chu and coworkers use eigenvectors of total angular

momentum L2 as a discrete atomic basis, including higher values of L until the

solution converges (Chu and Reinhardt 1977, Chu and Cooper 1985). Shake-

shaft and coworkers use polynomial representations of the wave function on a

continuous basis (Potvliege and Shakeshaft 1989b).

Floquet results for atomic hydrogen at 248 run have been found to agree well

with numerical integrations (Pindzola and Dorr 1990) between 1013 W/cm2 and

1015 W/cm2. These calculated rates increase less quickly than those of LOPT.

2.2.6 Other methods

Deng and Eberly (1985) calculated C-C transitions among featureless con-

tinua. They found that these can change from incoherent to coherent processes

at high irradiance, providing a way for electrons to pass by the lower energies and

pool at the end of the coherent chain. These and other "essential state" calcu-

lations have not yet achieved high accuracy (Agostini and Petite 1988), perhaps

because Coulomb systems do not have featureless continua (Veniard and Piraux

1990).

An entirely different way to study a quivering electron is to transform to

an accelerated reference frame in which a free electron may be at rest, or move

along a smooth trajectory. In this frame, the atomic potential varies at the

optical frequency, and the Kramers gauge appears in the wave functions instead

of the E • r or p • A gauges. Henneberger (1968) first applied this technique to

multiphoton problems. It is more easily used at microwave or x ray wavelengths

than in the UV (Walet 1990), but it has been used for numerical integration of

the Schrodinger equation in one dimension at the KrF wavelength (Reed and

Burnett 1990).
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2.3 Predictions from the theories

Figure 4 presents predictions from several models which have been exercised

for atomic hydrogen and 248 nm radiation. These are values of ionization rate

vs. instantaneous irradiance. The highest curve in Fig. 4 is one evaluation of

LOPT (Khristenko and Vetchinkin 1976), which predicts an I3 dependence on

irradiance. The lowest curves represent the Keldysh and Reiss models with

pure Volkov final states. Between these extremes are the Floquet results of Chu

(1990) and the Keldysh model including Keldysh's quasiclassical correction for

Coulomb field effects on the final state. The Coulomb-corrected Keldysh model

is evaluated from equation 1 of Keldysh's paper (1965), the uncorrected model

from equation 16 (which contains a misprint). Table 1 shows how the LOPT

curve of Fig. 4 compares to calculations of Gao and Starace (1989), Gontier and

Trahin (1968), Laplanche et al. (1976), and Maquet (1977). Since all LOPT

models have the same dependence on irradiance, each can be represented by

the generalized cross section in Table 1. Differences among these perturbation

calculations are greater than a factor of two. It is clear from Fig. 4 that there are

significant differences among the predictions of the different models that must

be resolved before any of them can be relied upon in calculations of strong-field

effects.

Table 1. Comparison of generalized cross sections calculated by
LOPT for MPI of atomic hydrogen by linearly polarized 248 nm light.

a( 3 > (cm6 W ~2) Reference

4.2 x 10~46 Gontier and Trahin 1968
7.5 x 10 "46 Laplanche et al. 1976
5.7 x 10~46 Khristenko and Vetchinkin 1976
5.0 x 10~46 Maquet 1977
3.1 x 10"46 Gao and Starace 1988
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Figure 4. Predictions from five models of MPI rates for atomic
hydrogen and linearly polarized 248 nm light. Curve (a) is LOPT
evaluated by Khristenko and Vetchinkin (1976). Curve (b) is the
Floquet theory of Chu (1990). Curve (c) is the Coulomb corrected
Keldysh model (1965). Curves (d) are the Keldysh (1965) and Reiss
(1980) models without Coulomb correction.

Before these ionization rates can be compared to experimental data, they

must be converted to total numbers of ionizations as functions of the peak ir-

radiance of the laser pulse, considering the spatial and temporal distribution of

irradiance in the interaction region and the hydrogen atom density within the

atomic beam. This conversion process is described in Chapter 4.
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The object of the experiment was to measure absolute rates of ATI by record-

in t, the energy spectra of electrons from crossed beams of hydrogen (H) atoms

and ultraviolet light. This required a vacuum system, an optical system, a source

of hydrogen atoms, an electron time-of-flight spectrometer, and electronics to

process and store the spectrometer signal. We calibrated the apparatus to ob-

tain the density of atoms and the actual number of electrons produced at the

interaction region, and we determined how the crossed beams overlapped so that

the measured ionization rates could be compared to the theoretical rates. This

chapter considers each section of the apparatus, describing its function and its

construction. It then covers procedures of calibration and operation. Finally, it

shows that several factors that could potentially have affected the experiment

were in fact not of concern.

3.1 Overview

An ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) maintained around the interaction region dur-

ing the experiment minimized the electron signals from ionization of background

gases, principally hydrogen molecules (H2) and water. Pressures within the hy-

drogen beam at the interaction point were approximately 10~6 Torr. Differential

pumping allowed the hydrogen source to operate at the higher pressure required

for a radio frequency (rf) discharge. Gas pressure and composition in the interac-

tion region were monitored by a quadrupole residual gas analyzer (RGA) under

computer control. Hydrogen pressures at the RGA were converted to density in

the interaction region.

The Los Alamos Bright Source I (LABS-I) .^e^ system provided 40 GW

subpicosecond pulses at 248 nm wavelength. The pulse length of 600 fsec full
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width at half maximum (FWHM) was near the transform limit. Polarization was

linear. An off-axis paraboloid mirror working at //20 produced an eight to ten

times diffraction limited focus. The rms irradiance at focus could be as high as

1.8 xlO15 W/cm2, which is 0.05 atomic unit. Lower irradiances were obtained

with beam splitters and neutral density filters in order to change the pulse shape

and irradiance distribution as little as possible. Even so, the presence of so

many surfaces in the optical path may have contributed significantly to the size

of the focal volume. Pulse energies could be measured individually, but pulse

length and focal spot size could not. Fortunately, the electron spectra contain

information about the irradiance level that assists in comparing data sets.

The spectrometer used a magnetic bottle arrangement to guide the electrons

to a microchannel plate (MCP) detector assembly one meter from the interaction

region. The axes of the spectrometer, the atomic beam, and the laser beam were

mutually perpendicular. A retarding potential allowed any part of the spectrum

to be studied at 80 meV resolution. A transient digitizer sampled the MCP

output every 10 ns, and a personal computer summed and stored the data. The

computer could assign incoming spectra to bins based upon the energy of the

laser pulse and the state (on or off) of the atomic beam.

3.2 Apparatus

3.2.1 Vacuum system

The vacuum vessel enclosed the hydrogen source, the interaction region, and

the electron spectrometer. It also provided an evacuated path for the converging

and diverging segments of the laser beam to prevent damage to the windows. It

was pumped by a turbomolecular pump and a cryopump.

The vacuum vessel was constructed of stainless steel. It consisted of a

152 mm cube centered on the interaction region, a meter-long spectrometer

drift tube, a six-way cross, a 305 mm-long cylinder, a 584 mm-long beam dump
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tube, tubes to the two pumps, ten flanges, and the housing, bellows, and tubing

of the hydrogen source. Inside diameters were 152 mm for the cylinder, 102 mm

for the drift tube and the cryopump tube, 73.2 mm for the turbopump tube, and

34.8 mm for the beam dump tube. The total volume of the vessel was approxi-

mately 25 liters. Three flanges were equipped with quartz windows. Three others

supported parts of the electron spectrometer and one mirror inside the vacuum.

The hydrogen source had one additional window for viewing the discharge.

Most of these components appear in Fig. 5, a schematic diagram of the

apparatus viewed from above. The hydrogen source and the turbopump are

above the plane of the figure, and the cryopump is below the plane. The atomic

beam, the laser beam, and the spectrometer axis are mutually perpendicular.

The stainless steel components were joined by Conflat—type knife edge seals

with copper gaskets. Teflon O-rings were used at the windows, and a single Viton

O-ring sealed a gate valve at the cryopump. The use of non-UHV materials,

such as insulated wire and conductive epoxy glue, inside the vacuum was held

to a minimum. The drift tube and the beam dump tube were coated with

graphite (Aerodag G) to control contact potentials, reflections, and photoelectron

production. The rough graphite surface is thought to have been the major source

of background gases. The residual gas analyzer and two ion gauges monitored

the state of the vacuum. The RGA used either a Faraday cup or an electron

multiplier to detect the ion current. Its resolution was better than one atomic

mass unit (amu) over the 1-200 amu range.

The vacuum system was divided into two chambers for differential pumping

(Fig. 6). The upper chamber, which contained the hydrogen source, used a

350 1/s turbomolecular pump with a cold-trapped foreline. This pump held the

pressure in the low 10~6 Torr range while hydrogen was flowing, and provided a

background pressure of 4 x 10~8 Torr or better. The chambers were connected by

a skimmer with a 1 mm diameter hole which defined the atomic beam. A knife
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. The
hydrogen beam points into the page.

edge around the hole prevented the gas that was retained in the upper chamber

from disturbing the flow into the lower chamber. The lower chamber used an

ultraclean 2000 1/s cryopump, since the gas load was not large enough to require

a turbopump. The cryopump achieved a background pressure of 3 x 10~* Torr

and a working pressure in the 10~8 Torr range. Each chamber had a nude ion

pressure gauge inside a 38 mm-diameter tube attached to a 38 mm-diameter

sideann. The RGA entrance aperture was on the axis of the 152 mm-diameter

tube leading to the cryopump, and 70 mm from the face of the cube.
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Figure 6. Schematic view of the interaction region. The laser beam
comes out of the page.

The pump speeds listed above are speeds for H2 at the pump flange. The

effective speeds of the pumps as used in this apparatus are 162 1/s and 960 1/s

for the turbopump and the cryopump respectively. These are calculated in Ap-

pendix B. The connection between the cryopump and the cube was simple enough

that the effective speed could be calculated from the standard formula for free

molecular flow through a tube of length L and diameter D

C = 12.1- 4D/3' (21)

where C is the conductance for N2 in 1/s, and D and L are in cm. The conduc-

tance for H2 is y/2S/2C = 3.74C. The speed of the turbopump was derived from
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measurements of upper and lower chamber pressures as a constant gas load was

divided between them. Assuming that the total gas load Q was unchanged, the

pressure P,- in each chamber varied in proportion to the pump speed if;, so that

Q = Qi + Q2 = Si Pi + S2P2, hence (22)

S2~ A P /

The ratio of pump speeds was found to be four.

The RGA was the most important diagnostic tool in the experiment because

of the low pressures involved. In order to produce the smallest possible number

of electrons, I used atomic hydrogen pressures similar to those of the background

gases. The ion gauge could not measure the H2 pressure accurately, especially

since ion gauges are only half as sensitive to hydrogen as to water and nitrogen,

and deriving the H component of the total pressure when the discharge was

on would require a precise value of H sensitivity as well. The RGA, however,

measured H2 pressures independently of the others. It could also distinguish

between water and nitrogen backgrounds, which occurred in varying proportions

on different days and varied at different rates as the discharge wanned the upper

chamber. As a bonus, the RGA served as a leak detector and verified that the

vacuum was free of hydrocarbons.

3.2.2 Atomic hydrogen source

The atomic hydrogen source was a commercial model of the Slevin type

(Slevin and Stirling 1981). It produced a discharge in a water-cooled Pyrex

cavity, using up to 30 W of rf power at a nominal 35 MHz. The cavity was made

to resonate at this frequency by a helical winding outside the glass. The atoms

effused from a 1 mm diameter capillary 18 mm long which traversed a kink to

prevent UV light from the discharge from escaping. The discharge required a gas

pressure of at least 4 x 10~8 Torr, so the pressure at the outlet of the capillary
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was typically 2 x 10~6 Torr. The rf power could be gated off by an external 5 V

signal to modulate the H signal.

Commercially pure hydrogen flowed through a sapphire leak valve, and then

through a heated palladium filter, which further purified the hydrogen and con-

trolled the pressure in the discharge. The palladium filter could be bypassed in

order to admit krypton or other gases to the lower chamber. The sapphire valve

provided very good control of the pressure in this case.

Heat from the discharge caused the resonant frequency of the cavity to in-

crease. The original tuning range of the rf power supply was not large enough

to follow the resonance. I solved the problem by changing the relative sizes of

fixed and variable resistors in the frequency control circuit, thereby doubling the

tuning range from ±0.2 MHz to ±0.4 MHz about a center frequency of 37.2 MHz.

The major product of the discharge process was, of course, atomic hydrogen.

I calculated the dissociation fraction from the change in the H2 pressure at the

RGA. There are two common definitions of dissociation fraction (Chan et al.

1988). The one used here is the fraction of the total number of atoms and

molecules that are atoms:

F = Pl (24)
P\ + 92

where pi = number density of H, and P2 = number density of H2 when the

discharge is on. When each atom and each molecule is once ionized, F is the

fraction of electrons that come from atoms. The alternate definition is

F> = T

This is the number of dissociated molecules divided by the number of molecules

initially present.

The measured pressure at mass two P2 is related to gas density according

to

P2 = a22p2 + ] P <*2ipi (26)
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where 022 is the mass two response to H2 molecules and 012% is the mass two

response to atoms or molecules of mass i. All of the c*2i except 022 were taken

to be zero, since there was no evidence of such responses to other gases in the

system, and none was expected. (The mass one readings are affected by P2,

however. See Appendix B.)

When the discharge started, the measured H2 pressure dropped from Pg* to

Pj3". For every molecule dissociated, two atoms were formed. The dissociation

fraction was therefore
_ 2(P?Pj)

F ~ iPf - fy • ( 2 7 )

Typical readings when the end of the capillary was 5 mm above the skimmer

were P$* = 1.3 x 10"7 Torr, P%n = 9 x 10~8 Torr, indicating F = 47%. When

the capillary was 27 mm above the skimmer, typical readings were P^ = 4.2 x

10~8 Torr, Pf" = 3.3 x 10"8 Torr, indicating F = 35%. These values of F would

be higher if p\ and p% were adjusted to account for recombination in the lower

chamber.

3.2.3 Optical system

3.2.3.1 LABS-I laser

During the present experiment, the LABS-I laser system remained essen-

tially as it was in 1988 (Roberts et al. 1988). A linearly polarized seed pulse at

248 nm wavelength (5.0 eV photon energy) was amplified by two KrF amplifiers.

Seed pulses were produced at a 5 Hz rate. The amplifiers could be operated at

5 Hz or its submultiples. The average length of a pulse has been measured to be

600 ± 50 fsec FWHM, using two photon ionization of NO. Observations with a

streak camera have verified that the energy was concentrated into a single short

pulse when the "front end" was timed correctly. The measured pulse length was

close enough to the transform limit to justify modeling the pulse envelope as

a smooth rise and fall with no subpeaks. The final pulse energy from LABS-I
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reached 30 mJ or more when the timing was perfect and the gas was fresh. At op-

timal adjustment, the energies of the individual pulses had a standard deviation

equal to 3% of the mean. As the times of the discharges in the KrF amplifiers

drifted away from the arrival of the seed pulse, the average energy decreased,

and the pulse to pulse variation increased.

Sensitivity to timing was part of a tradeoff in which the seed pulse was

placed early in the KrF amplifiers' gain window to minimize the effects of am-

plified spontaneous emission (ASE). ASE occurred throughout the discharge be-

cause of the high gain of KrF, but it had little effect on multiphoton ionization

for two reasons. One was that the amplifiers used no mirrors, so their ASE di-

verged strongly, whereas the seed pulse was collimated. A simple aperture could

therefore block most of the ASE that was produced. The other reason was that

the total ASE energy, which was small to begin with, was spread over a 20 nsec

period. The resulting irradiance was too low to drive a three photon process, as

confirmed by blocking the seed pulse during data collection.

There were three significant changes to the system during the experiment.

One was replacement of several front-end amplifiers. This had no known effect

on my experiment. The second was improvement of the discharge in the first KrF

amplifier, which allowed the second KrF amplifier to operate at lower gain with

a different gas mixture. This reduced the level of ASE and probably improved

the uniformity of the beam, but it did not change the electron spectra. The third

change was insertion of a saturable absorber in the dye amplifier chain to reduce

the level of ASE from these amplifiers. This increased the shot -to-shot variation

in total UV energy, but it had little or no effect on the electron spectra.

3.2.3.2 Windows, mirrors, and beamsplitters

All of the optical components were made of Corning 7940 fused silica. This

was important even for "max R" mirrors, those made with the highest possible

reflectivity st the design wavelength, since 0.2% of the UV beam was still a
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high power level. Reflecting surfaces were formed with dielectric coatings for

accurate reflectance and low absorption, or used uncoated for 10% reflection of

S-polarized light at a 45° angle of incidence. Other surfaces were anti-reflection

coated, including both sides of all windows, but not including the backs of "max

R" mirrors. Surface figures were A/10 at 633 nm, which is A/4 at 248 run. Actual

reflectances of the beam splitters were measured at the angles of incidence used,

either 45° or 50°. These measurements were performed using the full power of

the laser in case the reflectances varied with irradiance. No such variation was

found.

3.2.3.3 Photodiode and joulemeter

A photodiode provided a trigger signal to the data collection electronics. In

some cases, it observed the UV that passed through a "max R" mirror. Other

times, it sat next to the beam and picked up UV scattered from the air. Since

the trigger signal stopped when the beam was blocked or the laser misfired, null

spectra were not averaged with the rest. The photodiode was fast enough that

the picosecond pulse appeared as a 2 ns excursion above the 20 ns ASE pedestal.

This was too short for reliable triggering, so the actual trigger generally was based

on ASE. This caused a minor problem on days when the ASE was not tightly

locked to the picosecond pulse by adding one or two time channels to the widths

of the peaks in the output of the transient recorder. The spread was no more

than this because the total duration of the ASE was only two time channels. The

minor problem was that it was harder to recognize small ATI peaks when they

were spread over more time channels. The error in measured electron energy

due to a time error of one channel, ranging from 11 meV for 1 eV electrons to

346 mev for 10 eV electrons, was not a problem, since any peak could be retarded

to 1 eV energy for close study.

A Gentec ED-500 joulemeter provided another trigger signal, and also the

energy of each laser pulse, by measuring the energy passing through the first
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beamsplitter. A Gentec PRJ-M readout corrected for shifts in the baseline signal,

applied the calibration factor of 2.2 V/J, and delivered its output directly to the

lab computer. I checked the joulemeter's calibration against a new ED-500 that

was calibrated at 2.4 V/J. The meters agreed within the implied uncertainty of

0.05 V/J. I could not test the linearity of the ED-500 in its normal operating

range with neutral density filters because the unattenuated beam damaged the

filters. Instead, I checked the linearity of an ED-100 joulemeter, which works

the same way but produces more volts per joule, using attenuated picosecond

pulses. Its linearity was good, so there is no reason to doubt the linearity of the

ED-500. In addition, data sets which have been divided into bins according to

ED-500 readings show a linear relation between bin number and the area of the

scattered light peak, as they should.

3.2.3.4 Mechanical Support

The vacuum chamber and the optical system, other than the LABS-I laser,

the joulemeter, and the photodiode, resided on a 2 inch thick optical breadboard.

The focusing mirror sat on a motor-driven three-way translation stage, which sat

on a half-inch steel plate cantilevered off the end of the breadboard. The mirror

inside the vacuum was mounted to a flange on the cross. The other mirrors were

mounted on vibration-damping posts fixed to the table. The vacuum chamber

supported the two pumps. The breadboard was supported by a large table on

the drift tube side, and by two rigid legs to the floor on the other side. These

tables were not isolated from vibrations in the floor because the optical system

had to be fixed in position to remain aligned with the UV beam.

3.2.4 Electron time-of-flight spectrometer

Electrons generated at the laser focus were collected and their energy was

analyzed using an electron time-of-flight spectrometer with 2ir sr solid angle of

collection. The spectrometer was based on the Kruit and Mead design (Kruit and
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Read 1983) as adapted at Chicago (Luk and Rhodes 1988), using a permanent

magnet rather than an electromagnet. The field of the permanent magnet merged

with that of a solenoid wound around the drift tube. A retarding potential could

be placed on a Faraday cage around the electron drift region to increase the

flight time, thus improving the resolution, and to discriminate against low energy

electrons. The electrons were detected by a two-stage chevron microchannel

plate electron multiplier. The drift direction was perpendicular to the axes of

the hydrogen beam and the laser beam.

3.2.4.1 Theory of operation

The purpose of the magnetic field in this kind of spectrometer is to capture

all of the electrons emitted into the hemisphere facing the detector and bring

each one to the detector at a time representing its original speed regardless of

its initial direction. This process, described by Kruit and Read, basically uses

conservation of angular momentum to convert cyclotron motion about the field

lines into linear motion along the drift tube without changing the electron's

energy. When the initial magnetic field diverges rapidly, the electron trajectories

become parallel in a time short compared to the drift time. This minimizes the

spread of arrival times for electrons of equal energy but different initial directions

of motion.

The angle between an electron's initial velocity and the axis of the spec-

trometer is $i in the notation of Kruit and Read. At a later time, the new angle

9 is determined by the local magnetic field B and the initial magnetic field B, as

• ( 2 8 )

The distance zp required to reduce sin $ by a factor of ten may be estimated from

measurements of the field of a near-twin of the magnet in the spectrometer. My

measurements of B along the axis may be modeled as

B(2) = ( l f^ + B ~' (29)
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where z is distance from the interaction region, J3, = 0.27 T, B<x> = -3.5 x 10~4 T,

a = 10.0 mm, b = 1.54, and c = 1.455. This value of B^ is apparently the

error in setting the zero reading of the gaussmeter. Then B(zp) = 0.01B,- when

zp = 24 mm, or 2.2% of the total drift distance.

Kruit and Read define two measures of adiabaticity to judge whether the

approximations in Eq. 29 are valid. One, termed Xi> is the fractional change

in B during one cyclotron orbit. The other, X2» is the angle through which the

image rotates before reaching the detector. In their spectrometer, the maximum

value of xi was 0.78E^ , where EK is the electron energy in eV, and the value

of X2 was 0.06ZE]l . These were small enough to justify the approximations.

In our spectrometer, the largest value of Xi w a s 0.063J5^ , and the value of X2

was 0.035i?]/ . These smaller values are primarily due to our large value of a,

compared to Kruit and Read's 3 mm.

Within each peak, the first electron to arrive is that electron which traveled

along the line of sight between the focus and the MCP detector. The electrons

that leave at other angles travel farther than the measured distance from the

laser focus to the detector and appear to be less energetic. Electrons may also

be delayed by space charge. Thus we label the peaks by the highest energy com-

ponent of the peak rather than by the energy of the average electron. The shape

of the peak may be significant, however, when electrons formed in different parts

of the focal volume arrive with different energy shifts from the ponderomotive

potential. This is discussed in Chapter 4.

Since each electron follows a field line diverging from the interaction region,

the spectrometer produces a magnified image of the interaction region on the

detector. The image has a blur circle, similar to the Airy distribution in optical

images, due to the cyclotron motion about the field line. This imaging process

spreads the electrons over the surface of the detector, reducing the chance of

encountering a channel whose charge has been depleted by a faster electron. The
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magnification factor is y/Bi/Bf = 9.1, where Bf is the 0.033 T field at the detec-

tor. The image of the interaction region is roughly 0.6 mm by 12 mm, depending

on what is considered to be the edge of the interaction region. The number of

channels in a rectangle this size is 46 000. Only at the highest irradiances was the

number of detected electrons comparable to this, and in those cases the effective

radius of the interaction region was probably much larger.

A simple formula connects an electrons's fight time TF to its kinetic energy

EK:

*BK-( *£>). (30)

where F = yJm/2 = 1.68 eV1'2seem"1, m is the electron mass, and Lu =

1.086 m is the drift length. Electrons of 1 to 10 eV energy leave the interaction

region with enough speed that an extraction field is not needed, but not with

so much that relativistic corrections are important. A representative speed is

2 m/fisec, or 0.8% of the speed of light. The relation between units of time and

units of energy is described by

dTF __ FLD _ -TF

2E3J2 (31)

These formulae are complicated slightly when a retarding potential is used, be-

cause the drift speed is different before and after the grids. In this case, table

lookup is easier than formula evaluation. The small distance between the two

grids permits details of the acceleration to be neglected.

3.2.4.2 Construction

Figure 5 shows a cross section of the permanent magnet in a plane including

the magnet's axis, which was also the spectrometer's axis. Because of the beveled

edge and the axial hole, the front part of the magnet acted as a pole piece. The

magnet I tested produced a maximum field of 0.33 T in a ring of radius 4.5 mm

about the axis and 3 mm from the face of the magnet. The field was 0.27±0.01 T
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throughout a region larger than the focal volume of the laser. In the plane of

the ring, which included the longest dimension of the focal volume, the magnetic

field increased from 0.27 T on the axis to 0.28 T 1 mm from the axis. The

field measured on the axis 1 mm either direction from the plane of the ring was

0.26 T. The magnet used in the spectrometer produced the same peak field on-

axis, but at a point 4 mm from the face of the magnet. Kruit and Read obtained a

stronger and more strongly diverging field with their water cooled electromagnet

and customized pole piece, so their energy resolution was better.

A pair of grids at the entrance to the drift tube applied the retarding poten-

tial over a distance of 3 mm. The first grid was connected to the cube, so that

the interaction region was not affected. The second grid was part of the Faraday

cage which minimized electrical steering of the drifting electrons. The grids were

made from electroformed copper of 90% transparency.

In the original construction, the copper grids were coated with colloidal

graphite, as the rest of the cage was, to address the problems of contact poten-

tials, UV reflection, and photoelectron production. Contact potentials between

different materials in the drift tube can distort the electron trajectories, with

different distortions at different places in the tube. This increases the variation

in times of arrival at the detector, and it may add a constant potential to the ap-

plied retarding voltage. Coating the surfaces with a conducting film reduces the

forces felt by the drifting electrons. Contact potentials did not offset the applied

voltages very much, as evidenced by good agreement among electron spectra

collected with different retarding voltages. Comparisons between spectra taken

months apart showed shifts of tens of meV in peak positions, however.

The rough surface of the graphite, which appears black to the eye, was

effective in preventing UV reflections, which could produce photoelectrons of

various energies at many surfaces in the apparatus and add to the background in

the spectra. Photoelectron production was not completely eliminated, however.
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The photon energy of 5 eV is greater than the work function of any material,

so the graphite itself emitted photoelectrons. Still, with a maximum energy of

0.2 eV, they were much less of a problem than those that would come from a

steel surface. A new set of grids with gold flashing was tried, in hopes that their

work function would be higher, but the substitution made no difference in the

electron spectra.

In order that the magnetic field in the drift tube run parallel to the axis, I

designed a set of Helmholtz coils to cancel the terrestrial field inside the tube.

Otherwise, electrons that reach the detector must start off-center in the interac-

tion region and graze the wall at the entrance to the drift tube. The Helmholtz

coils were rectangular, of width 23 cm and of a length considerably greater than

the drift region, separated by 18 cm. These dimensions produced a very uniform

field through the 2 cm diameter region of electron current, with variations less

than 0.5% of the 4.2 x 10~5 T on-axis field. Each coil consisted of two turns

of wire and carried 2.4 A. A high-current design was selected so that currents

induced in the coils when the laser fired would be a small perturbation. The field

to be canceled was vertical for a considerable distance above the steel table, so

one pair of Helmholtz coils was sufficient.

3.2.5 Signal processing and data storage system

This system consisted of an electron detector, several devices to provide

measurements in digital form, and a computer to control the other devices and

store the data. The following sections describe these components, including the

data collection programs and digital interfaces that make the system work.

3.2.5.1 MicroChannel plate electron detector

A microchannel plate assembly at the end of the drift tube detected and am-

plified the electron current. It also provided a "time zero" signal from scattered

light as the picosecond laser pulse passed. MCP's have many desirable properties
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for this application. They detect both electrons and UV photons, thus marking

both the beginning and the end of the drift period. They produce a sharp pulse

(2 ns FWHM) from a single electron. Chevron MCP's such as the ones used here

are capable of gains of 107 with low rates of feedback from acceleration of ions in

the backward direction. Their gain is easily adjusted to provide a signal of con-

venient size without further amplification. The time required to recharge after

an output pulse, several milliseconds, is much less than the time between laser

pulses. The charge available from each channel is independent of all others except

its nearest neighbors, so all electrons are counted equally if they are spread thinly

enough over the surface. An accelerating potential of 250 V brings the electrons

to the first plate with the optimum energy for detection regardless of their drift

energies, and also recaptures many electrons that strike the glass matrix between

channels. The detection efficiency for electrons is therefore around 70% (Fraser

1983). The detection efficiency for 248 nm photons is approximately 4 x 10~9

(Wiza 1979).

A disadvantage of MCP detectors is the statistical nature of electron multi-

plication. Multiplication occurs only when electrons strike the wall of a channel.

Secondary electrons from each encounter with the wall fly off in many directions,

some of which lead to many more collisions and others to very few. The prob-

ability of producing an output pulse of given total charge therefore decreases

exponentially with the amount of charge. This makes it difficult to calculate

the number of incident electrons that produced a particular peak in the electron

spectrum. In some MCP's, this exponential distribution can be converted to one

which is roughly Gaussian by increasing the applied voltage. This causes deple-

tion of the charge in the channel walls when a large swarm of electrons passes.

Further multiplication of that swarm is reduced. A peak appears in the distribu-

tion at the limiting electron density, and there is an average gain that is relatively

insensitive to variations in the applied voltage. In the present experiment, the
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distribution did not develop a peak even at the highest recommended voltage

of 1000 V per plate. Measurements of peak heights for single-electron events

showed an exponential falloff in the low range, then a region of slowly-varying

probability. Moreover, this is not the distribution that was finally recorded.

The LeCroy TR8818 transient digitizer had its own statistical distribution of

responses to the MCP output pulses, which were shorter than the 10 nsec sam-

pling period of the digitizer. The final result was again a decreasing exponential

over the range of identifiable responses. An average recorded voltage of 7 mV

per incident electron, when 2.209 kV was applied to the resistor chain, has been

derived, but this value depends upon the model for how many incident electrons

were not recorded at all. Details of these measurements appear in Appendix D.

3.2.5.2 CAMAC and GPIB devices

The instruments used to measure the laser pulse energy and the MCP out-

put from every laser pulse were connected to the lab computer by CAMAC

(Computer Automated Measurement And Control, IEEE Standard 583-1975)

and GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus, IEEE Standard 488-1978) interfaces.

These interfaces allowed a program written in Microsoft QuickBASIC 3.0 to con-

trol the instruments, read the instrument status, and read the measured values

rapidly enough to keep up with a 2.5 Hz repetition rate. Another GPIB link

allowed the program to collect electron spectra with the discharge alternately on

and off by reading the status of a delay generator which inhibited the discharge.

Figure 7 presents a block diagram of the CAMAC and GPIB devices.

The data collection programs, named ERUN (Energy RUN) and DRUN (Dou-

ble spectra RUN), called subroutines from a software package that came with the

National Instruments GPIB controller board. These subroutines sent commands

either to the controller board or through it to the GPIB devices. Some com-

mands caused the devices to return measured data or information about their

internal status across the GPIB. Others, sent to the LeCroy 8701A CAMAC to
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Figure 7. Block diagram of CAMAC and GPIB devices.

GPIB interface, caused the 8701A to send CAMAC commands to the TR8818

transient recorder. These CAMAC commands might then cause the TR8818 to

collect spectral data or to report the data or its device status to the 8701A. In

the latter case, the 8701A transferred the information to the GPIB.

The three TR8818 transient recorders, also referred to as digitizers, that

have been used at different times all worked as advertised on the CAMAC side.
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The BASIC program set parameters such as sample rate and range of voltages

to be measured, then started the TR8818 digitizing according to its internal

clock. Measured voltages were stored in a LeCroy 8103A memory module in

wrap-around fashion so that the latest 1000 values were always available. The

measurement stopped when a trigger signal arrived from the vacuum photodiode.

A Stanford Research DG535 delay generator delayed the trigger until the slowest

electrons had arrived at the MCP. The TR8818 then set a Look-At-Me (LAM)

flag. A single pair of BASIC calls then commanded the TR8818 and the 8701A

to transfer data to an array in the BASIC program until the array was filled.

The PRJ-M joulemeter readout was equipped with GPIB output connec-

tions, though it did not operate fully within the GPIB standard. It reported a

triggered condition by asserting a service request (SRQ) on the GPIB.

3.2.5.3 Data collection programs

At the start of this work, there was a BASIC program called TR88QPG1, later

renamed RUN, that operated the TR8818 and stored averaged electron spectra

on disk. It could also print or plot data on the computer monitor or on pa-

per. RUN incorporated an assembler language subroutine to sort out the TR8818

measurements, which the computer received in compressed form. RUN had one

significant problem, however. It would "hang up" from time to time, waiting for

a LAM that never came. I wrote an improved version, called NEWRUN, which ran

without hangups and was easier to use. Also, NEWRUN's assembler subroutine

was 50% faster than the original. Listings of RUN, NEWRUN, and their successors

ERUN and DRUN appear in Appendix E.

In order to measure the change in ionization rate with irradiance, one needs

more than the averaged spectra from RUN. The average energy of a laser pulse

changed quite rapidly at times, often several percent per minute. In addition, the

pulse to pulse variation was amplified by the IN dependence of the ionization

rate. The ERUN program provided more information by averaging each new
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spectrum with others corresponding to the same laser pulse energy. The program

maintained 14 bins of equal width in pulse energy. The bin width was set to 3%

of the mean pulse energy at the time the program started. Guard bins counted

the pulses falling above and below the data bins.

An ERUN data file thus contains a progression of spectra representing con-

temporaneous conditions of the laser, the target gas, the measurement electron-

ics, and all other factors. Ideally, the only difference among the spectra is the

irradiance in the interaction region. Practically, there is no way to determine

whether changes in the laser's pulse width or wavefront distortion were correlated

with pulse energy, or whether these parameters change from time to time inde-

pendently of pulse energy. Also, when the average pulse energy drifted, spectra

in the high-energy bins were not contemporaneous with those in the low-energy

bins. These concerns were addressed by storing data every ten minutes or so and

comparing sets that should be the same. A good match is not proof that the

irradiance was the only thing changing, and it says nothing about correlations,

but it is the best indicator available.

In addition to acquiring and processing data, the ERUN program coordinated

the joulemeter and the digitizer with the laser and with each other. Both devices

were triggered by the laser pulse, but independently. The PRJ-M triggered in-

ternally on the joulemeter signal, while the TR8818 received its trigger from a

photodiode. Either trigger could occur without the other. ERUN had to verify

that both devices have been triggered by a single laser pulse. It started by per-

forming a read and clear operation on the PRJ-M, then waiting for the next SRQ

before starting the TR8818 for the first time. This synchronized the program to

the laser. Prom then on, ERUN could clear the PRJ-M, then start the TR8818,

then return to wait for the PRJ-M to assert SRQ before the next laser pulse ar-

rives. If the SRQ was late, ERUN displayed a warning on the monitor and started

a new collection cycle in case the TR8818 received its trigger. When the SRQ
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occurred, ERUN checked that the TR8818 had set its LAM, indicating its trigger

came from the same laser pulse. All of this clearing and checking, together with

reading and processing the electron spectra, required about 200 ms. In some

cases, ERUN kept up with the laser at its maximum 5 Hz repetition frequency,

but sometimes there was no increase in signals from bin to bin, indicating there

was no correlation between the energy of the pulse and the bin to which the data

were assigned. The final collections were conducted at 2.5 Hz to allow a safety

margin.

A variation of the ERUN program, called DRUN, was sometimes used to obtain

contemporaneous spectra with and without atomic hydrogen targets. In these

collections, a second DG535 delay generator sent an inhibit signal to the rf power

supply that drove the discharge in the hydrogen source. The delay was set to stop

the discharge for a long enough time that all of the atomic hydrogen recombined

or was pumped away, about one second. During this time, trigger pulses con-

tinued to arrive from the photodiode. The status word from the DG535 showed

both whether it was conducting a timing cycle at the time it was polled, and

whether the latest trigger arrived before or after the timing cycle started. DRUN

could therefore identify the incoming spectra that resulted from the laser pulse

that turned off the discharge and those from the last pulse before the discharge

started again. Eight energy bins were used for spectra with atomic hydrogen

present, and the other eight for atom-free spectra. Spectra from intermediate

pulses were discarded. Since only eight bins were used for each set of spectra,

the bin width was usually set to 5% of the mean pulse energy, rather than 3%.

Another variation on ERUN was intended to count electrons instead of mea-

suring current, but this approach did not work well with the mixture of large

and small pulses from the MCP. For this variation, I modified the subroutine

that unpacked data from the TR8818 to add one unit to the destination array

when the measured value exceeded a threshold, rather than adding the measured
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value. The subroutine then simulated a discriminator. Unfortunately, it counted

echoes of MCP pulses, which resulted from imperfect impedance matching, the

same as the original pulses. These echoes were not a problem when the original

program summed the measured voltages, because they were accounted for in the

calibration process. Raising the discrimination threshold enough to block the

echoes of the largest pulses reduced the probability of detecting real electrons by

a large factor that could not be determined accurately, and which was quite sen-

sitive to the value of MCP gain. In addition, a discriminator cannot distinguish

between single and multiple electron events, while a noisy current measurement

can, if averaged over enough samples.

Special techniques were sometimes necessary for controlling the CAMAC

and GPIB devices. For example, the RUN program failed sporadically because it

inadvertently caused the 8701A to reissue the TR8818 start command before it

tested for a LAM. Whenever the second start command arrived after the stop

trigger, the TR8818 wrote over the stored data and then rejected the readout

command when it arrived. The root of the problem lay in the 8701A command

structure. The procedure for sending a CAMAC command is to load the com-

mand into a buffer in the 8701A, then to send a "talk" command over the GPIB.

The 8701A then talks on both the GPIB and CAMAC circuits. There is no

difference between a "talk" command that is intended to send a CAMAC in-

struction and one that is not. This means that a request for device status, for

example, causes the 8701A to send some command to the TR8818 as it sends

its status byte to the GPIB controller. The BASIC programmer must ensure

that the CAMAC command in the 8701 A's buffer is harmless. Similarly, when

testing the TR8818's status after a CAMAC command, the programmer must

avoid resetting the status byte before reading it.

The GPIB link to the Gentec PRJ-M joulemeter readout also required spe-

cial attention. When it placed a reading into the output buffer, it asserted a
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Service Request (SRQ), which is typical of GPIB devices. However, if the GPIB

controller was slow to read the buffer, the SRQ would be deasserted. When this

happened, the unread output remained in the buffer until it was read. There

was no command to clear the buifer. ERUN therefore started each collection cy-

cle by reading from the PRJ-M until it was clear. Then, once the program began

waiting for the PRJ-M's SRQ, it could do nothing else. Another peculiarity of

the particular unit used was that the leading digit of the measured energy was

sometimes omitted from the GPIB output, though it appeared on the display.

This was accommodated by attenuating the laser pulse or adjusting the readout's

sensitivity so that the leading digit was always zero. The dynamic range of the

readings was still larger than that of the ERUN program.

3.2.6 Alignment of the interacting beams

The laser focus had to overlap the atomic beam in a well-known way to

permit calculation of an electron production rate from theoretical cross sections.

In addition, the interaction had to occur at the position of maximum magnetic

field for the electron spectrometer to work properly. Fortunately, the design of

the apparatus allowed enough tolerance in these conditions that they could be

met reliably. Alignment tolerance is increased when one of the entities {beams

or fields) to be crossed is much larger than the other. Either can then be shifted

by distances comparable to the smaller dimension without greatly affecting con-

ditions in the overlap region. In this case, the focal region of the laser was larger

than the atomic beam along the axis of the focus, but much smaller in the ra-

dial direction, and the characteristic dimensions of the magnetic field were larger

than any of the others. Values of the characteristic dimensions are as follows: the

radius of the atomic beam varied from 1.2 to 1.7 mm, depending on the height

of the hydrogen source. The irradiance contour at half the peak irradiance was

approximately 21 /xm in radius and 5 mm in length. The magnetic field changed
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by about 4% per millimeter. Thus the alignment tolerances in the interaction re-

gion were large fractions of a millimeter, and no unusual care was required in the

alignment process. Further, motion of the focal volume by tens of micrometers

during data collection did not affect the data.

The first step in the alignment process was to place the axis of the hydrogen

beam and the point of maximum magnetic field at the center of the cube, using

an alignment telescope with 25 /im (0.001 in.) resolution and crosshairs placed on

the cube's vacuum flanges. Translation micrometers on the hydrogen source were

used to place the capillary directly over the center, and the vertical translation

micrometer was exercised to verify that its motion was purely vertical. A 0.2 mm

adjustment was made to bring the capillary over the hole in the skimmer. The

magnet was placed on the cube axis with its face 4 mm from the center of

the cube. Then a 50 /im diameter pinhole mounted on a micrometer vacuum

feedthrough was placed as near the center as possible, and the micrometer reading

was recorded. The error in placing the pinhole was 0.4 mm.

Next, an alignment reference was established. A spatially filtered HeNe

laser on the table with the vacuum chamber provided a collimated, visible beam.

The red beam was brought into the vacuum chamber along an axis of the cross,

then reflected from a mirror inside the cross to meet the center of the window

at the paraboloid mirror. The paraboloid mirror had previously been oriented

with its axis along the direction now taken by the red beam. Translation of the

paraboloid then placed its focus at the pinhole at the center of the cube. After

this, the UV beam could be tested against the red beam.

An error budget assured that aberrations caused by misalignment of the

laser beam to the paraboloid axis would be less than the diffraction limit. Since

the diffraction limit at / /20 was relatively large, this permitted a 90 mrad er-

ror. Errors in the positions set by alignment telescope and by diffraction from

crosshairs were in the microradian range, so a very generous budget remained
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for determining the paraboloid's axis and locating the center of its window. The

fact that the focus was not diffraction limited made the optical alignment even

less of a concern.

The final alignment step was repeated before each period of data collection:

the focusing mirror was translated along all three axes to maximize the pro-

duction of ATI electrons. This accounted for flexing of the table with changing

temperature, possible loss of position of the motor micrometer stages, changes

in collimation of the UV beam, and unknown variables. In doing this, I found

that the spectra were little changed by moving the focus 2 mm either way along

the laser beam axis, since the focal region was very long. ATI signals, nearly

absent when the spot was near the magnet, increased rapidly over a distance of

200 (im, then remained steady as the spot moved away from the maximum field

position. The tolerance for motion along the atomic beam was 300 fiia either

way. Figure 8 shows the changes in the height of the So peak of H with mirror

translation.

3.3 Calibration

3.3.1 Irradiance at focus

I measured the irradiance at focus in two independent ways. One was to scan

the focal spot across a pinhole to map out the shape and size of the irradiance

distribution function in three dimensions. The other was to examine the distri-

bution of electron energies within an ATI peak to determine the maximum pon-

deromotive shift, which is proportional to the highest irradiance experienced by

the last atom to ionize. The pinhole measurements are described in Appendix C

and summarized here. The energy shift measurements appear in Chapter 5.

I measured the average spot size at the / /20 focus with a 25 /im diameter

pinhole and a pair of vacuum photodiodes. One diode measured the incident

pulse energy, using part of the energy that had to be rejected to avoid enlarging
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Figure 8. Height of the So peak of atomic hydrogen as the focusing
mirror is translated through the point of maximum signal, (a) Motion
perpendicular to the laser beam axis. The alignment tolerances are
at least ±100 ^m in any direction, (b) Motion along the laser beam
axis. The alignment tolerance is ±2 mm in this direction.
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the pinhole. The other measured the portion that passed through the pinhole.

The photodiode signals could be analyzed in two ways to obtain two estimates

of the spot size at a given distance from the mirror. The change in average

transmission as the focal spot translated across the pinhole provided one measure

of the size of the spot, when compared to a model that included alignment

error and random motion of the spot. The maximum transmission among the

individual measurements provided a second measure of spot size. The occasional

peak value among hundreds of similar measurements must represent a direct

hit on the pinhole, so the percentage transmitted indicated the spot radius of

that single pulse, assuming only the functional form of intensity integrated over a

disk. Since the pinhole was small compared to the measured spot radius, it made

little difference whether a Gaussian waist or an Airy disk was assumed. In some

sets of measurements, the two measures of spot size were the same within the

estimated errors, and it is likely that the smallest spot size on any shot was near

the average for that series of shots. In other sets, the average was larger than

the single-shot estimate. The conclusion from these tests is that the spot was

sometimes eight and sometimes ten times diffraction limited. Details of these

measurements appear in Appendix C.

Based upon the measured temporal and spatial profiles of the UV beam, the

irradiance distribution function in cylindrical coordinates could be described by

the M2 model of a multimode beam (Marshall 1971, Sasnett 1989):

sech2(2t/Tp),, 4, _ T sech(2t/Tp) j 2f_ \
l{r,z,t) - i0 i + {M2Xz/nW2)2

 exP \ W2[i + (M*\z/irW*)*} J " K '
\
J "

In this model, Wo is the waist radius defined by the 1/e2 irradiance contour.

M 2 describes the rate at which the beam expands, and it is equal to one for a

TEMoo beam. The parameter Tp is 1.14 times the FWHM pulse length, hence

Tp = 700 ± 50 fsec. The peak irradiance Jo is related to the pulse energy Ev by

Jo = i>i%- (33)
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When the beam was reliably achieving its best focus, I measured Wo = 35 ± 2[im

and M2 = 6.2 ± 1 . At other times, I measured Wo = 45 /zm, but could not

establish a value for M2 .

3.3.2 Density of atomic hydrogen

The important thing to know about the atomic hydrogen beam was its

density. This can be calculated as in Chan et al. (1988) from the pressure inside

the discharge tube, the estimated conductances of the capillary, the process of

effusion at the end of the capillary, and the angular size of the hole in the skimmer.

This results in an estimate of 1010 atoms/cm3 for the operating conditions in

September of 1989 and somewhat lower values for later data collections. These

calculations are in reasonable agreement with measurements of H2 pressures at

the RGA, assuming only that the density decreases as the square of the distance

from the end of the capillary. A further check is the number of electrons produced

at the saturation point, where all of the atoms in the center of the focal volume

have been ionized. All of these agree within factors of two.

Atomic hydrogen pressures were derived from RGA measurements by com-

paring molecular hydrogen pressures as the discharge was switched on and noting

that each molecule that dissociates produces two atoms. The atomic density can

also be derived from the mass 1 RGA reading, but the process is less direct.

One reason the mass 2 method is more direct concerns a major advantage of

quadrupole RGA's: the lower ionization efficiency for light molecules is com-

pensated by the higher transmission factor of the quadrupole. This allows one

to read mass 2, mass 18, and mass 28 pressures directly unless great accuracy

is required. The case of atomic hydrogen is different, however. The ionization

cross section of H2 is only 45% greater than that of H for 60 eV electrons, but

the overall sensitivity of the RGA was found to be seven times as great. This

ratio is a measured quantity that adds to the error of the calculation. Further, a

portion of the mass 1 reading is actually due to hydrogen molecules and water.
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Measuring and subtracting this portion again adds to the error. Details of these

measurements appear in Appendix B.

The RGA did not produce absolute measurements of gas density, but the

manufacturer attempted to make it read pressures in actual millibar units. This

produced reliable results with the Faraday cup detector, but electron multipliers

are subject to gain variations of several kinds, including chemical reactions with

the gases in the vacuum system. For this reason, I used the Faraday cup for all

measurements that did not require rapid sampling. The RGA agreed with the

ion gauge in the lower chamber for nitrogen and molecular hydrogen at pressures

in the 10~6 Torr range. When the RGA indicated pressures below a few times

10~8 Torr, the ion gauge reading was usually much higher, probably because the

conductivity of the 38 mm tubing between the cube and the ion gauge became

an important factor at these pressures. In these cases, the RGA reading was

considered the better representation of conditions in the interaction region.

3.3.3 Number of electrons produced per unit signal recorded

In order to determine the number of electrons produced in the interaction

region from the recorded signals, one must consider the fraction of electrons that

enter the time-of-flight spectrometer (0.5), the transparencies of the spectrom-

eter grids (0.90, 0.90, and 0.82), the detection efficiency of the detector, and the

gain of the MCP assembly and its associated electronics, that is, the recorded sig-

nal per detected electron. The first two factors are known with good confidence

from the design of the spectrometer, and typical MCP detection efficiencies for

electrons accelerated to 250 V are 0.7 ±0.15 (Fraser 1983). The product of these

factors is
rp _ 1 electron detected ( .

4.3 ± 0.9 electrons produced

The final factor is evaluated as described in Appendix D as

_ 7.2 ± 0.4 mV average signal
detected electron
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when the power supply voltage is 2.209 kV, so the overall gain of the spectrometer

system at this supply voltage is

1.7 ± 0.3 mV average signal
Gs — FSGM — ;—;—: -j j • (36)

1 electron produced

When the system gain has been measured, it is equally important to know that

the gain is linear when many electrons arrive together and that the gain does not

change because of fluctuations in the supply voltage. The latter condition was

well satisfied. In a 14-hour test, the power supply voltage was stable to ±0.056%,

which means the MCP gain was stable to ±0.55%. The oth*?r condition, that

the gain be linear, could not be checked because there was no independent way

to count the incident electrons, but there were two reasons to believe it was

satisfied. First, electrons from the interaction region, which never numbered

more than 1000, were spread over approximately 46 000 channels of the MCP,

making it very unlikely that two would strike the same channel. Second, the

MCP signal was coupled out through a large (1 (xF) capacitor which could not

be discharged appreciably by a pulse containing a few nanocoulombs at most.

The main concern in calibrating the MCP was therefore obtaining an accu-

rate value of recorded signal per incident electron. The difficulty in doing this

was that the signal itself was the only indication that an electron had arrived,

and the histogram of signals showed that small responses were more likely than

large ones. The average gain determined from these measurements therefore

must include an estimate of how many electrons produced no signal. In order to

refine this estimate, I divided the MCP signal between the input to the transient

digitizer and an oscilloscope so that the oscilloscope could trigger on pulses that

measured zero on the digitizer. This introduced an uncertainty in how much

of the signal was tapped off, but it did establish a minimum number of missed

electrons that fixed one end of the confidence interval for the system gain. The
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other end was found by extrapolating the exponential trend in the signal his-

togram for small signals to the limit of zero signal. This procedure resulted in

the calculated system gain of 7.2 ± 0.4 mV per incident electron at an applied

voltage of 2.2 kV. Further details of these measurements, gains at higher applied

voltages, and measurements of subsystem gains appear in Appendix D.

3.3.4 Time-of-flight spectrometer accuracy and resolution

The spectrometer has produced single H peaks as narrow as 80 meV full

width at half maximum (FWHM) at 1.4 eV (AE/E = 0.06). This width was

obtained under conditions of 8xlO12 W/cm2 irradiance and total gas pressures

below 10~7 Torr, so that each laser pulse produced an average of 100 or fewer

electrons at all energies. It thus represents the performance of the spectrometer

in the absence of space charge. The spectrometer's resolution is determined by

three components which add in quadrature. Using the form of Equation (29) of

Kruit and Read (1983),

If =f «{a + <,E + cE-*r (37)
where E is energy in eV, a = 9 x 10~*, b = 3.5 x 10~5cm~1, and c = 2.5 x

10-5cm-2.

The c coefficient represents voltage transients on the grids as the laser fired

and differences in contact potential across the drift tube. Transients were held

to ±10 mV by shielding the power supply. Differences in contact potential were

minimized by a carbon coating and were believed to be smaller than the voltage

transients. The b coefficient represents the finite sampling rate of 100 MHz,

which contributed 17 meV to the width at 1.4 eV. This leaves 97% of the observed

width attributed to coefficient a, which represents variations, in flight time among

electrons of equal energy. The size of coefficient a depends on the distribution

of initial directions of flight, the shape of the magnetic field near the magnet,

and the exact placement of the laser focus within the field. In this apparatus,
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the electric field of the laser was perpendicular to the spectrometer axis, so ATI

electrons were emitted preferentially in directions that maximized the variation

(Kruit and Read 1983). The a coefficient was expected to be dominant, but it

was not expected to be so large. Calculations of electron trajectories, assuming

perfect alignment and no other source of broadening, predicted o = 2 x 10~4,

hence AE/E = 0.03.

3.4 Operation

Collecting electron spectra was fairly straightforward process, provided steps

were taken before and during the operating period to avoid certain problems.

These steps are described in the following paragraphs.

One of the potential problems involved the system which cooled the walls of

the discharge tube with water at 20° C. Bubbles in the water, which changed the

resonant frequency of the cavity as they passed through it, were eliminated by

circulating the water for several hours before the discharge was started. Normally,

the water flow was stopped only for maintenance. When the chamber walls were

being baked, the water temperature was raised to 50°C to prevent contaminants

from the walls from migrating to the discharge tube.

We also tried in many other ways to keep the upper chamber clean. After

hydrogen atoms are produced in the discharge, they may recombine on the walls

of the discharge tube and capillary, as well as on other surfaces after they emerge,

but the rate of recombination on Pyrex is very low. The manufacturer claims

a typical dissociation fraction of 90% at the outlet of the capillary when the

glass is thoroughly clean. Our performance, measured beyond the skimmer at

the RGA, was closer to 25% until we cleaned the glass with hydrofluoric acid as

suggested in the operating instructions. Then it was about 50%. I coated the

stainless steel skimmer with Teflon to prevent recombination there, but there

was no measurable change. It now appears that most of the recombination took

place in the lower chamber.
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When the discharge operated, the walls became warm even with water cool-

ing, causing partial pressures of water and nitrogen in the lower chamber to in-

crease for many minutes after the start of continuous operation. For this reason,

I operated the discharge for a while before taking data. The wall temperature

stabilized much more quickly when the discharge was pulsed.

When operating an RGA in a cryopumped system, it is necessary to accom-

modate the slow cycle of the pump, about 2 Hz. The table vibrated strongly at

this frequency, producing currents in the RGA cable. After amplification, these

appeared as random pressure readings at all masses. One must set the RGA to

average hundreds of readings to remove this noise, which reduces its ability to

follow rapid changes in pressures. Further, the actual pressure of H2 followed the

cryopump cycle, since its vapor pressure is greater than one torr even at 10°K.

(Cryopumps do not freeze out H2, He, and Ne as they do other gases, but adsorb

them on activated charcoal.) This made it hard to measure the amount of H2

that dissociated when the discharge came on. One way to avoid the problem

was to use the electron multiplier, so that vibration noise could be averaged out

quickly compared to the pump cycle, and observe departures from the sine wave

pattern when the discharge started. Another way was to pulse the discharge at

nearly the cryopump period and observe the beats in the pressure. This worked

because the change due to dissociation was about equal to the change due to the

pump cycle. These high-speed measurements were then used to interpret the

slow-speed readings taken during data collection. The strong vibrations in the

table also affected the joulemeter, which was microphonic, but placing it on a

different table made it reliable.

It was necessary to monitor the average energy per laser pulse during each

data collection. The maximum length of a data run varied from a few minutes

to more than an hour depending on the condition of the laser system. Data

collection had to stop from time to time while the system's timing was adjusted.
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Also, by the end of three hours' operation, about half of the original charge of

fluorine in the KrF amplifiers had been converted to stable fluorides or otherwise

rendered unavailable, causing the average energy to decrease. Normally, fluorine

was added at noon, and the gas was replaced each morning.

It was also necessary to control the gas density at the interaction region,

holding it constant during each data run at a value that produced a reasonably

large signal without overloading the detector or causing too much space charge.

The gas density could be controlled in two ways. First, the heating current in

the Pd filter and the H2 supply pressure determined the pressure in the discharge

tube. This pressure could be varied over approximately a factor of eight. After

a few minutes of equilibration, it could be held steady to ±3% by occasional

adjustment of the sapphire valve. Second, raising the effusive source placed a

lower density portion of the flow at the interaction region. The range of adjust-

ment, from 12 mm to 36 mm above the interaction region, provided a factor of

one to nine in density. The two adjustments thus allowed the hydrogen density

in the interaction region to be varied over two orders of magnitude, from 109

to 10 n atoms/cm3. Only the lower decade of densities were useful in ionization

rate measurements, however, because of the need to keep the total number of

ionizations low.

The procedure for collecting electron spectra was as follows: I started the

gas flow and the discharge several minutes to an hour before taking data to give

the pressures and temperatures time to stabilize while I checked that the other

equipment was working properly. When the UV beam was ready, I verified its

alignment with the red beam, then reduced its diameter to 30.5 mm (1.20 in.)

with an aperture to ensure a circular focal spot. Then I translated the focusing

mirror to place the focal region at the point that produced the highest So peak

in atomic hydrogen. When the RGA indicated that all gas pressures were stable,

I attenuated the UV beam as needed and started one of the data collection
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programs to operate the equipment and record the data. During each collection,

I checked the gas pressures and the average pulse energy frequently.

3.5 Additional considerations

3.5.1 Background gases

As one would expect, the major background gases were nitrogen and wa-

ter, with the balance composed mainly of hydrogen and oxygen. The relative

concentrations of minor gases varies with the length of time since exposure to

the atmosphere or use of hydrogen in the experiment. Other "universal con-

taminants" such as argon and carbon dioxide were present only in subnanotorr

amounts. Hydrocarbon contamination was held to very low levels by using a cry-

opump in the lower chamber and a turbopump in the upper chamber, with liquid

nitrogen cold traps in the turbopump's foreline and the cryopump's regeneration

system. Background gas readings were routinely recorded before and after an

experimental run.

During the discharge, the RGA recorded considerable numbers of molecules

of masses 29, 31 and 43. Indicated partial pressures often exceeded those of

the familiar masses 28 (N2), 32 (O2), and 44 (CO2). Rates of removal after the

discharge ended were typical of pumping rates, suggesting that the new molecules

were stable. Candidate species, considering the atoms available, are HN2, HON,

HOCN, and HN3. (Similar amounts of H2O and NH3 that might have been

formed in the discharge would have been masked by signals from background

water at masses 17 and 18.) While these molecules were easily detectable, they

were far outnumbered by H, H2, and H2O, and there is no evidence that they

influenced the ATI spectra.

3.5.2 Limitations on temperatures for baking

Baking temperatures were limited by the practice of leaving water in the

jacket of the discharge tube and by certain materials used in the lower chamber
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and the drift tube. Rather than draining the cooling water when the walls of the

upper chamber were being baked, we left it circulating, though at the increased

temperature of 50° C. The walls then had to remain cooler than this to prevent

contaminants from migrating to the discharge tube. The hydrogen source could

otherwise have been baked at 200°C. Temperatures in the lower chamber were

limited to 90°C for two reasons. The insulation of the magnet wire that formed

the solenoid around the drift tube melted at 105°C. Also, the screw holding the

in-vacuum mirror became loose at 90°C and allowed the mirror to turn. Since

the apparatus could not be baked at high temperatures, the best background

pressures achieved in the interaction region were in the low 10~9 Torr range.

3.5.3 Transients in RGA readings

The dissociation fraction measured at the RGA showed a transient effect

when the discharge started. Figure 9 shows partial pressures measured at 24 sam-

ples per second as the discharge was flashed on for 150 ms every second. The

H2 trace shows the cryopump cycle very clearly, but a long-period average was

needed to see the decrease due to dissociation. The H trace increases rapidly to

a maximum at the start of the discharge, then decreases to a steady level.

This behavior suggests that many of the H atoms streaming toward the

cryopump reflected off the first stage of the pump, collected on the walls of the

lower chamber, and recombined on the walls when they reached the necessary

area! density. The first stage of the pump was designed to force approaching

molecules to reflect at least once before reaching the colder second stage. In

addition, the center of the first stage, which was centered on the H beam, was a

solid plate. It was unlikely, therefore, that an atom could reach the second stage

on its first attempt. As atoms began to enter the lower chamber, their pressure

would increase toward the point of equilibrium with the speed of the cryopump for

H atoms. This increase would initially be unaffected by recombination, because

there would be no atoms on the walls. As the walls became decorated with atoms,
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Figure 9. Partial pressures of (a) Mass-2 (H2) and (b) Mass-1 (H)
as the discharge was flashed on for 150 msec every 400 msec. The
discharge remained off after 4.2 sec. Data were collected at 24 samples
per second on 9May90. The H2 trace shows the cryopump cycle very
clearly. The H trace increases rapidly to a maximum at the start
of the discharge, then decreases to a steady level. The H trace is
multiplied by 7 to compensate for the lower sensitivity to H, but it is
not corrected for the portion of the mass-1 signal due to H2.

the point of equilibrium would shift. The pumping speed for H in the presence of

recombination is often taken to be twice the speed for H2, since each recombined

molecule that is pumped removes two atoms. Eventually, the number of atoms

in the chamber and the number of atoms on the wall would stabilize at values for

which the overall pumping rate for separate and recombined atoms equaled the
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rate atoms entered the chamber. The steady state reading of the RGA was then

the better measure of H density at the interaction point, because the density of

scattered atoms, being uniform through the chamber, was a smaller portion of the

total density near the skimmer than at the RGA. This conclusion is supported

by the fact that ATI spectra taken during a steady discharge are no different

from those taken at the end of a pulsed discharge when the RGA reading for H

was 30% higher.

An estimate of the rate of recombination on the walls indicates that 100 ms

is a reasonable time in which to reach equilibrium. This estimate is based on

the observation that nitrogen at 10~6 Torr forms a monolayer in one second.

Atomic hydrogen at 4 x 10~9 Torr, moving five times as fast, might cover as

much as 0.2% of the wall in 100 ms. Let us call the fraction covered Fc and

assume that Fc = 0.002 at equilibrium. The rate of collisions with the wall, for a

characteristic chamber dimension of 26 cm and mean speed of 2.6 x 105 cm/sec,

is Rc = 104 per second per atom. The total rate of collisions when Ne atoms are

present is NeRc. If the probability of recombination Pr when two atoms meet at

the wall is 70%, the recombination rate at equilibrium is

Re = NeRcPrFc = -UNe sec"1. (38)

Since this is the equilibrium condition, iZe is also the net rate at which atoms

enter the chamber (the total rate of entry minus the rate at which uncombined

atoms are pumped out). If the number of atoms N(t) at some time t — tQ should

be slightly greater than the equilibrium value iVe, but not so much greater that

Fc is increased, the excess 6N = N(to) — Ne is removed by the difference between

the net entry rate Re and the instantaneous recombination rate R(t):

= Rt - R(t0) = (N€ - N(to))RcPrFc = (6N)RcPrFc. (39)
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N thus approaches equilibrium with a characteristic time of r:

N(t) -Ne= (SN)e-(t-to)/r, where r = 70 msec. (40)

This model of recombination, with Fc increased to 0.01, agrees with estimates

of the flow rates into and out of the lower chamber. This comparison appears in

Appendix B.

3.5.4 Pulse stretching by the windows

Windows lengthen short pulses by delaying their higher frequency compo-

nents more or less than their lower frequency components. In this case, however,

the pulse was stretched by less than 4% of its initial length. The flight time t of

a pulse of wavelength A across a distance L is determined by the group velocity

.= i-l£, («)
Vg OU

where u> is the angular frequency, k — 2n/X = uin/c is the wave number, n is the

index of refraction, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Then

d fun\ L( dn\ L ( dn\
t = L—[—l = - [n + u— = - ( n - A — 1 . (42)

du> V c / c \ du) c \ dXJ

The difference in the flight times of two components of the pulse with wavelengths

Ai and A2 = Aj + AA is thus

£) - £ ( A £ ) . (43)
If dn/dX varies slowly, as it does for fused silica near A = 248 nm (Weast 1965),

^ A A . (44)
c dX

In this experiment, dn/dX = 0.52 /ira"1, AA = 0.3 nm FWHM (Roberts et al.

1988), and the total path length L = 38 mm, so

At = 20 fsec FWHM, (45)

which is much less than the pulse length of 600 fs FWHM.
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4.1 Features of the electron spectra

Figure 10 shows a pair of electron time-of-fiight spectra collected with the

discharge producing atomic hydrogen (solid curves) and with the discharge off

(dashed curves). The transient digitizer output is shown as it was recorded,

with signal in millivolts and time in microseconds. Time zero is denned by the

detection of scattered UV light from the laser pulse. Electrons of different energy

reach the detector at different times, the most energetic arriving first. At late

times come photoelectrons from the retarding grids. These data were collected

with a retarding potential of 4 V, so the non-ATI (So) electrons from H were

rejected. The Si and S2 peaks are very clear in the discharge-on trace. Two

sets of ATI electrons from H2 also appear in the figure. These peaks, labeled

Mi and M2, became smaller when the discharge came on. A few Mo electrons

were probably collected, but they were mixed together with the photoelectrons

from the grids. Likewise, electrons from the nitrogen background overlapped the

molecular hydrogen peaks because the ionization energies of the two molecules are

about 0.1 eV apart. The nitrogen signals were much smaller, however. Molecular

peaks are much broader than atomic peaks because of the larger number of

transitions available. The structure within each molecular hydrogen peak is

discussed in a later section, as are the methods used to identify the sources of

the various peaks.

Figure 11 shows the same spectra plotted as signal per unit energy vs. elec-

tron energy. Here the fastest electrons appear toward the right, and the shapes

of the peaks are different, but the area of each peak is still proportional to the

number of electrons that arrived together. In this representation, the widths
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Figure 10. Electron spectra, recorded with a 4 V retarding poten-
tial, vs. time of flight. The solid curve, taken with the discharge on,
contains large ATI signals from atomic hydrogen. The dashed curve,
taken with the discharge off, displays ATI signals from molecular hy-
drogen and impurities only. The pulse from detection of scattered
light at time zero marked the beginning of the drift period. The first
and second ATI peaks of atomic and molecular hydrogen (Si, S2, Mi,
and M2, respectively) are marked. The non-ATI peaks (So and Mo)
were stopped by the retarding potential.

and separations of the peaks can easily be read in energy units. It is easier to

find successive peaks in each ATI series (or "ladder"), such as those at 2.5 and

7.5 eV due to water (Wi and W2). Also, the distinction between the atomic

peaks and the background at low energies is more visible. The logarithmic scale

in Fig. 11 emphasizes the similarities within each ATI ladder. The same general

curve shapes are repeated, and the decrease in signal level from one peak to the
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Figure 11. Electron spectra, recorded with a 4 V retarding potential,
vs. electron energy. These are the same spectra as in Fig. 10, but
converted to signal per unit energy and plotted on a logarithmic scale.
Two peaks due to water (Wi and W2), a third peak due to H2, and
the signal from photoelectrons (P) are marked.

next is about the same through each ladder, though not necessarily the same in

different ladders.

4.2 Effect of different values of peak irradiance

Figure 12 compares an electron spectrum collected at high peak irradiance to

one collected at low peak irradiance. All signals increase with irradiance, though

at different rates, depending on the nature and order of the process involved.

Scattered light and photoelectron contributions are linear in pulse energy. Mi

ATI signals increase more quickly than Mo signals, and M2 more quickly than Mj,

so the overall slope of the curve is less at higher irradiance. An important point
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is that ATI signals depend upon irradiance, not energy. The size of the step in

signal level going from Mo to M] to M2 provides a rough estimate of irradiance

that can be compared to the value calculated from the pulse energy to test

whether the parameters in the energy-to-irradiance conversion have remained

constant.

In some cases, the irradiance did not remain proportional to the pulse energy.

The four electron spectra displayed in Fig. 13 and summarized in Table 2 were

intended to be identical, but each was stored separately to guard against just

such a possibility. The energy of each laser pulse was measured, and all the

other parameters that could be measured, such as the partial pressures of the

major gases, remained within their normal bounds, yet it is apparent that the

number of electrons produced changed considerably, especially in the few minutes

between the third and fourth collections. Not only did the peaks become smaller,

but also the ratio of the So and Si peak areas decreased, and the crest of the

So peak shifted to a lower energy. This indicates that the change was not in

the gain of the MCP or any other linear factor. As further proof of this, the

scattered light peak and the photoelectron peak, which should be proportional

to energy rather than irradiance, did not decrease. If the decrease in electron

production was caused entirely by a change in the waist radius WQ, the radius

must have increased by a factor of 1.8, which would take a 35 /im waist to 63 pm

and decrease the irradiance by a factor of 3.2. On the other hand, a decrease

in the irradiance should increase the So/Si ratio and shift the maximum of the

So peak to a higher energy. The observed peak shift, interpreted as a change in

ponderomotive potential, suggests an increase of 9 x 1012 W/cm2, or 17% of the

irradiance calculated from the pulse energy. One could speculate on what caused

the change in these spectra, but the question probably cannot be put to rest

without measurements of the laser beam that were not available. The parameters

that were measured on 4Jun90 were mirror position, solenoid current, Helmholtz
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Figure 12. Electron spectra collected at different irradiances. The
higher curve was collected at a peak irradiance of 2x 1014 W/cm2, the
lower at 4xlO13 W/cm2.
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Figure 13. Four electron spectra showing a change in number of
electrons produced with no change in pulse energy. The two highest
curves were collected first, and the lowest curve was collected last.
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coil current, H2 supply pressure, cryopump temperature, duty cycle of the rf

discharge, MCP voltage, and RGA readings at masses 1, 2, 18, 28, and 32. In

addition, no liquid nitrogen was being used near the table, so the temperature

of the table did not change suddenly.

Table 2. Series of electron spectra collected 4Jun90 showing a change
in number of electrons produced with no change in pulse energy. All
measurable parameters were within normal tolerances. Position of
the So crest is ±0.008 eV. Average irradiance was calculated from the
distribution of readings among the energy bins.

Start time Stop time Crest of So Irradiance Electrons per shot
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) (eV) (W/cm2) So Sx Ratio

15:38
15:48
16:06
16:15

15:46
15:56
16:14
16:23

1.262
1.262
1.262
1.239

5.2
5.3
5.1
5.0

X

X

X

X

1013

1013

1013

1013

893.5
926.4
506
86

23.0
24.8
13.2
2.6

38.8
37.4
38.4
33.1

When changes like this have occurred, comparison spectra taken in the next

data session (in this case, the first two collections on 12Jun90) have matched

the higher electron counts. This suggests that the LABS-I laser departed from

its measured behavior as a consequence of some temporary condition. In these

cases, the higher data are assumed to represent normal conditions, and the lower

data are not used.
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4.3 Isolation of atomic hydrogen signal from other signals

There were three identifiable sources of electrons besides the source of in-

terest, atomic hydrogen. There was an unavoidable background of hydrogen

molecules and other molecules, principally water and nitrogen. Photoelectrons

from the retarding grids arrived in great numbers together with low energy elec-

trons from the interaction region. Finally, there was a small dark current due

to electrons from the RGA, cosmic rays, radioactivity in the MCP glass, and

electronic noise.

Signals from atoms and molecules could be identified by varying the con-

centrations of the various species. Atomic and molecular hydrogen were easily

varied over wide ranges by changing the temperature of the palladium filter,

moving the discharge tube away from the skimmer, and gating the discharge on

and off. Densities of other gases, measured by the RGA, were high when the

apparatus had recently been filled with air or nitrogen, and they declined with

baking and pumping.

Photoelectrons from the grids could be identified in two ways. One was turn-

ing off the current in the Helmholtz coils, leaving the solenoid current on. This

threw electrons from the interaction region off the MCP entirely. Photoelectrons

from the center of the grid, however, were simply replaced by photoelectrons from

some other part of the grid, since the entire grid was illuminated by scattered

light. If the solenoid current was also off, photoelectrons from the walls of the

drift tube followed the nearly vertical terrestrial magnetic field and reached the

MCP very quickly. The other way to identify photoelectrons was to vary the

retarding voltage. Photoelectrons from the charged grid were unaffected, while

those from the grounded grid were either repelled or accelerated, acceleration

providing the more dramatic results. If the electrons are assumed to originate

at the grids, they are seen to have initial energies of 0 to 0.2 eV that are shifted

by the grid potential. This is in agreement with published work functions of
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carbon and gold, which are both near 14.8 V (Weast 1965). On the other hand,

if the electrons are assumed to originate at the interaction region, their arrival

times for different grid voltages are inconsistent. The photoelectrons were also

conspicuous by their lack of variation with gas pressure in the interaction region.

Dark current could be observed in the MCP output with an oscilloscope.

When the solenoid current was off, the count rate was less than one per second

whether or not the ionization gauges and the RGA were operating. With solenoid

current, RGA electrons could be brought to the MCP at rates too high for the

oscilloscope to trigger on individually, but by displaying each trace at 1 fis/cm, I

found that the arrival rate was much less than one per microsecond. Since these

electrons were not synchronized with the laser, they may be ignored in data

analysis. Electrons from the ionization gauges were even less important because

of their longer, less direct paths to the MCP.

Considering these sources of electrons, the total rate R of electron detections

at each derived electron energy E can be written as

R(E, J, Vg, Pi) = D + P(E, Vg) + J2 d(E, I)Pi, (46)

where I = laser irradiance,

Vg = grid voltage,

pi = density at the interaction region of species i,

i = 1 for H, 2 for H2, 18 for H2O, etc.,

D = dark signal,

P = photoelectron signal, which appears to have a distribution

over E that varies with V ,̂ and

€i = efficiency of producing electrons of energy E from molecule i

at irradiance / , which is the quantity of interest.

It was usually possible to obtain a series of spectra with all parameters

constant except p\ (atomic hydrogen), p% (molecular hydrogen), and p\% (water).
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The spectrum with the discharge off, denoted R°, represents densities p\ = 0,

Pi = i*2, Pis = i??8, etc. Then

+ €2(E, I)(p2 - p°2) + els(E,I)(Pls - p°u), (47)

J) = (l/p1)[R(E,I,pi)-R
0-e2(E,I)(p2-p°2)-€i6(E,I)(p16-p%)]. (48)

Since the spectra of H and H2O were found to be well separated in electron

energy, it was possible to consider the water component to be part of R° and

remove the resulting error in e\ at the end of the calculation. Evaluation of

e2(E,I) was accomplished by taking a series of spectra with the discharge off

and pi varying much more than any other parameter. Then a linear regression

at each value of E separated the signal into a constant part and a coefficient

of P2, which is precisely €2(E,I). At low electron energies, where the E values

are closely spaced, a moving window average can remove some of the noise left

by the very large photoelectron component. Figure 14 shows a smoothed H2

spectrum derived by this method from measurements of 12Jun90 at irradiances

near 6 x 1013 W/cm2. It shows a broad peak at E = 4 eV which can be resolved

into three subpeaks by applying a retarding voltage. These represent ionization

of H2 to various vibrational states of the H2"1" ion, possibly involving three-

photon resonances with any of several H2 levels. There is a peak near 1 eV

from dissociation to H in the ground state, followed by ionization of the atom.

This peak is shifted to lower energies, compared to the usual So peak, because

the atom is dissociated from the molecule in a field that is already strong. The

peak near 1.6 eV appears to result from dissociation to H in the n = 2 state,

followed by single-photon ionization of the atom. The features below 1 eV are

probably artifacts from subtracting the much larger photoelectron signal in this
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Figure 14. Electron time-of-flight spectrum of molecular hydrogen
at an irradiance of 6 x 1013 W/cm2.

range. A family of e2(E, I) curves for a range of irradiances near some Jo may

be represented by the model

WE)
(49)

Preliminary calculations from data of 12, 20, and 27Jun90 suggest that N(E) is

between 2 and 3 for energies less than 5 eV, and between 3 and 4 for the first set

of ATI signals. iV(JE7) may be slightly lower in the continuum region than at the

1 eV and 4 eV peaks.
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4.4 Space Charge

In addition to the differences already noted between the carves in Fig. 12,

the So peak is much wider at higher irradiance. In order to interpret the widths of

the peaks in terms of ponderomotive potentials, one must first determine whether

space charge also contributes to them. Space charge has been a particularly dif-

ficult problem in ATI experiments (Crance 1986). Accordingly, I collected a set

of electron spectra on 3Oct89 at four different H densities and three irradiances

from 8.3 x 1012 W/cm2 to 6.7 x 1013 W/cm2. The presence of space charge was

indicated at the higher irradiances by a reduction in peak width with lower H

density. When the density was reduced to the point that the peaks reached a

minimum width, however, there was still a component that increased with irra-

diance, reaching significant fractions of an electron volt. This indicates that the

electron energies were shifted by ponderomotive potentials that varied over the

focal volume. To keep space charge broadening small compared to the spectrom-

eter's resolution, the total number of electrons produced in the interaction region

had to remain below 1000. It should be noted, however, that a broadened peak

is still useful when its area, rather than its ponderomotive shift, is of interest.

Table 3 presents the results of measurements on the So peak. Total pres-

sures in the interaction region, determined from RGA readings, were between 3.9

and 8.7 x 10~"8 Torr. The discharge could not be sustained at lower pressures.

Irradiances were calculated from measured pulse energies, using a waist radius

of 35 fiva. and a pulse length of 600 fsec FWHM. The number of electrons pro-

duced in the interaction region per laser pulse is calculated from the recorded

signal, assuming 7.2 mV average signal per detected electron and 4.3 electrons

in the interaction region for each one detected. I have subtracted the portion of

the total signal due to photoelectrons from the grids, leaving the ATI signals.

The number of electrons produced per pulse was proportional to the total gas

pressure, as expected. The width of the Si peak at 6.7 x 1013 W/cm2 was 0.5 eV
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(AE/E = 0.08) at all pressures. This is the width expected from the spectrom-

eter resolution if AE/E is constant over the 1 to 7 eV range. The Si peak was

too small to measure accurately at the lower irradiances.

Table 3. Widths (FWHM) of atomic hydrogen So ATI peak at three
irradiances and four atomic densities.

Irradiance
(W/cm2)

6.7 x 1013

2.5 x 1013

8.3 x 1012

Pressure
(nTorr)

39
52
66
87

52
66
87

52
66
87

Electrons per
laser pulse

4156
6245
8218
9712

888
1168
1693

47
82
82

Electrons per
pulse-nTorr

107
120
124
112

17.1
17.7
19.5

0.9
1.2
0.9

Width
(eV)

0.25
0.30
0.35
0.39

0.15
0.15
0.17

0.08
0.08
0.08

The So peak widths can be divided into components representing space

charge, an intrinsic width, and the resolution of the spectrometer according to

the model

AE = y/w? + W?+ {CaPf (50)

where Wa = spectrometer resolution = 80 meV,

Wi = intrinsic width for each irradiance,

Ca = amount of space charge per unit gas pressure, and

P = total gas pressure.

Derived values of W{ and C, are 195 meV and 4 meV/nTorr at 6.7 x

1013 W/cm2, and 110 meV and 1.1 meV/nTorr at 2.5 x 1013 W/cm2. The

corresponding values at 8.3 x 1012 W/cm2 are too small to measure.
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4.5 Ponderomotive shifts

The intrinsic widths measured from the 3Oct89 data are consistent with the

calculations of Perry et al. (1989). The energy of each electron is shifted by the

ponderomotive potential at the point of ionization because the laser pulse is short

compared to the time required to leave the focal volume. However, only a few

electrons will have their energies shifted by the largest value of ponderomotive

potential because of the small volume of maximum intensity. The highest point

of the broadened ATI peak indicates the shift experienced by the "average"

electron. Perry et al. find that this shift is a fixed fraction Fc of the maximum

shift, and they calculate that Fc = 0.48 for 3-photon absorption. One can thus

use the shift of the high point, or crest, of the peak to estimate the highest

irradiance at which any ionization occurred, but the method has two sources of

uncertainty. One source is the value of Fc. A model of the ionization process

(a variation of the HYD program described in the next section) indicates that in

the case of this experiment,, Fc varies from 0.7 at an irradiance of 1013 W/cm2

to 0.37 at the start of depletion. The other source of uncertainty is the energy

from which the shift is measured. The crest of an unshifted peak will not be

at the energy EK of Eq. 1 (Chapter 1), but will be offset to some energy EK —

SEx because of the limited resolution of the spectrometer and possibly some

differences in contact potentials. The value of 8Ex might be expected to be

about half the spectrometer resolution, or 0.04 eV. Since the ponderomotive

potential is proportional to irradiance, the offset in electron energy produces

an offset in calculated irradiance, but the difference between two irradiances

depends only on Fc. The combined uncertainty due to Fc and 8EK is ±50%.

Irradiances calculated from the ponderomotive shifts of 3Oct89 appear in Table 4.

The agreement would be better if Fc were taken to be smaller than 0.48, but the

lowest-energy electrons that can be identified as belonging to the peak are in fact

separated from the highest-energy electrons by about the predicted amount.
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Table 4. Irradiances calculated from ponderomotive shifts in data of
3Oct89. Ec is the energy at the So crest, with uncertainty ±0.008 eV.
8EK is the offset of an unshifted crest from the nominal energy EK =
1.4 eV. Fc = 0.48. "Known" irradiances are those calculated from
pulse energies. Irradiances are in W/cm2.

"Known" Ec (eV) SEK = 0.04 eV SEK = 0.09 eV

8.3 x 1012 1.28 2.9 x 1013 1.1 x 1013

2.5 x 1013 1.25 4.0 x 1013 2.2 x 1013

6.7 x 1013 1.17 7.0 x 1013 5.2 x 1013

This method produces good results when applied to the spectra collected on

12Jun90, 21Jun90, and 27Jun90 at irradiances, calculated from pulse energies, of

3.3 x 1013 W/cm2, 5.5 x 1013 W/cm2, and 1.5 x 1014 W/cm2, respectively. These

are shown in Table 5. The discrepancy at the highest irradiance is expected,

because depletion had occurred before the time of peak intensity. There were

no atoms left to experience the peak ponderomotive potential. Perry et al. use

the value of irradiance Isa^ at which Ec ceases to increase in an estimate of the

generalized cross section of the ionization process a^k\ui) from the relation

£ t 2 l. (51)

vhere

Tp is the pulse length used previously, and K is the order of the process. When

K = 3, Tp = 700 fsec, and J s a t = 1014 W/cm2,

<rw(u;) = 1.2 x 10"84 cm6s2, or 1.9 x 10~48 cm6 /W2 , (53)

depending on whether the generalized cross section is used with three irradiance

terms in units of photon flux, or only one in photon flux and the others in W/cm2.

This value is close to Perry's measurement in xenon at 293 ran, but much lower

than the LOPT value of 3 x 10~46 cm6/W2.
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Table 5. Irradiances calculated from ponderomotive shifts in data of
12, 21, and 27Jun90. Entries are as in Table 4.

"Known" Ec (eV) 8EK = 0.04 eV

3.3 x 1013 W/cm2 1.29 2.5 x 1013 W/cm2

5.5 x 1013 W/cm2 1.21 5.5 x 1013 W/cm2

1.5 x 1014 W/cm2 1.11 9.1 x 1013 W/cm2

4.6 Comparison of measurements to theoretical predictions

The theoretical predictions that have been presented in Fig. 4 may be recast

in the form of numbers of electrons produced in the interaction region at various

values of the peak irradiance for comparison to measured electron counts. The

measurements must similarly be traced back to the interaction region, consid-

ering the system gain Gs (Eq. 36 of Chapter 3) and the atomic density in the

interaction region. Since the measured ATI peaks decrease in area from So to Si

by factors on the order of 40 (see Table 2), the area of the So peak can be used

to represent the total rate of MPI within the uncertainties of the data. Figure 15

shows such a comparison, normalized to a density of 1010 atoms cm"3. As in

Fig. 4, the highest curve is LOPT, the second highest is Floquet theory, the

middle curve is the Coulomb-corrected Keldysh model, and the lowest two are

the Keldysh and Reiss models without Coulomb correction.

The procedure for folding the theoretical calculations with the experimental

parameters to predict the number of ionizations per laser pulse is similar to that

of Perry, Landen, and Szoke (1989). It was implemented in a computer program

called HYD written by Dr. George Kyrala. The program first divides the focal

volume into shells along contours of equal peak irradiance, so that all atoms

within a shell labeled by the subscript p experience the same temporal history
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Figure 15. Comparison of measured and predicted total numbers
of electrons produced in the interaction region by MPI of atomic hy-
drogen, using the smallest measured waist radius Wo = 35 fim. Each
curve is normalized to an atomic density of 1010 atoms cm"3. The
data are shown as unconnected points. Curve (a) is LOPT evaluated
by Khristenko and Vetchinkin (1976). Curve (b) is the Floquet theory
of Chu (1990). Curve (c) is the Coulomb-corrected Keldysh model
(1965). Curves (d) are the Keldysh (1965) and Reiss (1980) models
without Coulomb correction.
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Ipf(t), with f(t) the same for all shells. The program assumes the temporal

distribution

/(*) = sin2(7r</T,), (54)

where Ti is chosen to fit the pulse length of the laser. Thus the irradiance is zero

at times 0 and Tj, and is Ip at the peak. Within the innermost shell, the peak

irradiance is IQ. Use of this f(t) rather than the more accurate sech2(2£/Tp)

allowed the program to take fewer time steps. Test calculations with sech2(i/Tp)

showed that the final results were the same when Tj was chosen to be 1.37 ps. The

volume of each shell is obtained by inverting Eq. 32 to find the coordinates of an

irradiance contour according to the M2 model, then integrating over irradiance.

The total volume enclosed by the shell of peak irradiance Ip is

7T2W4

V(Ip,W0,M
2) = -^JLV*(CO, (55)

where
v*(CO = v1* + v2*,

(£K£) (56)

and ( and £ are the limits of integration in non-dimensional axial and radial

coordinates. If the shell is contained wholly within the atomic beam,

£ = Io/Ip, C = \/£ — 1 (no truncation). (57)

If the shell extends beyond the limits of the atomic beam at z = ±r/ / , it is

truncated by setting

C = Z"un (truncated). (58)

The volume Vv of the shell is then the difference between the total volume it

encloses and the total volume enclosed by the next smaller shell. Vp is multiplied

by a hydrogen density of 1010 atoms cm"3 to obtain the number of atoms in the
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shell at the start of the pulse Nh(Ip,0). The number of electrons produced up

to a time t is thus

N€(I,,t) = Nh(Ip,0) [l -exp ( - j f 1M (59)

where WK(I) is the transition rate for K photons at irradiance I. The total

number of electrons produced by the pulse is then the sum over all the shells

after the pulse has ended, approximating the integral

*(T\ ( h N(Te(/0) = / Neilj,,
Jo

dlp
aip

dlp. (60)

A significant feature of the final result is its dependence on the parameters of

the laser beam. In the M2 model, M2 and Wo are not independent, but are

proportional to each other for a given optical system. Therefore, in the absence

of truncation, the electron production rate at fixed Io varies as

Ne(I0) oc WQ (no truncation). (61)

In this experiment, however, truncation occurs whenever /o is large enough to

produce any noticeable number of electrons. The interaction volume is effectively

a cylinder of radius Wo and length 2z// regardless of M2. In the calculation, (,',

which depends on M2 and Wo, causes V*(C,f) to vary as M2/WQ, SO that

Ne(I0) a W$ (truncated). (62)

Of course, in either case, the pulse energy must grow as W$ to hold Jo constant.

The data in Fig. 15 tend to cluster together, leaving gaps in the curve. We

believe this represents occasional variations in the waist size of the laser focus

and possibly also in other parameters which were not measured on a routine basis

(see Section 4.2). Other than these shifts, which can amount to factors as large

as ten in electron count, or, equivalently, factors of two in irradiance in the steep

portion of the curve, the uncertainty in measuring peak irradiance values was
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primarily that of denning the waist area, or ±12%. (Recall from Section 3-3.1

that

Io oc Wo-
2, and ^ - = 0.06.) (63)

The horizontal error bar in Fig. 15 represents the combined uncertainty in cal-

culating Jo from the waist radius, the length of the pulse, and the energy in

the pulse. Table 6 presents the individual factors that contributed to the total

uncertainty. Each factor represents a conservative estimate; for example, the

uncertainty in the measurement of Wo was estimated (in Appendix C) from the

90th percentile of x2, which corresponds to 2.3 standard deviations of a normally

distributed variable. In addition, all of the maximum (minimum) values of the

factors are multiplied to obtain the maximum (minimum) overall factor. This is

the worst-case assumption that all of the systematic errors conspire to maximize

the total error. Table 6 also shows the total error under the assumption that

the individual errors add in quadrature. The error bar for Fig. 15 includes the

possibility that the waist radius was near 45 fim instead of near 35 /un when

the data were collected. This is why it extends much farther in the direction of

lower irradiances (larger waist radii). There is a possibility of additional error in

the low and middle irradiance values because pairs of filters were often used to

obtain small steps of attenuation, whereas the highest irradiances were obtained

with single filters or with beamsplitters. The irregular surfaces of these filters

may have increased the waist radius more when used in pairs than when used

singly — one filter with particularly flat surfaces repeatedly produced six times

as many electrons as a pair with the same total density. That filter was not used

to collect the data in Fig. 15, however, and those data showed no systematic dif-

ferences between single filters and pairs of filters. Replacing the filters with two

additional beamsplitters did not solve the problem completely, either, because

these surfaces, while much flatter than those of the filters, were still A/4 for UV
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light. Therefore, we estimate a single uncertainty in irradiance for all of the data

in Fig. 15.

The uncertainty in electron count comes mostly from the detection efficiency

factor in Gs (Appendix D) and the factor that normalizes the count to a gas den-

sity of 1010 atoms cm"3. The calculation of the vertical error bar is summarized

in Table 6, where the total uncertainty shown in the figure again represents cases

in which all the systematic errors are in the same direction. The uncertainty

in measuring the atomic density is not well-characterized, but we estimate it as

±20%. There is also an uncertainty in the electron count due to the statistical

nature of the ionization process, especially after subtracting a background count

with its own statistical noise, but this uncertainty was reduced to 6% or less of

the So area by averaging hundreds or thousands of individual spectra. It became

less than 1% at high irradiances, where the real So signal was far greater than the

background across most of the peak. It was fortunate that the low-irradiance

peaks, though smaller, were better separated from the photoelectron noise. If

they had been as wide as the high-irradiance peaks, the background subtraction

would have produced error bars on the order of 100%. Since one of these sta-

tistical factors increases as the other decreases with irradiance, and since both

were small compared to the uncertainties in gas density and detection efficiency,

we again estimate a single uncertainty for all of the points in Fig. 15.

Finally, areas of the Si peaks corresponding to the data in Fig. 15 appear

in Fig. 16, along with some S2 areas that could be identified. These data can-

not readily be compared to theoretical predictions, since the small numbers of

electrons in the higher peaks would have required very long collections (several

hours) to accumulate adequate average signals, and the experimental conditions

frequently changed significantly over the course of a day. Further, comparisons

to theoretical "branching ratios" among the ATI peaks are generally performed

over large numbers of peaks to define a trend, and the high photon energy in this
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Table 6. Uncertainties in measured electron counts and irradiances,
including the normalization to a specified gas density. Each individual
uncertainty is represented by the highest and lowest factors by which
the "best" value might be multiplied. The "worst-case" uncertainty,
assuming all systematic errors conspire to increase the total error, is
obtained by multiplying the individual factors together. This is the
uncertainty plotted in Fig. 15 and 17. The "optimistic" uncertainty
assumes that the errors add in quadrature.

Uncertainty in normalized electron count
Source of uncertainty Minimum factor Maximum factor
Efficiency of electron detector
Normalization to standard density
Gain of electron detector
Statistical noise

"Worst-case" uncertainty
"Optimistic" uncertainty

Uncertainty in irradiance for WQ = 35 /im
Source of uncertainty Minimum factor Maximum factor
Change of waist radius
Measurement of waist radius
Measurement of pulse length
Calibration of joulemeter

"Worst-case" uncertainty
"Optimistic" uncertainty

Uncertainty in irradiance for WQ = 45 //m
Source of uncertainty Minimum factor Maximum factor

0.8
0.8
0.94
0.94

0.57
0.70

1.2
1.2
1.06
1.06

1.62
1.30

0.60
0.88
0.92
0.93

0.46
0.57

1.
1.12
1.08
1.07

1.30
1.16

Change of waist radius
Measurement of waist radius
Measurement of pulse length
Cali brat ion of joulemeter

"Worst-case" uncertainty
"Optimistic" uncertainty

1.
0.88
0.92
0.93

0.75
0.84

1.65
1.12
1.08
1.07

2.14
1.67
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experiment caused the number of peaks to be low. It does appear, however, that

the higher ATI peaks increase in size more quickly with irradiance than the So

peak does, and the branching ratio between So and Si is of the order of 40 in the

5 x 1013 W/cm2 range of irradiances. Solid lines in the figure indicate the slopes

to be expected for indices of nonlinearity of 3, 4, and 5 for the So, Si, and S2 data

respectively. While the S2 points suffer from large statistical uncertainties due

to count rates as low as one per 100 laser shots, one might suspect from Fig. 16

that their index of nonlinearity is less than five.

4.7 Conclusions

The data in Fig. 15 fall between the highest and the lowest theoretical pre-

dictions, differing from each extreme by a large factor. The data and the extreme

models cannot be brought together by assuming that a single measurement was

in error without greatly exceeding the estimated uncertainties. Let us consider

what adjustments might be required. The single parameter that requires the

least adjustment, in proportion to its confidence interval, to match the extreme

models is the waist radius Wo, since an increase there reduces the calculated peak

irradiance as Wo""2 and increases the predicted electron count by the same factor.

Thus the data points shift to the left and downward by equal distances, relative

to the prediction curves, moving at an angle to the I3 slope of the curves. Fig-

ure 17 shows the effect of increasing Wo from 35 /xm to 45 fim. The vertical error

bar is the same as in Fig. 15, while the horizontal error bar is reversed, since the

assumed waist radius is now the largest that was measured. This 30% increase in

Wo is just enough to bring the data into agreement with the Coulomb-corrected

Keldysh model, which is the closest model in Fig. 15. Similar agreement could be

obtained in the steep portion of the curve by reducing the assumed gas density

or the assumed collection efficiency of the electron spectrometer by a factor of

2.8, but errors of this size seem far less likely. Alternatively, the calculated irra-

diance might be reduced by a factor of 1.4 with no change in Wo by increasing
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Figure 16. Data of Fig. 15 (A) compared to areas of the Si (+) and
S2 (O) ATI peaks in the same electron spectra. The lines through
the data sets go as 73, /4 , and I5 respectively. They are not fit to the
data.
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the assumed pulse length or the joulemeter calibration factor, but the change

required is again much larger than the estimated uncertainties in these param-

eters. Much larger adjustments are required to match the perturbative results

(Wo «s 75 fim) or the Reiss-Keldysh curves (Wo as 20 /im). Thus we conclude

that the data stand in disagreement with the predictions of lowest order pertur-

bation theory, Floquet theory, and KFR theory with pure Volkov final states.

Calculations of such effects as plasma heating by ATI could be seriously in error

if these models are used. The Coulomb-corrected Keldysh model is in better

agreement with the data. We have no comparison to the results of numerical

integration of the Schrodinger equation, because these have not been extended

to low enough irradiances.

The rates of production of ATI (Si and S2) electrons are much smaller than

those of So electrons. The rates decrease by about a factor of 40 from one peak

to the next in the 5 x 1013 W/cm2 range of irradiances. This agrees with the

general observation that the number of ATI peaks increases with the wavelength

of the laser. Because the number of electrons in each ATI peak is small, the areas

of the ATI peaks carry large statistical uncertainties as well as uncertainties of

calibration. It is therefore impossible to determine precise indices of nonlinearity

for the ATI peaks, but they appear to be higher than that of the Si peak, as

generally expected.

Depletion of the atoms in the interaction region limited the irradiance at

ionization to 1014 W/cm2 or less. This means that lasers with much shorter rise

times, on the order of femtoseconds, will be needed to explore ATI by UV fields

at irradiances for which the ponderomotive potential exceeds the photon energy.
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Figure 17. Comparison of measured and predicted total numbers of
electrons produced in the interaction region by MPI of atomic hydro-
gen, using the largest measured waist radius Wo = 45 /im. The data
are shown as unconnected points. Curve (a) is LOPT evaluated by
Khristenko and Vetchinkin (1976). Curve (b) is the Floquet theory
of Chu (1990). Curve (c) is the Coulomb-corrected Keldysh model
(1965). Curves (d) are the Keldysh (1965) and Reiss (1980) models
without Coulomb correction.
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4.8 Suggestions for further work

Other experiments have confirmed theoretical predictions that circularly po-

larized light produces lower ionization rates and different distributions of elec-

trons among the ATI peaks. Circular polarization would also remove the last

trace of two-photon resonance with the 2s state at low irradiance. Addition of

a quarter-wave plate to the optical system could provide any desired ellipticity

for such measurements with the present apparatus. The ellipticity would have to

be measured as the beam left the apparatus to account for unequal reflectivities

of the mirrors for the different polarization components, but this would be only

a minor difficulty. Further experiments at all polarizations could also be done

with the strong red pulse that is produced within the front end of the LABS-I

laser system.

Since H2 spectra were unavoidably collected, they should be compared to

theories of molecular ATI. Similar experiments have had interesting results (Luk

and Rhodes 1988, Verschuur et al. 1989).

The positive helium ion is like a hydrogen atom with a 54 eV ionization

potential in photoionization. It would be an interesting target if it could be

prepared at high enough densities. It could be separated electrically from the

neutral atom background, and there would be no molecular background. A low

target density might then be tolerable from the viewpoint of signal to noise, and

it would avoid all space charge problems. The combination of a high photon

energy with a high ionization potential would test whether the photon energy

itself or its size relative to the binding energy determines the number of ATI

peaks produced.
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Three systems of units regularly appear in the ATI literature. One is the

system of atomic units (a.u.) introduced by Hartree (1928) and summarized by

Bethe and Salpeter (1957). These are convenient in theoretical papers because

the notation is simple and many numerical values are of order one. Other authors

use natural units, in which h = c = 1, but m, e, etc. have their cgs values. This

choice facilitates checking the results of a calculation for correct dimensions.

Experimental papers generally use a mix of cgs and SI units. Irradiances, for

example, are expressed in W/cm2. In addition, pressures are usually given in

torrs, where

0.75 Torr = 1 mbar = 100 Pa. (64)

One purpose of this appendix is to relate the different units used in this dis-

sertation to each other. The other is to place the experiment in perspective by

evaluating several parameters that are commonly used to indicate what processes

are important and what approximations are useful at any combination of field

strengths and wavelengths.

Table 7. Atomic units related to cgs and other commonly used units.
The fundamental atomic units are m, e, and h.

Unit of

length
velocity
energy

time
frequency

electric potential
electric field strength

Symbol

a
vo

e2/a
a/v0

vo/a
e/a
e/a2

Formula in cgs

h2fme2

e2fh
me*/h2

h3/me2

me2/h3

me3/h2

m2e*/h4

Value in other units

5.3 x 10~9 cm
2.2 x 108 cm/sec
27.21 eV
2.4 x 10"17 sec
4.1 x 1016 Hz
27.21 V
5.1 x 109 V/cm
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In atomic units, the charge of the electron e, the mass of the electron m, and

Planck's constant h are all unity. Other units are derived from them. This results

in the radius of the first Bohr orbit being 1 a.u., the velocity of an electron in

the first Bohr orbit being 1 a.u., and the ionization potential of hydrogen being

0.5 a.u. (if the nucleus were infinitely massive). Table 7 presents the basic atomic

units, equivalent expressions in cgs units, and their values in units commonly used

in experimental papers. The speed of light c in a.u. is not unity, but the inverse

of the fine structure constant a, so that

Q = | l = _i_. (65)

The atomic unit of root mean square (rms) irradiance, corresponding to unit

peak electric field strength, is

Itt = 3.54 x 1016 W/cm2. (66)

Thus an electric field E(t) = Ecos(ut) with E = 0.1 a.u. has an rms field

strength of I?/\/2 = 0.071 a.u. and rms irradiance 0.01 a.u. =3.54xlO14 W/cm2.

The frequency of a KrF laser, and hence the photon energy, is 0.184 a.u.

Many dimensionless parameters are used in the ATI literature. In the fol-

lowing discussion, parameters are defined in atomic units, with electric fields

E(i) = Ecos{ujt). Values of the parameters in other units are also given. In

these expressions, / is irradiance in W/cm2, and w = 0.184. Recall that jV0

is the minimum number of photons required to supply the binding energy EB-

Hence NQ = 3, while EB = 13.6 eV.

Many of the dimensionless parameters may conveniently be defined in terms

of the ponderomotive potential U, which has dimensions of energy. U is not a

true potential, as discussed in Chapter 2, but the kinetic energy of an electron

in a laser field, averaged over a cycle of the field:
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U(eV) = 5.72 x 10-15/(W/cm2) for KrF. (68)

A free electron in the field must have an energy at least equai to the pondero-

motive potential. At irradiances for which EB + U > Nou>, for example, the So

ATI channel is closed. The greatest value of U in the present work is not high

enough to close the So channel.

Another dimensioned quantity of importance is the quiver amplitude aq,

also known as the Kramers translation length:

ag = E/u2 (69)

a,(Bohr radii) = 1.57 x lO- 7 ( / (W/cm 2 ) ) 1 / 2 for KrF. (70)

When I = 2xlO14 W/cm2, aq = 2.2 Bohr radii, which means that the potential

energy of a classical ionizing electron is varying by large amounts compared to

its ground state value. This may cause calculations involving approximations to

the potential to fail.

The most important measure of field strength according to many theories

(Reiss 1980, Becker 1987, Javanainen and Eberly 1988) is the dimensionless pa-

rameter

^ = 1.15 x l(T1 5 /(W/cm2) for KrF. (71)

ATI becomes important when 77 approaches one. Our highest value of 77 was 0.23,

but the supply of atoms was depleted about the time 77 reached 0.1. The w~3

frequency dependence explains why CO2 and Nd lasers achieve ATI with lower

values of / than KrF lasers do.

Keldysh (1965) defined a parameter 7 to judge whether the ionization pro-

cess resembles dc tunneling (7 •< 1) or weak field multiphoton ionization (7 >̂ 1).

Its definition is

-5- = - •T EB
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The present experiment, with 7 > 3.7 prior to depletion, did not enter the

tunneling regime.

All of the predicted ionization rates in this work are derived from nonrela-

tivistic models. That is, they assume v/c < 0.1, where

v E

Our value at depletion was v/c = 0.002.

A common use of the above parameters is to estimate the irradiance for

which LOPT begins to fail. Perturbative calculations are suspect whenever any

of these conditions is violated. Faisal (1987) sets a condition of U < 1. Beyond

this, the higher order terms cannot be expected to be smaller than the lower order

terms. Potvliege and Shakeshaft (1989b) state the same condition by saying that

the quiver speed vq of a free electron, which is

vq = E/u = V*U, (74)

must be less than the orbital speed of a bound electron (1 a.u.). The latter paper

also specifies aq < 1 a.u. and 77 < 1.
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1. Sensitivity of the RGA to atomic and molecular hydrogen

RGA sensitivity to a gas is the product of three factors: ionization cross

section, quadrupole transmissivity, and electron multiplier gain. In general, the

first two vary in opposite directions with molecular mass, so that their product

is more or less constant. In the case of H and H2, however, there is a consid-

erable difference. The third factor generally decreases with mass, but it can be

eliminated by using the Faraday cup detector instead of the electron multiplier.

This section shows how the overall sensitivities to H and H2 were determined

and how the density of H atoms was calculated from the RGA readings.

The sensitivity to any gas can appear to vary if the instrument is improperly

adjusted or improperly operated. The quadrupole voltages must be set at the

peak of the response curve each time a particular mass is sampled, and the peak

must not move. When the RGA was new, the mass-2 peak had several deep nulls,

which appeared at different places at different gas pressures and caused erratic

readings. The manufacturer then replaced the sensor head and readjusted the

electronics. Afterward, the nulls were much less deep, and readings taken at

the nominal positions of the peaks were reliable. Curiously, the option in the

computer program that searched near each nominal position for the true peak

became entirely useless.

It must be remembered that the total signal due to a particular molecule

may be divided among several channels of output. In addition to the mass-

1 reading due to H, which might be called the "diagonal" signal, there is an

"off-diagonal" mass-1 signal due to H2. Similarly, there are mass-1 and mass-2

signals due to H20. These result from dissociation of the original molecules in the
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process of ionization. In principle, there is a mass-2 signal from recombination of

atoms within the RGA, but it is negligible in similar RGA's (Chan et al. 198S),

and it is not very important in determining the one quantity needed to interpret

the experiment, which is the density of H. Extra signals from double ionization

without dissociation also occur, but not in the mass-1 and mass-2 channels. The

relation between the indicated pressure Pi at mass i and the densities of H {p\)

and H2 (pi) at the sensor head may be represented by a matrix a,; so that

P\ — Otupl +
(75)

Pi = OL7.\P\ + «22P2-

Here we ignore the influence of other gases because their densities were at most

equal to that of H2 during data collection and the off-diagonal coefficients are

small.

The atomic density p\ is derived from the change in Pi when the discharge

comes on, with the assumptions that the change in p\ is

Api = —2A/92, and that
(76)

Pi = 0 before the discharge starts.

Then

AP2 = {aupi - \ai2)P\, and (77)

-2AP2 -2AP2

Pl = Api = -*- w i . (78)

Since the RGA reading Pi agreed with the ion gauge reading at pressures above

10~7 Torr, the RGA calibration is taken to be correct, so that

£ 2 . - - L - - L - 3 3 x loi6atoms/cm3

as required by the ideal gas law at room temperature.

Although an and ot\i are not needed to find pi, they can be measured.

When the RGA was new, aw/ait, which is the ratio of P\ and P2 when p\ — 0,
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was close to the manufacturer's estimate of 1%. This measurement is easily done

by admitting H2 until Pj reaches 100 times its original value. When the RGA

returned from being rebuilt, 0112/0/22 had become 9%. The coefficient an can be

found from Eq. 75 as follows:

a22 - 2a21

(80)
AP2 = (a22 -2a2i)Ap2.

Q12 - 2QH a12 - 2 a n

2AP2 V "22 7 2o 2 2 2AP2 "

In the approximation a2\ = 0 , this can be reduced to the more intuitive form

pon _ i>ii pon

( 8 2 )

2(P2
o f f-P°n)

by substituting
pon poff

AP 2 =P 2
o n -P 2

o f f , (84)

pofT _ "12 poff
1 — — f2 .

a22

In one test (23Jan90), P2 decreased from 18 to 12 x 10~9 mbar, so the true

pressure of H was 12 x 10~9 mbar. P°n was 2.8 x 10~9 mbar, of which 1.1 x

10~9 mbar was due to H2. Then atn/a22 = 1.7/12 = 1/7. The largest difference

between the diagonal atomic (cm) and molecular (022) hydrogen sensitivities

comes from the quadrupole transmission factor. The difference in ionization

cross section is 45% (see Table 8), whereas the total sensitivities were found to

differ by a factor of 7. Therefore, the quadrupole transmissivity for H2 must be

five times that for H.
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Table 8. Electron ionization cross sections at 60 eV.

Process Cross section (cm2)

e + H -» H+ 6.7 x 10"17

e + H2 -» H+ 9.7 x 10"17

e + H2 — H+ 0.4 x 10"17

2. Calculations of flow rates and recombination rate

This section demonstrates that pressures measured by the RGA during

steady discharge in the H source on 12Jun90 agree with calculations of flow

rates into and out of the lower chamber. The calculated flow rate out of the

chamber includes a model of recombination on the walls. The level of agreement

achieved with reasonable assumptions about the sizes of the model parameters

supports the determination of H densities in the interaction region from the RGA

readings.

The rate of flow into the chamber may be derived by adjusting the model

used by Chan et al. to describe a similar H source. They calculated an atomic

density pc = p^nan -*us* m s ^ e * n e en<* °^ their capillary when the supply pressure

P3 had the value -P(^nan- For values of Ps in the same range, pc should be

Pc =

The flow rate of these atoms, at a velocity v determined by the temperature of

the water-cooled wall, through a capillary of radius rc, is

Qc = pcvnr2
c. (86)

The skimmer aperture, also of radius rc, a distance D, away permits a fraction

(rc/2D$)
2 to pass into the lower chamber, so the final flow rate is

Q i n = Pcvir{r2j2Ds)
2. (87)
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Table 9. Flow rate into the lower chamber on 12Jun90.

Quantity

^Chan
PChan

P,
Pc
rc

D.
V

Qin

Value

1.0 x 1016 cm3

0.40 Torr
0.045 Torr
1.1 x 1015 cm3

0.05 cm
2.9 cm
2.6 x 105 cm/sec
1.7 x 10M atoms/sec

= 5.2 x 10"6 Torr-1/sec

Evaluations of these quantities from measurements on 12Jun90 appear in Table 9.

The rate at which atoms leave the chamber is approximately twice S2, the

pumping speed for H2, since each molecule consists of two atoms. At the side of

the cube, 52 was 650 1/sec, so atoms were being removed at a rate of 1300 1/sec,

where the liters referred to are prior to recombination. Here we have assumed

that all of the H2 being pumped comes from recombination of H, and that the

recombination occurs in the cube. (Atoms that recombine in the drift tube will

be pumped more slowly, but those that recombine in the tube to the pump will

be pumped more quickly, so the errors in the latter assumption tend to cancel.)

Since the RGA reading for H2 was 3.8 x 10~9 Torr, the flow out of the chamber

(in terms of Torr-1 of H before recombination) is

Qout = 4- 9 x 10"6Torr-l/sec. (88)

The recombination model derived in section 3.5.3 of Chapter 3 depends on

FCi the fraction of the wall covered by H atoms; Rc, the rate at which each atom

collides with the wall; and P r , the probability of recombination when two atoms

meet at the wall. The equilibrium recombination rate jRe, which must be equal
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to the rates Q^n and #Out> t n u s determines the equilibrium number of atoms in

the chamber

Then the pressure due to atoms is given by the ideal gas formula,

p NJcT _ RtkT
* - V " RcPrFcV

 ( 9 0 )

where V is the volume of the chamber. This can be made to agree with the

value of Pi obtained as described in section 1 by choosing plausible values of the

model parameters as shown in Table 10. Thus there is no reason to doubt the H

densities calculated from the RGA readings.

Table 10. Comparisons of calculated pressures including a model for
recombination on the walls of the lower chamber.

Pi
Pi
Pi

Quantity

Re
Pr
Fc
V

from RGA
when Re = Q i n

when Re = Q o u t

Value

10000/sec
0.7
0.01
201
3.8 x 10"9

3.7 x 10"9

3.5 x 10"9

Torr
Torr
Torr
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Appendix C. Measurement of focal volume characteristics

The size and shape of the focal volume determine two important parameters

of the experiment. One is the number of atoms irradiated at given gas density,

that is, the size of electron signal to be expected from complete ionization of

the gas. The other is the distribution of irradiance around the geometric focal

point, which determines what portion of the total ionizations occur in the high-

irradiance core of the focal volume. A set of irradiance contours in three dimen-

sions is therefore essential for any comparison of measured signals to theoretical

predictions. I measured the irradiance distribution by moving the focal point

in three dimensions, recording the fraction of the incident energy that passed

through a pinhole, then fitting the data with a model that is appropriate for

beams that are not diffraction limited. This process provided two independent

estimates of the waist radius (the radius in the plane of best focus) that were in

reasonable agreement. One estimate involved averaging many measurements at

each position of the focal point, while the other used the highest single measure-

ment from each set. Under optimal conditions, the waist radius was eight times

that of a diffraction limited system diffraction limit, but at other times it was as

large as ten times the diffraction limit.

1. Experimental setup

I measured the irradiance distribution under conditions as close as possible to

those of the experiment. To avoid disturbing the alignment of the / / 20 focusing

mirror, I left it in place and used the motor translators in the mirror assembly

to move th'i spot relative to the pinhole, which was placed near the center of

the cube. Further, the usual chain of beamsplitters brought the laser beam to

the focusing mirror. However, more attenuation was required to prevent burning
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new holes in the foil around the pinhole, so I placed a high reflectance dielectric

mirror ahead of the beamsplitters and used the light that leaked through it. I

selected a mirror with both front and back surfaces specified as A/10 for red light

so that it would not distort the beam appreciably. The mirror was several meters

ahead of the first beamsplitter so that the reflection was kept away from the UV

detectors.

A pair of Hamamatsu model R1193U-02 vacuum photodiodes measured the

incident and transmitted power levels. One photodiode sampled the incident

power by taking the portion that passed through the last beamsplitter. At this

position, the beam overfilled the photocathode. The other photodiode was at the

point where the beam dump tube normally was attached to the cube. It was close

enough to the focus that the diverging beam underfilled its photocathode. Thus

neither measurement was sensitive to small misalignments of the photodiodes or

to the motion of the focusing mirror. The photodiode signals were recorded on

film by an oscilloscope. Switching the detectors and moving the cables verified

that the photodiodes, cables, and oscilloscope amplifiers were interchangeable.

2. Procedure

I first centered the photodiodes with respect to the laser beam, then posi-

tioned the focus beyond the edge of the foil containing the pinhole and compared

the photodiode readings. This established the ratio of signals that represented

100% transmission. As a byproduct, it also tested the uniformity of the irradi-

ance across the laser beam. If the beam were perfectly uniform, the signal from

the overfilled photodiode would be smaller than the signal from the underfilled

photodiode by the ratio of the area of the photocathode to that of the incident

beam. The diameter of the incident beam was set at 1.20 in. (30.5 mm) by an

iris, while the photocathode diameter was 20 mm, so the expected ratio of signals

was (20/30.5)2 = 43%. The actual ratio was 41%, indicating that the irradiance

of the beam did not decrease sharply near the edge. Comparing the photodiode
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readings also tested whether the photodiodes were responding to stray refle:iions

of the beam as well as to the portion that came through the system of attenu-

ators. Reflections were more significant in these measurements than in normal

operation because the attenuation had been increased by a factor of more than

100. It was necessary to orient the photodiodes perpendicular to the path of the

main beam and install several baffles to raise the correlation statistic R2 between

the two signals to 90%.

After determining the ratio of signals corresponding to 100% transmission, I

placed the spot on the pinhole by translating the focusing mirror while watching

the photodiode signals on the oscilloscope. This process was complicated by the

motion of the spot. Besides the shot to shot jitter, later estimated to average

one hole radius (12.5 //m), the average position of the spot frequently changed

by several spot diameters in a matter of seconds. Once the pinhole was located, I

scanned the spot across it, photographing the photodiode signals at each position

along the scan, and taking both horizontal and vertical scans to check that the

spot was circular. I also recorded one axial scan by aligning the spot to the

pinhole for each axial position of the focusing mirror, then photographing the

signals immediately. This set of data formed a smoother curve than any other,

since the spot had less time to move before the measurement.

3. The M2 model

I transformed my measurements of transmitted power into a representation

of the irradiance distribution in the focal region by fitting the data to an M 2

model. This model (Marshall 1971, Sasnett 1989), which describes the propaga-

tion of a multimode laser beam, provides a good representation of many actual

laser beams regardless of the details of their mode structure. The basic idea

is that a multimode beam expands beyond its waist region more slowly than a

diffraction limited single-mode (TEMoo) beam, which would have a smaller waist

radius, but more quickly than a single-mode beam brought to the observed waist
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radius by different optics. It expands, in fact, at the same rate as a single-mode

beam of intermediate waist radius, called the "embedded Gaussian". Thus only

one parameter need be added to the usual single-mode formula to describe the

multimode beam.

Specifically, the new parameter M is defined by the relation

M2 = W0/wd, (91)

where WQ is the radius of the actual waist, determined by the 1/e2 irradiance

contour, and Wd is the radius of a diffraction limited waist in the same optical

system. If there were another single-mode beam, the embedded Gaussian, of

waist radius WQ = Wo/M, it would expand with the axial coordinate z according

to

V (i)1- (92)

The M2 model states that the radius of the actual beam is larger than that of

the embedded Gaussian by the same factor everywhere, hence

( 9 3 )

The distance over which W{z) increases by y/2 is then a modified Rayleigh length

( 9 4 )

The model may thus be fit to an actual multimode laser beam with the two

parameters Wo a n d ZR, but with the extra constraint that the measured waist

radius is M2 times diffraction limited.
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4. Analysis methods

I used two basic methods of dealing with noise in the data due to shot-to-

shot motion of the focal spot in the plane of the pinhole. One is the familiar

method of setting the mirror position, then taking the average of a series of

readings. This removes random noise, but it cannot help much when the average

position of the focal spot shifts during the measurement. The other method

is based on the idea that only a single measurement is necessary if one knows

enough about that measurement. If the center of the spot and the center of the

pinhole coincide, and if the radial irradiance distribution is known, a single value

of the power transmitted through the hole determines the spot size.

These conditions on the single-shot measurement are not actually very re-

strictive. When the spot moves randomly in the neighborhood of the pinhole, it

must sometimes land very close to the center of the pinhole. The highest mea-

sured transmission from a large number of such samples can therefore be taken

to represent a direct hit, provided it is not too different from the second and

third highest. Of course, a reading far above all the others must be suspected

of being caused by electrical noise or some other atypical condition. The second

condition, knowledge of the radial distribution, is weak because only the central

portion of the spot is sampled. For example, a perfect plane wave reduced to a

finite diameter would focus to an Airy disk. A measurement extending from the

center only as far as the half-power point, however, could only with difficulty

distinguish the pattern from a Gaussian. If the first zero of the Airy distribution

is at radius RA, a Gaussian of waist radius Wo = 0.71RA is usually an accept-

able substitute. In this representation, the fractional transmission F(0) through

a hole of radius R perfectly centered on the focal spot is

(95)
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where the manufacturer specified R = 25 ± 2 /jm for the pinhole used in this

case.

The single-shot technique can be extended somewhat to analyze data from

scans across the pinhole. When the centers of the spot and the hole are a distance

rc apart, the fractional transmittance F(rc) is less than F(0). The F(rc) curve

is Gaussian with width p = y R2 + r\, so that

F ( r c ) = F ( 0 ) e - 2 r ' / p S . (96)

This formula can be used to fit the highest reading Fn(p) in the set of n readings

at each position p along the scan. When the spot is moving randomly, however,

rc must derived from p. In doing this, one must remember that by selecting the

highest of each set of readings, one converts the random spot displacement into

a systematic displacement in the direction of the point po of greatest overlap.

Thus, if J is the maximum radius of the jittering motion,

rc = \p-po\-J, (97)

or it is zero if this expression is negative. I chose to plot the measured data

with position p as the axis. The model curves, therefore, appear wider than they

would appear if plotted against rc. Essentially, each half of the model curve is

moved away from the center by a distance J, and the gap is filled by the constant

value F(0).

When analyzing the average values of the data sets, I could not use the

method that is normally used when the spot jitters by small fractions of the hole

diameter. That method is to average the readings at each value of p, fit the curve,

and deconvolve using the shape of the pinhole. Instead, I constructed a model

which averaged the fractional transmission F(rc) over a number of random spot

positions rc, weighing each by the probability of finding the spot at that position.

The model also allowed the scan to be offset from the center of the hole by a
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specified distance. The random motion was specified by the standard deviation

of the jitter distance, with all directions of motion being equally likely. Because

the actual spot changed its average position from time to time, and because

the random motion was probably greater in some directions than in others, the

model achieved a loose fit to the data at best. In general, these fits require larger

offsets than the single-point results suggest. They serve chiefly to test whether

the average spot radius during a series of measurements was considerably larger

than the smallest radius encountered in that series.

5. Results

5.1 Waist radius from single-shot measurements

The best indication of the waist radius under optimal conditions came from

a series of three vertical scans in the plane of best focus on 20Apr90. These

data are more consistent than the other data sets, apparently because the size

of the waist was uniform from shot to shot and the jitter distance was unusually

small. Figure 18 presents the maximum transmission values Fn(p) from these

scans with models corresponding to Wo = 32.7, 34.7, and 36.7 //m, 3 = 1 /an,

and p0 = —175 ^m. The best fit (lowest x2) occurs when Wo = 34.7 /im. This

choice is supported by values of Fn(po) from these scans and three more scans

performed the same day. Five of these six estimates of F(0) corresponded to spot

radii between 34.4 and 35.4 /im. The sixth estimate was 45.2 //m, but the shape

of the curve indicated that the spot really was unusually large during that scan.

I found a confidence interval for Wo from the data of Fig. 18 by calculating

values of \2 per degree of freedom (x2/df). Since there were 14 data points and

three model parameters, the number of degrees of freedom (df) was fixed at 11,

but the variance of the data {a2) had to be estimated. I first examined the four

pairs of points obtained at equal positions along the scan. The higher of each

pair was greater than the average of the pair by 1.1 to 3.8% of the average value,
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-220 •202 -1*4 -166 -148

Position (micrometers)

-130

Figure 18. Highest values of transmission from vertical scan through
focus. Data of 20Apr90 compared to models with Wo = 32.7, 34.7,
and 36.7 /um, J — 2 fim, and po = 175

so I tried setting a to 4% of the measured value Fn(p), considering it likely that

the error was multiplicative. The value of x2/df was then 37 at best, increasing

to 39 and 44 for the other values of Wo. These seemed too high, suggesting that

my first estimate of the variance was too small. I also noticed that 3/4 of \2 came

from the single point at p = -140 /im. I deleted that point on the assumption

that the sample size was too small to guarantee a direct hit on the pinhole. I then

estimated a from x2/d£ itself, finding that x2/<H = 1 when a = .118Fn(p). This is

a reasonable value, considering how the data were collected. Suppose the highest

reading Fn(p) in a data set is actually equal to the largest possible fractional

transmission, but that it was missed when the sample was taken. The second
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highest value Fn-i(p) would then be used in the calculations. The fractional

error thus introduced is

E M = Fn_l(p) •

Values of En(p) derived in this way from the measurements of Fig. 18 range from

5% to 129%, with a mean of 32%. In these data sets, n was 11, 12, or 13. Actual

errors should be somewhat less than En(p), since the ideal reading is not always

missed, so an estimate of 12% is quite plausible. With this estimate, x2/df varied

with Wo as shown in Table 11. The distribution of \2/df with ten degrees of

freedom is such that x2/df < 1.6 with 90% probability. Thus the confidence

interval for Wo is ±2 /im.

Table 11 . Chi square per degree of freedom from three scans in the
plane of best focus. Best-fit waist radius Wo = 34.7 /im. Ten degrees
of freedom.

AW (/xm) x2/df (Wo - AW) X
2/df (Wo + AW)

6 L0
1 1.1 1.2
2 1.8 2.0
3 2.6 3.0
4 3.3 3.8
5 4.8 5.5

5.2 ZR and M2 from single-shot measurements

The size of the beam at points other than the waist was best character-

ized by the series of single-shot measurements taken along the beam axis on

27Apr90. Some of these measurements were taken as an axial scan, while others

were extracted from transverse scans across the spot in different planes. The

measurements have been combined into a composite axial scan through focus

(Fig. 19). Each measured point is the largest fractional transmission from a set
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Figure 19. Highest values of transmission from axial scan through
focus. Scan is a composite of points collected as an axial scan and
points selected from transverse scans in different planes. Data of
27Apr90 are compared to M2 models with Wo = 32.7, 34.7, and
36.7 //m, reading from highest to lowest. M2 = 6 in each case.

of readings, representing the quantity F(0) at an axial position z. (There was

actually one measurement of 0.34 in the same set as the highest point plotted,

but it was rejected as being too different from the others, as mentioned in sec-

tion 4. This value of F(0) corresponds to a spot radius of 27.4 ^m.) The figure

also displays the M2 model with three sets of the two model parameters. The

middle curve uses Wo =34.7 /xm and M2 = 6, which provide the best fit. The

other curves have values of Wo larger and smaller by 2 /xm, with the same value

ofM2.
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I again computed X2/^f to derive a confidence interval for M2. In this

derivation, I took Wo as a known quantity. The two parameters of the fit were

then M2 (or equivalently ZR) and the axial position of best focus ZQ. There were

13 data points, hence 11 degrees of freedom. With a estimated to be 11.8% of the

measured value, as before, the minimum value of x2/^ w a s 3.1 at z0 = 3.3 mm

and ZR — 2.4 mm. The low points at z = —4.6,2.4 contributed 2/3 of \2 in

this case. When these points were removed from the calculation, leaving nine

degrees of freedom, the minimum value of \ 2 / d f was 1.05 at 20 = 3.2 mm and

ZR = 2.6 mm. Complete results appear in Table 12. For df = 9, x2/df < 1.63

with 90% confidence, so the bounds on M2 are 5.1 and 6.5, while the bounds on

ZR are 2.4 and 3.1 mm. Returning to the full data set, an estimate of a = 20% of

each reading produced the results in Table 13. The confidence intervals estimated

from this table are only a little broader than the first set, being 5.2 to 7.4 for M2

and 2.1 to 3.0 mm for ZR. I calculated one more x2/df table (Table 14) to see

whether the confidence range of M2 depended sensitively on the value assumed

for Wo- This time, I assumed ZQ = 3.3 mm and varied both Wo and M2. Only

the width of the confidence range for M2 was found to depend on Wo, though

the corresponding values of ZR increase as WQ. A conservative overall estimate

is therefore

M2 = 6.2 ± 1 , ZR = 2.6 ± 0.5 mm. (99)

The value of M2 derived from the axial scan can be checked against a trans-

verse scan at a distance from the focal plane that is comparable to ZR. Figure 20

presents two such scans taken on 27Apr90 at a distance of 3.3 mm (z = 0 mm)

that agree reasonably well with the model curve. There is one extra set of mea-

surements near the peak which proved that the spot had not shifted during the

second scan. Notice that the scale of the plot is much larger than that of the

scans in the focal plane. As expected, many points fall below the model, since
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Table 12. Chi square per degree of freedom for an axial scan with
nine degrees of freedom (two data points omitted). M2 and ZR are
equivalent variables in this table and the next, since Wo is fixed at
35 /xm. Values within the 90% confidence range are emphasized.

M2

8.62
7.76
7.05
6.47
5.97
5.54
5.17
4.85
4.56

ZR

1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4

z0 = 3.1

15.35
7.31
3.48
1.76
1.14
1.09
1.34
1.73
2.19

3.2

13.90
6.52
3.05
1.54
1.05
1.08
1.38
1.80
2.27

3.3

13.08
6.10
2.86
1.48
1.06
1.14
1.46
1.89
2.37

3.4

12.87
6.07
2.91
1.58
1.18
1.26
1.58
2.02
2.49

3.5

13.28
6.42
3.21
1.84
1.40
1.46
1.75
2.17
2.63

Table 13. Chi square per degree of freedom for an axial scan with
eleven degrees of freedom (all data points used).

M2

8.62
7.76
7.05
6.47
5.97
5.54
5.17
4.85
4.56

ZR

1.8
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4

z0 = 3.1

4.60
2.35
1.42
1.12
1.13
1.30
1.53
1.79
2.04

3.2

4.11
2.09
1.27
1.05
1.10
1.29
1.54
1.81
2.07

3.3

3.82
1.93
1.20
1.02
1.10
1.31
1.56
1.83
2.10

3.4

3.72
1.90
1.20
1.04
1.13
1.34
1.60
1.87
2.13

3.5

3.81
1.98
1.27
1.10
1.19
1.39
1.65
1.91
2.17

these sets of 11 to 15 readings did not always include the highest possible frac-

tional transmission. They were less likely to do so on 27Apr90 than on 20Apr90

because the jitter was larger, roughly ±10 /im.

I compared the jitter radius J from the model to estimates reached in a

different way. This involved fairing a smooth curve through the average read-

ings for different points in a transverse scan, taking the slope at each value of
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Table 14. Chi square per degree of freedom for an axial scan with
eleven degrees of freedom, assuming ZQ = 3.3 mm.

M2

8.0
7.5
7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0

Wo = 3 3

3.12
2.11
1.51
1.27
1.31
1.57
1.99
2.53
3.14

34

2.67
1.80
1.31
1.12
1.18
1.43
1.83
2.33
2.89

35

2.34
1.59
1.17
1.02
1.09
1.33
1.70
2.16
2.67

36

2.13
1.47
1.10
0.98
1.05
1.27
1.61
2.03
2.49

37

2.01
1.43
1.10
0.99
1.06
1.26
1.57
1.94
2.36

the scan coordinate p, and interpreting the fluctuations in the measurements as

fluctuations in p by dividing the size of the fluctuation by the slope of the faired

curve. When this same process was applied to similar measurements using the

red alignment beam and the alignment pinhole, the estimated jitter was ±2 /xm.

This appeared to be the lowest value attainable with the focusing mirror and the

pinhole rigidly attached to the table. When this method is applied to the three

scans of Fig. 18 and another scan that day, it indicates values of J between 2

and 15 ^m, with an average value of 6 /im. This confirms that the values from

the model are of the right order of magnitude.

5.3 Average waist radius from averaged readings

Comparisons of average transmissions to the random-motion model show

that the average size of the beam waist was larger than that measured from the

highest transmission in each set, and that the difference was greater on 27Apr90

than on 20Apr90. Figure 21 presents peak-transmission values from two scans

in the plane of best focus on 27Apr90. These are in reasonable agreement with
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Figure 20. Highest values of transmission from transverse scan
3.3 mm from best focus. Data of 27Apr90 are compared to M2 model
with Wo = 35 (Mm and M2 = 6.

the model for Wo = 34.5 ^m and J = 10 /im. Figure 22 shows the average-

transmission values from the same scans. These clearly do not fit the model for

any value of the offset parameter, but they do fit a model with Wo = 45 /an, as

shown in Fig. 23. Averaged data from 20Apr90, on the other hand, agree with

the Wo = 34.5 /zm model, as shown in Fig. 24. These are average transmissions

from the same scans used in Fig. 18. The model, however, has been adjusted

to a jitter of J = 15 /xm with offsets of 10, 15, and 20 /urn. The assumed jitter

distance in this case is much greater than that derived from single-shot analysis.

The difference is probably due to the fact that the average values are sensitive to

jitter in tny direction, while the peak values in these vertical scans are specifically
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Figure 21. Highest values of transmission from two horizontal scans
through focus. Data of 27Apr90 are compa: i to model with Wo =
35 /xm.

those with vertical displacements. The analysis then indicates that the horizontal

jitter was stronger than the vertical jitter at that time.

6. Discussion

The result of the measurement is that the M2 model with Wo = 35 ± 2 pm

and M2 = 6.2 ± 1 is a useful representation of the laser beam near an //20

focus under optimal conditions. At other times, however, Wo may be as large

as 45 (iia. The waist radius may be stable near one extreme or the other for

considerable periods, or it may fluctuate shot to shot. Compared to a diffraction

limited Airy pattern, the measured focus is 8 to 10 times diffraction limited.
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Figure 22. Average values of transmission from the same scans as
in Fig. 21, compared to model with Wo = 35

The extra constraint in the M2 model is satisfied reasonably well. In the case

of Wo = 35 ftm and M2 = 6.2, the diffraction limited radius wA is determined

to be 5.6 ftm, corresponding to an Airy first zero radius of RA = 8.0 fim. The

value from the Airy formula is RA =6.1 fun.

If the average spot expanded suddenly from 35 to 45 /xm during collection

of electron spectra, the effect would be dramatic. Assuming no change in pulse

energy or pulse length, the irradiance at focus changes as W0~
2, and the rate of

a third order nonlinear process changes as W0~"6, while the number of atoms in

the focal volume changes approximately as W$ when the high-irradiance volume

extends beyond the limits of the atomic beam. The size of the SQ peak of atomic

hydrogen would thus decrease by the factor (35/45)4 = 0.37. Therefore, when
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Figure 23. Average values of transmission from the same scans as
in Fig. 21, compared to model with WQ = 45

two electron spectra corresponding to equal pulse energies differ by factors of

three or four, it is reasonable to say that the higher electron counts are valid for

the irradiance calculated with Wo = 35 fim, but the lower counts were very likely

produced at lower irradiance.
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This appendix describes the electron detection system, consisting of an MCP

assembly, a high-voltage power supply, a transient digitizer, and other equipment

associated with them. The important parameter of the system is the gain GM,

which is the average signal recorded in the data file for each detected electron.

I measured GM directly, and also measured the gain of the MCP assembly by

itself to compare with available measurements of the response function of the

transient digitizer by itself. The appendix concludes with a comparison between

the measured MCP gain and the manufacturer's specifications, and three addi-

tional observations concerning the detection system.

1. Description

The electron spectra reported in this work were collected by an R. M. Jordan

MCP detector. It contained two Galileo MCP-18B or equivalent microchannel

plates in chevron configuration. Each plate was 24.7 to 24.8 mm in diameter

and 0.41 to 0.46 mm thick. The channel diameter was 10/zm, and the channel

spacing was 12.5/im maximum. The input aperture, located 13 mm from the

first microchannel plate, was 19.0 mm in diameter. This aperture was part of the

Faraday cage around the drift region. It supported a grid whose transmission

fraction was 82%. Materials used, besides the microchannel plates, were 304

stainless steel, 6061 aluminum, nickel, and alumina. The output impedance

of the detector was 50 fi, which matched the input impedance of the LeCroy

TR8818 transient digitizer and the impedance of the cable between them. A 1 /xf

capacitor in the output line blocked the positive dc voltage that was present on

the anode. The entire detector assembly is usually referred to as "the MCP".
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A Power Designs model 1556B power supply provided positive high voltage

for the MCP. A resistor chain divided the applied voltage into individual accel-

erating potentials as listed in Table 15. The output voltage of the power supply,

measured by a digital multimeter with a high voltage probe, agreed with the

setting of the controls within a few volts. The fine-adjustment control did not

go to zero, so the voltages used were round numbers plus 9 V.

Table 15. Potentials within MCP assembly for supply voltage of
2.209 kV.

Resistor value
(Mft)
0.730
2.507
2.512
0.492

Volts across
resistor

256
888
890
175

Where
applied

ground to first plate
across first plate
across second plate
second plate to anode

2. Measurement of system gain

The system gain relates the signal recorded in a data file to the number of

electrons that struck the MCP. The system consisted of the MCP, the TRSS1S

transient digitizer, the CAMAC and GPIB electronics, the computer, and the

cables connecting them. This section describes the process of measuring the gain

of the total system, which is presented in Table 16 as a function of applied voltage.

Section 3 describes measurements of the MCP and TR8818 gains separately.

The response of the entire system was measured by using the RGA filament

as a source of single electrons. The measurement required a trigger signal to

indicate when a pulse appeared in the MCP output, and a computer program

to store the reading from the TR8818. The trigger came from a Tektronix 7104

oscilloscope connected in parallel with the input of the TR8818. The stop trigger

for the TR8818 was produced just as in normal operation, but using the gate
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Table 16. Gain of the electron detection system consisting of MCP
detector and transient digitizer.

Power supply Average signal (mV)
voltage (kV) per detected electron

2.209 7.2 ± 0.4
2.309 11.2 ± 0.6
2.409 17.1 ± 0.6

output from the oscilloscope in place of the photodiode signal. The TR881S

reading of the pulse that triggered the oscilloscope therefore came at the same

point in each data set. A modified version of the NEWRUN program located the

signal and stored it. After storing 2400 readings, the program wrote a data file

in the usual format, but representing single readings vs. trigger number rather

than average signal vs. time. Two such files were stored for 2.209 kV applied

voltage, one for 2.309 kV, and two for 2.409 kV. Figure 25 presents histograms

extracted from these files.

The number of interest was the average TR.8818 output per detected elec-

tron at each applied voltage. This number was derived from each histogram by

dividing its area by the number of detected electrons. The histograms in Fig. 25

are not complete, however. They do not include MCP output pulses that were

too small to trigger the oscilloscope. Most of the missing pulses belong in the

0 mV bin. The following estimate of the number of missing pulses provides an

error estimate for each value of system gain.

The number of detected electrons was approximately equal to the number

of triggers, but was somewhat higher. The oscilloscope's trigger level was set at

10 mV, just above the noise produced by the TR8818 at the end of a CAMAC

cycle. Pulse heights ranged up to 200 mV with 2.2 kV applied to the resistor

chain, and up to 450 mV with 2.4 kV applied. The number of pulses with
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Figure 25. Distributions of recorded signals from single electrons
detected by the MCP at three applied voltages. The solid curve rep-
resents 4800 readings at 2.2 kV supply voltage. The dashed curve
represents 2400 readings at 2.3 kV supply voltage. The dot-dash
curve represents 4800 readings at 2.4 kV supply voltage.
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heights less than 10 mV may be estimated by extending the curve of TR8818

readings backward to 0 mV along an exponential fit to the points at 2-8 mV.

Estimated totals of detected electrons from this procedure were 5327, 2695, and

5130 at 2.209, 2.309, and 2.409 kV respectively. The upper and lower bounds

in Table 16 were calculated from the numbers of triggers and the exponential

estimates respectively.

One final adjustment must be applied to the signals described by the his-

tograms, because the signal was split between the TR8818 and the oscilloscope.

Although the oscilloscope's input impedance was much larger than that of the

TR8818, 1 Mft compared to 50 ft, the duration of the MCP's output pulse was

much less than the time required to reach the oscilloscope. Therefore, the fraction

of the signal that started down the cable was determined by the 50 ft character-

istic impedance of the cable, not by the impedance at the end. The system gains

in normal operation should then be twice those that were measured. I tested

the validity of this correction by compiling histograms of measurements that

were taken with trigger signals derived from the analog output of the TR8818.

This output is a representation of the input signal after it has passed through

the analog-to-digital converter and then a digital-to-analog converter, and it is

very noisy. The noise was partly overcome by placing a times-ten amplifier at the

TR8818 input, but it was still impossible to trigger on most of the input pulses

that produced low readings in the digital output. After extrapolation of the

histogram to zero, the average output was 88 mV per detected electron, which

would have been 8.8 mV per electron without the amplifier, at 2.209 kV applied

voltage. Even though this number contains a large factor (1.7) from the extrap-

olation, it is close enough to the value of 7.2 mV from the other measurements

to indicate that the splitting factor was closer to two than to 10*.
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3. Measurement of subsystem gains

I measured the pulse height distribution from the MCP alone by photograph-

ing oscilloscope traces, again using the RGA as a source of electrons. These

measurements provided a test that the electrons were arriving one at a time.

Together with measurements by Dr. George Kyrala and Jan Studebaker of the

TR8818's response to short pulses, they account for the observed system gain. I

first photographed 131 pulses with 2.439 kV applied to the divider chain, 0.3 A

through the solenoid, and the usual current through the Helmholtz coils. The

purpose of the solenoid current was to raise the count rate to a convenient level.

The resulting histogram appears as the upper curve in Fig. 26. This curve ap-

peared to have two peaks as well as a strong exponential component. I then

collected 52 more pulses with peaks above 160 mV, using the same voltage but

no solenoid or Helmholtz coil currents (lower curve of Fig. 26). These readings

have a single peak. This shows that the solenoid field was bringing electrons to

the MCP in pairs. Since there was no direct path from the RGA to the MCP,

most of the electrons in the drift tube therefore were probably secondary elec-

trons formed in collisions with the walls. The solenoid field would keep these

secondaries together, so that whenever one struck the MCP, the other was likely

to strike it also.

By the time a set of measurements was written into a data file in the com-

puter, the distribution of pulse heights from the MCP had been modified by

the TR8818. The TR8818 operated by sampling the applied voltage for 5 nsec,

then holding its reading for 5 nsec while digitizing it. If the input was a pulse

of 2 nsec FWHM, the value read depended upon where in the cycle the pulse

had arrived. This dependence was tested with pulses of 160 mV height, after

attenuation, and 1 nsec FWHM from a pulse generator. The pulse generator and

the digitizer were run from a common external clock so that the pulses could be

delivered at any chosen time in the digitizer's cycle. The measured output of the
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Figure 26. Distribution of MCP pulse heights read from oscilloscope
traces. The curve marked with squares was collected with a solenoid
current of 0.3 A, the other curve with no solenoid current. The double
peak shows that many electrons arrived in pairs when the solenoid was
operating.

digitizer appears in Fig. 27. It can be converted to a histogram (Fig. 28). The

exponential shape of this histogram in the case of uniform input pulses explains

why the peak structure of Fig. 26 is not apparent in Fig. 25.
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Figure 27. Response of the transient digitizer to short pulses arriving
at different times in the cycle of operation. The input pulses were
160 mV high and 1 nsec wide.

4. Comparison to manufacturer's specifications

The manufacturer's data sheets for the individual microchannel plates listed

gains at 700 and 900 V per plate as 370 and 4300 for one plate, and 370 and

4000 for the other. Assuming that each gain curve was exponential in voltage,

and that the gain of the pair was the product of the individual gains, the total

gains at three applied voltages were as listed in Table 17. A gain of G means that

one detected electron, of charge e = 1.6 x 10~19 C, produces an average output

charge of Ge. The TR8818 had an input resistance of R{ = 50Q = 50V sCT1
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Figure 28. Histogram of the response of the transient digitizer to
short pulses arriving at different times in the cycle of operation.

and an average output of 0a — 0.074 mV per mV nsec detected. The expected

output Oe from a single detected electron at gain G was thus

Oe = GeRiOa. (100)

Values of G and 0e appear in Table 17 with measured values of TR8818

output from Table 16. The calculated responses were in the right range, but

they increased more quickly with voltage.
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Table 17. Calculated MCP gain and TR8818 output compared to
measured TR8818 output. The measured output produced by a single
detected electron is numerically equal to the MCP system gain

Supply
voltage

(kV)

2.209
2.309
2.409

Volts per
plate
(V)

888
928
969

Calculated
gain G

(millions)

12.93
34.18
90.31

Calculated
output Oe

(mV)

7.7
20.2
53.5

Measured
output
(mV)

7.2
11.2
17.0

5. Additional observations

Figure 25 contains two large excursions from the average curve. These rep-

resent values of TR8818 output that were systematically shifted downward by

one unit, from 16 to 15 and from 32 to 31. This resulted in extra readings of 26

and 58 mV, and too few readings of 28 and 60 mV, where one unit represents

2 mV, and an offset register in the TR8818 was set to produce two units of out-

put when the input signal was zero. The serial number of this TR8818 unit was

A00109, and the serial number of the model MM8103A memory unit used with

it was A14089. On another occasion, a different offset was set in the TR8818, so

that a different reading in millivolts corresponded to e&ch number of units. The

missing readings again corresponded to 16 and 32 units. (A few readings appear

at 28 mV in Fig. 25. These result from a zero-level subtraction in the computer

program which occasionally adjusted the reported values by one unit.) Since the

readings were only shifted, not lost, this behavior did not affect electron spectra

significantly.

The output voltage from the power supply was very stable. I tested it by

applying 1.609 kV to the resistor chain and measuring the ground-to-first-plate

voltage with a Keithley model 617 programmable electrometer. A computer

program read the electrometer over a GPIB circuit every ten seconds for over
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fourteen hours on 26Jun90 and recorded the readings. The highest and lowest

readings during that time were 187.437 and 187.226 V, the highest coming at

the beginning, 9:40 a.m., and the lowest at 4:34 p.m. These voltages appeared

to vary inversely with the temperature of the lab. From 7:25 p.m. to the end

of data at 11:45 p.m., when the cooling system could be expected to hold the

temperature within narrow limits, the readings oscillated between 187.29 and

187.31 V. The variation in MCP gain due to these measured changes in applied

voltage would be ±0.55% over the 14-hour period.

The probability of two electrons striking the same channel of the MCP was

very small. Since the gas density in the interaction region was reduced when

high irradiances were used, and since fewer than half of the electrons from the

interaction region entered the spectrometer and arrived at the MCP, there were

never more than 103 electrons in a pulse. These electrons were distributed over

a magnified image of the interaction region that was approximately 0.6 mm high

and 12 mm wide. At one channel per 156 //m2, there were 4.6 x 104 channels

available for 103 electrons. Even allowing for a higher concentration at the center

of the image, there was not much chance of any electron striking a depleted

channel.
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The following programs, RUN, NEWRUN, ERUN, and DRUN, with the assem-

bly language subroutines CONVERTl, DISCRIM, and the original CONVERT (which

is not listed here), operated the equipment on the GPIB and CAMAC circuits,

and stored processed data in disk files. The computer was an IBM PC-AT run-

ning DOS 3.30, and the language was Microsoft QuickBASIC 3.0. Subroutines

called to operate the GPIB circuit were purchased with the controller board

from National Instruments. ERUN and DRUN ran only within the QuickBASIC

environment, while the others ran also as stand-alone programs.

1. RUN

This is the program used to collect electron spectra at the end of 1988.

The plotter output section, which is very similar to that of NEWRUN, has been

omitted. The CONVERT subroutine, which is functionally identical to CONVERTl,

has also been omitted.

1 rem [tr88qpgl.baa] gl
2 rem.. modified version of tr88qp7.bas ..gl
3 rem.. changed line 1150 to subtract zerosig rather than add it ..gl
4 rei.. oct 4,88 gl
5 rem.. compile and link []+qbib+convert ••6*
5 rem gl
Copyright, 1990, The Regents of tha University of California.
This software was produced under a U.S. Government contract
(V-7405-EHG-36) by Los Alamos lational Laboratory, •hich is
operated by the University of California for the U.S.
Department of Energy. The U.S. Government is licensed to use,
reproduce, and distribute this software. Permission is granted
to the public to copy and use this software without charge,
provided that this Notice and any statement of authorship are
reproduced on all copies. leither the Government nor the
University makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes
any liability or responsibility for the use of this software.

10 REM QuickBASIC Declarations
20 REM Rev. C O
30 COHMOI IBSTAX, IBERRX, IBCIH > This line MUST be included in your program.
40 BDIAME$-"OEV1"
SO CALL IBFIMXBMAMEI.DlX)
60 CALL IBCLR(OlX)
70 A$-SPACE$(1)
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80 IUL$-SPACE$(0)
90 CLS
100 LOCATE 5 , 2 0
110 PRIIT " TURKEY SOFTWARE "
120 LOCATE 6 ,25:PRIIT "VERSIOI 2 . 1 "
130 PRIMT :PRIIT "THE C0PTHG OR OTHER REPRODUCTIOM OF THIS PROGRAM IS"
140 PRIMT "COMPLETELY OMECESSART."
150 PRIMT:PRIMT:PRIIT "STRIKE AMT KEY WHET READY."
160 A$-IMKEY$:IF A$»"" THE! 160
170 CLS
180 PRIIT "THE MEIU CHOICES ARE:"
190 PRIIT " 1. RECOIFIGURE DEFAULT VALUES."
200 PRIIT " 2. START PROGRAM."
210 PRIIT:IMPUT "EITER 1 OR 2 ";A
220 OPEI "I",#1,"TR8818.DAT"
230 IIPUT tl,BIMMX,OFFSETX,PRETGX,FREQX,MEMSX
240 IF A-2 THEM 310
250 PRIIT:PRIMT "THE PRESEMT COMFIGURATIOM IS:"
260 PRIIT:PRIIT "1. THE TR8818 BII MUMBER IS ";BIIMX;"."
270 PRIIT "2. THE OFFSET IS ";0FFSETX*2;"»V. GIVIIG A RAMGE OF ";

PRIIT 0FFSETX*2-510;"T0 ";0FFSETX*2;" «V."
280 PRIIT "3. THE MEMORY SIZE [8 KILOBYTES] IS ";MEMSX+1
290 PRIIT "4. THE PRE-TRIGGER MEMORY FRACTIOI [1/8] IS ";PRETGX
300 PRIIT "5. THE OPERATIMG FREQUEMCY IS '1;100/2-FREqX;'lMHz."
310 CLOSE
320 IF A-2 THEM 550
330 PRIIT:PRIIT "DO YOU WISH TO CHAIGE AIYTHIIG Y/I ?"
340 A$-IIfciYI:IF A$-"" THE! 340
350 IF A$-"jr" OR A$-"Y" THE! 370 ELSE 170
360 EID
370 OPEI "0",«,"TR8818.DAT"
380 IIPUT "IIPUT IUMBER OF THE ITEM YOU WAIT TO CHAIGE ";IUHB
390 01 IUMB GOTO 400,420,480,440,460,500
400 IIPUT "WHAT IS THE MEW BII IUMBER ";BIMMX
410 GOTO 500
420 IMPUT "WHAT IS THE MEW OFFSET [2 aV] SHOULD BE 0 FOR 0 TO -512 SIGS";OFFSETX
430 GOTO 500
440 IIPUT "WHAT IS THE MEW PRETRIGGER FRACTIOI [1/8 MEM] ";PRETGX
450 GOTO 500
460 IIPUT "EITER FREQUEICT F II THE FORM 100/2T [MHz] ";FREQX
470 GOTO 500
480 IIPUT "EITER MEMORY SIZE [8 kBYTES] ";MEMSX
490 MEMSX-MEMSX-1
500 PRIIT *1,BIIIX,OFFSETX.PRETGX,FREQX,MEMSX
510 CLOSE #1
520 PRIIT:PRIIT:PRIMT "STRIKE AIY KEY TO COMTIMUE "
530 A$-IIKEY$:IF AS-"" THE! 530
540 GOTO 170
550 MES$-"ta"
560 CALL IBWRT(D1X,MES$):CALL IBRD(D1X,IXIL$)
570 FO$-CHR$(O)+CHM(O)+CHR$(BIMIX)
580 F1$-CHR$(1)+CHR$(O)+CHR$(BIIIX>
590 F2*-CHR$(2)+CHRI(0)+CHR$(BIIIX>
600 F3$-CHR$(3)+CHR$(0)+CHR$(BIIIX)
610 F9<t-CHR*(9)+CHR$(0)+CHR$(BIMMX)
620 F16$-CHR$(16)+CHR$(0)+CHR$(BIMmC)
630 F17$-CHR$(17)+CHR$(0)+CHR$(BIMIX)
640 F19$-CHR$(19)+CHRl(0)+CHR«(BIIMX)
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650 F24$-CHR$(24)+CKR$(0)+CHR$(BINNX)
660 F25*-CHRt(25)+CHR*(0)+CKR*(BINNX)
670 F26$«CHR*(26)+CHR$(0)+CHR$(BI«X)
680 F27$-CHRI(27)+CHR»(0)+CHR$(BH«)
690 F10*-CHR»(10)+CHR*(0)+CHRl(BIMK)
700 REM $DYIAMIC
710 DIM DTA(2500),X(2500)
720 REM ISTATIC
730 DIN IX(42OO),DATX(8200)
740 LGX-2500
750 B1-FREQX*16+PRETGX
760 B2-HEMSX
770 CALL IBWRT(D1X,F1O$):CALL IBRD(D1X,MUL$)
780 F$-F16t+CHR$(B1)+CHR$(B2)
790 CALL IBWRT(DlX.F$):CALL IBRD(D1X.KJL$)
800 F$-F19$+CHR$(0FFSETX)
810 MES$-"j":MESl*-"A":MES2$-lirl:MES3$-CHR$(35)
820 MASKX-MM800
830 0DRX«VARPTR(DATX(0))
840 CALL IBVRT(D1X.F$):CALL IBRD(D1X,NUL$)
850 CALL IBURT(D1X.F26$):CALL IBRD(D1X,NUL$)
860 COUIT-0
870 CLS:PRIIT "STRIKE S TO EXIT DATA TAKING AT ANY TIME","COUNT NOW -";COUNT
880 INPUT "EMTER IUMBER OF SHOTS OR ZERO FOR CONTINUOUS DATA TAKING";SC0UNT
890 PRINT:PRIIT " DATA ACQUISITION 10V TAKING PUCE."
900 CALL IBWRT(D1X,MES3$):CALL IBRD(D1X,NUL$)
910 CALL IBVRT(D1X.F26$):CALL IBRD(DlX.NUL$)
920 CALL IBVRT(D1X,F9*):CALL IBRD(D1X,NUL$)
930 CALL IBVRT(D1X.MES1$)
940 CALL IBHAIT(D1X,MASKX):CALL IBRD(DlX,NUL$)
950 CALL IBRSP(DlX.SPRX)
960 CALL IBHRT(D1X,MES2$)
970 CALL IBHRT(D1X.F1O$):CALL IBRD(D1X.NUL$)
980 CALL IBVRT(D1X.MES1$)
990 CALL IBHAIT(D1X,MASKX):CALL IBRD(D1X,NUL$)
1000 CALL IBWRT(D1X,MES2<)
1010 CALL IBRSP(DIX.SPRX)
1020 CALL IBVRT(D1X,F17$):CALL IBRD(D1X,NUL$)
1030 CALL IBHRT(D1X,MES$):CALL IBRD(DlX.NUU)
1040 CALL IBVRT(D1X,F2$):CALL IBRDKDlX.IX(O) ,LGX)
1050 Z-PEEK(VARPTR(IX(O))) AND 1
1060 ADRX-VARPTP(IX(O))*2+X
1070 COUNT-COUNT+1
1080 LOCATE 10,30:PRINT COUNT
1090 CALL CONTERT(ADRX,ODRX,LG%)
1100 IF COUNT-SCOUNT THEN 1120
1110 A$-INKET$:IF A$-"S" OR A$-"»" THEN 1120 ELSE 900
1120 DELT-2-FREQX»10:ZER0SIG-0FFSETX*2
1130 FOR Q-0 TO LGX
1140 IF DATX(Q)<0 THEN DTA(q)-DATX(Q)+65536! ELSE DTA(Q)-DATX(Q)
1150 DTA(q)-(-ZER0SIG+2*DTA(Q)/COUNT)
1160 X(Q)-q*DELT/1000
1170 NEXT Q
1180 CLS
1190 PRINT "HOW DO YOU WANT THE DATA OUTPUT ?"
1200 PRINT " 1. PUCED IN A DISX FILE "
1210 PRINT " 2. PRINTED ON THE PRINTER "
1220 PRINT " 3. PRINTED OR THE SCREEN "
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1230 PRIIT " 4 . PLOTTED 01 THE SCREE! "
1240 PRUT " 5 . PLOTTED OH Al HP PLOTTER "
1250 PRIIT " 6. C01TIIUE TAKIIG DATA "
1260 PRIIT " 7. GO AGAII ?"
1270 PRUT " 8 . EXIT PROGRAM "
1280 PRIIT
1290 IIPUT "EITER 0«E OF THE lUMBERS "; UMBER
1300 PRIIT
1310 IF IUMBER<1 OR IUMBER >8 THEI 1180
1320 01 lUKBER GOTO 1330 ,1440 ,1520 ,1680 ,1960 ,870 ,3180 ,3220
1330 IIPUT "I1POT COMPLETE FILEIAME ",FILIAM$:OPEI FILIAMS FOR OUTPUT AS #1
1340 HPUT'UPUT FILE LABEL";Fill
1350 PRIIT fl.FIIf
1360 PRIIT »1,DATES;".";TIKES
1370 PRIIT tl.COUIT,11Bicro-»«c";",1I;"«VH,ZEROSIG
1380 PRIIT tl.DELT/lOOO.LGX
1390 FOR Q-0 TO LGX
1400 PRIIT Sl.DTA(Q)
1410 IEXT Q
1420 CLOSE f1
1430 GOTO 1180
1440 LPRIIT FIIS,DATES.TIMES
1450 LPRIIT "t of shots-";COUIT,"units are microsec and MY"
1460 LPRIIT "data printed in pairs [tixe.Talue]"
1470 FOR Q-0 TO LGX
1480 LPRIIT X(Q);DTA(q>,
1490 A$-IIKEY$:IF A*«"S" OR A$-"s" THEI 1510
1500 IEXT Q
1510 GOTO 1180
1520 CLS:PRIIT FMS. DATES, TIKES
1530 VU"9***.t*t"
1540 PRIIT "f OF SHOTS-" ;C0UIT,"UHTS ARE aicrosac AID aV"
1550 PRIIT
1560 PRIIT "DATA PRIITED II PAIRS [TIKE,VALUE]"
1570 PCOUIT-0:PRIIT
1580 FOR q-0 TO LGX
1590 PRIIT USIIG VS;X(q);DTA(q),
1600 PCOUIT-PCOUIT+I
1610 IF PC0DIT<i0O THEI 1660
1620 PCOUIT-O:PRIIT "PRESS S TO RETURI TO THE HEIU OR AIYOTHER KEY TO C01TINUE"
1630 AS-IIKETS:IF A$—"THEI 1630
1640 CLS
1650 IF AS-"S" OR AS-"s" THEI 1180
1660 1EXT q
1670 GOTO 1180
1680 CLS:PRIIT "THIS PROGRAM WILL PLOT 6 MICROSEC OF DATA."
1690 IIPUT "IIPUT STARTMG TIME [MICROSEC] ".TSTART
1700 CLS
1710 SCREE! 2
1720 VHD0V (0,0)-(600,100)
1730 VIEW (0,0)-<600,100)
1740 LI1E (0,0)-(600,100),1,B
1750 FOR q-1 TO 5
1760 LIIE (Q*100,0)-(Q*100,4)
1770 IEXT q
1780 IMAX-0:IMII-10000
1790 FOR q-TSTART«100 TO TSTART*100+600
1800 IF DTA(q»IMAX THEI IMAX-DTA(Q)
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1810 IF DTACQXIWir THE! IMIM-DTA(Q)
1820 NEXT Q
1830 DEL-DUX-DflV
1840 FOR Q-TSTART*100 TO TSTART*100+600
18S0 Y-(DTA(Q)-Ziai)*100/0EL
1860 X-(I(Q)-TSTART)»100
1870 PSET(X.Y)
1880 IEXT Q
1890 LOCATE 16.1
1900 PRIIT "TMIt-'MMII;" TO YMAX-";IMAX
1910 PRIIT "TIME RUMS FROM ";TSTART;" TO ";TSTART+6;" MICROSECS."
1920 IBPOT "DO YOU WAIT AXYOTHER PLOT Y/M ",A$
1930 SCREEI 0
1940 IF A$-"Y" OR A$-"y" THEI 1680
1950 GOTO 1180
1960 REM This is the plot routine.

' Plot routin* has been omitted

3170 GOTO 1180
3180 FOR Q»0 TO LGX
3190 DArt(Q)-0
3200 IEXT Q
3210 GOTO 860
3220 E1D

2. NEWRUN

This program serves the same function as RUN, but it avoids sending unnec-

essary commands to the TR8818 transient digitizer. Other improvements include

protection against overwriting a previous data file, optional sequential names for

data files, review of stored data, and comparison of newly collected data to stored

data.

' IEVRU1.BAS 22Iov89

' Read TR8818 digitizer, print, plot, and store data

' Based upon ERDI dated 11 Oct 89 and
1 REM Ctr88qpgl .bas] gl
2 REM .. Modified version of tr88qp7.bas ..gl
3 REM .. changed line 1150 to subtract zerosig rather than add it ..gl
4 REM .. oct 4.88 gl
5 REM .. compile and link []+qbib+convert ..gl
' also +GVC0M87 if compiled with BCOM
6 REM gl
' Copyright, 1990, The Regents of the University of California.
' This software was produced under a U.S. Government contract
' (V-740S-EK-36) by Los Alamos Rational Laboratory, which is
' operated by the University of California for the U.S.
' Department of Energy. The U.S. Government is licensed to use,
' reproduce, and distribute this software. Permission is granted
' to the public to copy and use this software without charge,
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' provided that this Notice and any statement of authorship ar«
' reproduced on all copies. Beither the GoTernment nor the
' University makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes
' any liability or responsibility for the use of this software.
10 REH QuickBASIC Declarations
20 RED ReT. C O
30 COMMON IBSTAX, IBERRX, JBCUTX ' This line MUST be included in your program.

COIST MAXLGX - 2500
EIT$ - ".DAT"
REM $STATIC
DIM DATXC2500), IX(1254)' use constant subscripts to keep in one segment

700 REM JDYNAMIC
710 DIM DTAC2500), 1(2500)

DIM CompDTA(2500), CompX(2500)

GOSUB SETUP
IF COLLECTING THEM
GOSUB Setup8818
GOSUB COLLECT
GOSUB SCREEMplot

ELSE
GOSUB ReadFromDisk
GOSUB SCREEIplot

END IF
DO

' Print Main Menu
1180 CLS

IF DATASAVED THE!
PRIIT DATfilel; " "; FII$
DefaultAction » 7

ELSE
COLOR 12
PRINT "Data hare not been sawed"
COLOR 7
DefaultAction - 1

EID IF
PRIIT

1190 PRIIT "DATA OUTPUT OPTIOIS"
COLOR 15 + 7 • DATASAVED

1200 PRIIT " 1. PLACE INTO A DISK 7ILE "
COLOR 8

1210 PRIIT " 2. PRIIT 01 THE PRIITER "
COLOR 7

1220 PRIIT " 3. PRIIT 01 THE SCREEI "
1230 PRIIT " 4. PLOT 01 THE SCREEI "
1240 PRIIT " 5. PLOT 01 AI HP PLOTTER "

PRIIT

IF COLLECTING THEI
PRIIT "DATA COLLECTIOI OPTIOIS"
1250 PRIIT " 6. COITIIUE TARIIG DATA "
COLOR 4 - 11 * DATASAVED
1260 PRIIT " 7. GO AGAII "
COLOR 7
PRIIT " 8. RECOIFIGURE"

ELSE
PRIIT "DATA REVIEW OPTIOI"
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color.. 15
PRIIT " 7. READ ANOTHER FILE"
color 7

EID IF
PRIIT

PRIIT "RETURI TO DOS OPTIOIS"
PRIIT " 9. GO TO DOS SHELL AID RETURI"
COLOR 4 - 3 • DATASAVED

1270 PRIIT " 10. EXIT PROGRAM "
COLOR 7

1280 PRIIT
1290 PRIIT "EITER O K OF THE IUKBERS <"; Default Action;

IIPUT "> "; ACTTOI
IF ACTIOI - 0 THE! ACTIOI " DefaultAction

1300 PRIIT

SELECT CASE ACTIOI
CASE 1

GOSUB HriteToDiak
CASE 2

GOSUB PRIITOUT
CASE 3

GOSUB SCREEIPRIIT
CASE 4

GOSUB SCREEIplot
CASE S

GOSUB PAPERplot
CASE 6

IF COLLECTIIG THEM
GOSUB COLLECT
GOSUB SCREEIplot

ELSE
EID IF

CASE 7
IF COLLECTIIG THE!

FOR QX - 0 TO NAXLGX
DATX(QX) - 0

•EXT QX
CountX " 0
Fill - ""
GOSUB COLLECT
GOSUB SCREEIplot

ELSE
GOSUB MadFroBDiak
GOSUB SCREEIplot

EID IF
CASE 8
GOSUB SETUP
IF COLLECTIIG THE!

GOSUB Setup8818
GOSUB COLLECT
GOSUB SCREEIplot

ELSE
GOSUB ReadFroaDiak
GOSUB SCREEIplot

EID IF
CASE 9
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SCREEN 0
PRINT "Enter EXIT to return to ROT": PRMT
SHELL
SCREEI 9
COLOR 7, 1

CASE 10
CLS : SCREEI 0: END

CASE ELSE
EID SELECT

LOOP

SETUP:
SCREEI 9: COLOR 7, 1: CLS
70 A$ - SPACE*(1)
80 IUL$ » SPACES(0)'zero-length space for IBRD calls
860 CountX - 0

FOR QX - 0 TO MAXLGX
DATX(QX) - 0

IEXT QX
Fill - ""
FALSE - 0: TRUE - MOT FALSE
loSuchFile - FALSE
01 ERROR GOTO OOPS
CoipFile$ - ""
SETfilel - "RUM.SET"
OPEI "I", #1, SETfileJ
IF loSuchFile THEM

PRIIT "COPTIIG "i SETfilet; " TO THIS DIRECTORY"
SHELL "COPT \HKR\IEVRUI\RUI.SET"
OPEI "I", tl, SETiilel

EID IF
IMPUT tl, BIIIX, OFFSET!, PRETGX. FREQX, MEMSX

IMPUT tl, LGX, PREFIX$, AUTOIAHE$, PLOTSTART, PLOTLEIGTH
CLOSE tl
DO

250 PRIIT : PRUT "THE PRESEMT COIFIGURATIOI IS:"
260 PRIIT : PRIIT "1. THE TR8818 BIM 1UMBER IS "; BIIIX; "."
270 PRUT "2. THE OFFSET IS "; OFFSETX • 2j "BV. GIVIIG A RAIGE OF ";

PRUT OFFSETX • 2 - 510; "TO "; OFFSETX • 2; " «V."
280 PRIIT "3. THE MEMORY SIZE [8 KILOBYTES] IS "; MEMSX + 1
290 PRUT "4. THE PRE-TRIGGER MEMORY FRACTION [1/8] IS "; PRETGX

IF FREQX - 7 THEI
PRIIT "5. THE OPERATING FREQUEICY IS COMTROLLED BY Al EXTERIAL CLOCK"
IF ExtClockSpeed - 0 THEI

IMPUT " External clock speed (MHz) <100> ", ExtClockSpeed
IF EztClockSpeed - 0 THEI EztClockSpeed - 100

EID IF
PRIIT " RUNNING AT"; EztClockSpeed; "MHz"
DELT - 1000 / EztClockSpeed

ELSE
300 PRIIT "5. THE OPERATING FREQUEICY IS "; 100 / 2 " FREQX; "MHz."
DELT - 2 ' FREQX * 10

EID IF
PRINT "6. THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO STORE IS"; LGX;
PRINT " ("; LGX • DELT / 1000; "MICROSECONDS)"
PRINT "7. ASSIGN DATA FILE IAMES AUTOMATICALLY: "; AUTOIAME*
PRINT "8. PREFIX FOR AUTOMATIC DATA FILE NAMES: "; PREFIX!
PRINT "9. THE STARTING TIME FOR THE PLOT IS"; PLOTSTART; "MICROSECONDS"
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PRIIT "10. THE LEIGTH OF THE PLOT IS"; PLOTLEIGTH; "MICROSECONDS"
330 PRIIT
380 PRUT "IIPUT NUMBER OF THE ITEM YOU WAIT TO CHANGE, "

PRIIT " R TO RETRIEVE STORED DATA,"
IIPUT "OR <CR> TO START COLLECTIOI ", answer!
PRIIT
COLLECTHG - (answer! <> "R" AID answer! <> "r")
ACTIOI - VAL(answer!)

390 SELECT CASE ACTIOI
CASE 1
400 IIPUT "WHAT IS THE HEW BII NUMBER "; BIIIX
CASE 2
420 IIPUT "WHAT IS THE MEW OFFSET [2 «V] SHOULD BE 0 FOR 0 TO -512 SIGS"; OFFSETS
CASE 4
440 IIPUT "VHAT IS THE HEW PRETRIGGER FRACTIOI [1/8 MEM] "; PRETGX
CASE 5
460 PRIIT "EITER FREQUEICY F II THE FORM 100/2'F [MHz] "

PRIIT "0 fox 100MHz, 1 for 50MHz, etc. or 7 for external clock"
IIPUT "YOUR CHOICE"; FREQX
IF FREQX < 0 OR FREQX > 7 THE! GOTO 460
IF FREQX - 7 THE!

IIPUT "External clock speed (MHz) <100> ", ExtClockSpeed
IF ExtClockSpeed - 0 THEM ExtClockSpeed - 100
DELT - 1000 / ExtClockSpeed

ELSE
DELT - 2 * FREQX • 10

EID IF

CASE 3
480 IIPUT "EITER MEMORY SIZE [8 kBYTES] "; MEMSX
490 MEMSX - MEMSX - 1
CASE 6

IIPUT "EITER lUMBER OF MICROSECOIDS TO STORE ". answer
answer - answer • 1000 / DELT
IF answer <- MAXLGX THEM

LGX • answer
ELSE

PRIIT "MOT EIOUGH SPACE FOR"; answer; "MICROSECONDS"
BEEP: LGX - MAXLGX

EID IF
CASE 7

IF AUT0IAME$ - "YES" THE! AUTOIAME! - "10" ELSE AUTONAME! - "YES"
CASE 8

IIPUT "EITER PREFIX FOR DATA OUTPUT FILE: ", PREFIX!
CASE 9

IIPUT "EITER STARTIIG TIME FOR PLOTS: ", PLOTSTART
CASE 10

IIPUT "EITER LEIGTH OF PLOTS: ", PLOTLEIGTH
CASE ELSE

EID SELECT
CLS

LOOP WHILE ACTIOI

OPEI "0", #1, SETfile!
WRITE fl, BIIIX, OFFSETX. PRETGX. FREQX. MEMSX
WRITE SI, LGX, PREFIX!, AUTOIAHE!, PLOTSTART, PLOTLEMGTH
CLOSE *1
ZeroSig - OFFSETX * 2
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AUTOIAME - (AUTOMATES - "YES")
FOR QX - 0 TO LOt

X(QX) - QX • DELT / 1000

•EXT QX
RETURI

Setup8818:

40 BDIAHE* - "DEVI"

50 CALL IBFINDCBDVAMEI, DlX)

60 CALL IBCLR(DIX)

' MES rariables are commands to the 8901A 6PIB Interface, which is

' the CAMAC controller. Its nave is DEVI, and its address is DlX.

' The PC2A board in the computer clears the GPIB line automatically

' at the first call after powerup. IBCLR sends SDC (selected device

' clear) to the 8901A, but the 8901A manual lists no response to it.

' 8901A commands are

' t - CHR$(35) send clear and initialize (CAMAC Z) to all CAMAC devices

' a 8-bit read, normal transfer

' j 16-bit high speed block read (on completion of the block

' read, the state becomes 16-bit read, normal transfer)

' A enable SRq on LAM

' fl disable all SRq's

' These commands are sent by IBVRT. They take effect immediately - they

' do not require a CAMAC cycle

550 MESsendZ$ - "#"

810 MES16blockread$ - "j"

KESenableSRQonLAMS - "A"

MESdisableSRQS - "•"

' TRF variables are F commands to the TR8818 Transient Recorder

' 0 - Read (send to controller) the pre-trigger sample size, the

' sample*period, and the active memory size

' 1 - Reiid the last single sample taken

' 2 - Read waveform data in 16-bit words

' 3 - Read module identifier

> 8 - Test LAM, setting Q if LAM line is being asserted

' 9 - Set Ready State (begin digitizing)

' 10 - Clear LAM

' 16 - Write (accept from controller) values read by F0

' 17 - Enable Read Mode (required before Fl or F2)

' 19 - Write offset

' 24 - Disable LAM

' 25 - Computer stop trigger

> 26 - Enable LAM

' 27 - Test LAM, setting Q on internal LAM whether or not LAM is enabled

' These must first be loaded into the controller (8901A GPIB interface)

' with an IBVRT, then sent to the TR8818 as the first part of a CAMAC

' cycle. The controller initiates a CAMAC cycle every time it is

> commanded to "talk" (usually by IBRD or IBRSP) unless it is asserting

' SRQ on the GPIB. Every subsequent CAMAC cycle starts with the

' F command most recently loaded, even if it has been sent before.

' lotice that you cannot clear a CAMAC LAM while a GPIB SRQ is pending.

' Tou must first disable "SRQ on LAM", then clear the SRQ with IBRSP,

' then clear the LAM, then re-enable the SRQ.

570 TRFOt - CHR$(0) + CHR*(O) + CHRS(BIHX)
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580 TRF19 - CHRt(l) + CHR»(0) + CHRtCBIIlX)
590 TRF2I - CHRIC2) + CHR*CO) + CHRt(BIMX)
600 TRF3I - CHRIC3) + CHR$(0) + CHRICBIMX)

tr f8$ - CHRIC8) + CHRtCO) + CHRICBIIIX)
610 TRF9$ - CHRIC9) + CHM(0) + CHRtCBIWX)
620 TRF16I - CHR$(16) + CHR$CO) + CHRtCBOTX)
630 TRF17S - CKMC17) + CHR$(O) + CHMCBIMX)
640 TRF19$ - CHRK19) + CHR$(O) + CHMCBIIIX)
650 TRF24I - CHR$(24) + CHR$CO) + CHRICBIWX)
660 TRF25I - CHRIC25) + CHR$(O) + CHMCBIIIX)
670 TRF26* - CHMC26) + CHR$(O> + CHRSCBIWIX)
680 TRF27I - CHR|(27) + CHRl(O) + CHR$(BIMX)
690 TRFlOt - CHR$(10) + CHRI(O) + CHR$(BHIX)

CALL IBVRTCDIX, TRF10I) ' load a b a r a l m s CAMAC c o u u i d
CALL IB«RT(DU, NESdisabltSRQS) ' th«M two c o u a n d s cnabl* the 8910A
CALL IBRSP(D1X. SPRX) ' t o »«nd CAMAC coMands

560 CALL IBVRTCDIX, MESsendZS) ' c l e a r anything that i s s t i l l unclear

750 Bl - FREqX * 16 + PRETGX
760 B2 - MEMSX
770 CALL IBWRKDIX, TRF10$): CALL IBRD(DlX, IUL$>
780 F$ - TRF16$ + CHM(Bl) + CHRJCB2)
790 CALL IBVRTCDIX. F$): CALL IBRDCDlX. «UL$)
800 F$ - TRF19$ + CHRS(OFFSETX)
820 MASIX - »H800
840 CALL IBVRT(D1%, F$): CALL IBRDCDlX, 1014)
850 ' CALL IBVRTCDIX,TRF26$):CALL IBRDCDlX,TOL$)
RETURI

COLLECT:

CLS
870 PRUT "STRIKE 0 OR S TO EXIT DATA TAKIK AT AIT TINE". "COUIT BOW - " ; Count*
880 IIPUT "EJTTER IUNBER OF SHOTS OR ZERO FOR COftTIIUOOS DATA TAKIIG"; SCOOITX
890 PRUT : PRI1T " DATA ACQOISITIOB IOV TAKIRG PLACE."

LOCATE 8, 35: PRIIT "CDUIT"
IF CountX - 0 THE! STARTDATES - DATES: STARTTIMEt > TIME!
DATASAVED - FALSE
GOAGAII - FALSE

'Start TR8818. test for internal LAN without inrolTing the GPIB SRQ
'Thro* out the first set in case the stop trigger c ue before a complete
'collection. Prograa is then synchronized to the laser.
CALL IBVRTCDIX. TRF9*): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'start digitizing
CALL IBRSPCDlX, SPRX): GOSUB VaitGPIB
'IF SPRX<>1 THEM PRIIT "FAILED TO START TR8818 - STATUS "; HEZSCSPRX)
CALL IBVRTCDIX. TRF27I): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'test internal LAN
DO

CALL IBRSPCDlX. SPRX): GOSUB VaitGPIB
LOOP m m SPRX - 3
CALL IBVRTCDIX. TRF9I): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'start digitizing
CALL IBRSPCDlX, SPRX): GOSUB VaitGPIB
'IF SPRXO1 THEM PRIIT "FAILED TO START TR8818 - STATUS "; HEZSCSPRX)
CALL IBVRTCDIX. TRF27$): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'test internal LAN

DO 'this starts the COUITX loop
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'Test lor internal LAM in the correct CANAC unit,
' using previously stored TRF27$ conand
DO

CALL IBRSPCDlX, SPRX): GOSUB VaitGPIB
LOOP UITIL SPRX - 3

'Read TR8818 data
'PRIIT "LAM DETECTED";: GOSUB PRESSKEY
CALL IBVRT(D1X, TRF1OI): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'clear LAM
CALL IBRO(D1X. IUL$): GOSUB VaitGPIB
'PRIIT "LAN CLEARED";: GOSUB PRESSKEY
CALL IBWRT(D1X. TRF17$>: GOSUB VaitGPIB 'enable readout
CALL IBRSPCDlX, SPRX): GOSUB VaitGPIB
'PRIIT "TRF17";: GOSUB PRESSKEY
CALL IBVRT(D1X, MES16blockread$): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'high speed 16 bit block read
CALL IBVRTCD1X. TRF2I): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'start readout
CALL IBRDKD1X. IX(O), LGX + 4): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'read data to IX array

'Start TR8818 so it can collect the next point while the prograa runs
'Load a sale couand into the CAMAC instruction register
CALL IBVRT(D1X, TRF9$): GOSUB VaitGPIB
CALL IBRSPCD1X, SPRX): GOSUB VaitGPIB
'IF SPRXO1 THE! PRI>T "FAILED TO START TR8818 - STATUS "; HEXS(SPRX)
CALL IBWRTCD1X, TRF27$): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'test internal LAM

' Unpack values and add to DAT array
1050 X - PEEX(VARPTR(IX(O))) AID 1
1060 ADRX - VARPTR(IX(O)) + 2 + 1
830 ODRX - VARPTR(DATXCO))
1070 CountX - CountX + 1
1080 LOCATE 10. 35: PRIIT CountX
1090 CALL COIVERTUDRX. ODRX, LGX + 1)
LOOP UITIL (CountX - SCOUMTX) OR (IMKEY$ - "0") OR (IIKEYS - "S") OR (IHKEY$ - "s")

STOPTIMEI - TIMES

' Convert values to »V and load into DTA array
FOR QX - 0 TO LGX

IF DATX(QX) < 0 THE!
DTA(QX) - DATX(QX) + 65536!

ELSE
DTA(QX) - DATX(QX)

EID IF
DTA(QX) - -ZeroSig + 2 • DTA(QX) / CountX
1EXT QX

BEEP
RETURI

PRESSKEY:
PRIIT "PRESS AIY KEY TO COITIIUE"

DO
LOOP VHILE IIKEYI - ""

RETURI

RaadFroaDisk:
DATASAVED - TRUE
DO
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CLS
PRIIT "AVAILABLE FILES IN THE CURRENT DIRECTORY ARE"
FILES "•.DAT"
IIPDT "IIPOT FILEIAME ", FILIAHt
IF IISTRCFILIAW, ".") - 0 THEI FILIAN$ - FIUAHI + EXTl
•oSuchFila - FALSE
OPEI FILIANt FOR IIFOT AS #1
LOOP WHILE loSuchFile
DATfilet - FILIAM9

'Read RUI-fonat fila
LIME IIPOT tl, FIIS: PRIIT : PRIIT FI>$
LIIE IIPOT *1, DATELIIE)
PRIIT DATELIIEt
LIIE IIPOT t l , COUTTLIIEI
PRIIT COUITLIIE*
Countl - VAL(COOTTLIIE$)
IIPUT #1, CELT, LGX
PRIIT DELT. LGX
DELT - DELT • 1000
FOR qX - 0 TO LGX
IIPOT #1, PTA(QX)
X(QX) - QX • DELT / 1000
IEXT QX
CLOSE #1
PRIIT : GOSUB PRESSKET
RETURI

VritaToDisk:
1330 IoSucbFil« - FALSE

FILIAMt • ""
IF DATASAVED THEI

PRIIT "DATA HAVE ALREADY BEEI SAVED AS "; DATfil«$
GOSUB PRESSKEY

ELSE
CLS 2
IF AUTOIAME THEI

IIPOT "IIPOT FILE LABEL OR <CR> TO CAICEL "; FII$
IF Flit - "" THEI RETURI
DO

SEQUEICE - SEqOEICE + 1
SEQI - STRI(SEQDEICE)
LSEQ - LEI(SEQ«)
IF 3 - LSEQ > 0 THEI

SUFFIX! - STRIIC$(3 - LSEQ, "0") + RIGHTS(SEQ$, LSEQ - 1)
ELSE

SUFFIX* - RIGHTKSEQt, LSEQ - 1)
EID IF
FILIAHt - PREFUl + SUFFIX! * EXT$
OPEI FILMM* FOR IIPOT AS #1
IF IOT loSuchFil* THEI CLOSE #1

LOOP UITIL loSuchFil*
PRIIT : PRIIT "FILE IAKE HILL BE "; FILIANt: PRIIT

ELSE
CLS 2
PRIIT "Th«s« f i l « naaaa h«T« b««n uaad already"
FILES "».DAT"
PRIIT
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IIPUT "IIPUT FILEIANE OR <CR> TO CJUICEL ", FILIAMI
IF FILIAHt - "" THEI RETURI
IF HSTR(FILIAH$, ".") - 0 THEI FILIAltt - FILIAHI + EXT$
OPEI FILIAHS FOR IIPUT AS «1
IF I0T loSuchFile THEI

CLOSE #1
COLOR 14
PRIIT FIL1AN$; " WILL BE OVERWRITTEN IF YOU EITER A FILE LABEL"
HPUT "IMPUT FILE LABEL OR <CR> TO CAICEL "; FIMt
COLOR 7
IF FINS - "" THEI RETURI

ELSE
HPUT "IIPUT FILE LABEL "; FII$

EID IF

EID IF

DATfile$ - FILIAMS
OPEI FILIAM$ FOR OUTPUT AS *l
1350 PRIIT SI. FII$
1360 PRIIT #1, STARTDATE$; ","; STARTTIME$; " to "; STOPTMES
1370 PRIIT #1, CountX. "Bicro-sec"; ","; "*9", ZeroSig
1380 PRIIT #1, DELT / 1000, LGX
1390 FOR qX - 0 TO LGX
1400 WRITE *1, DTA(QX)
1410 IEXT QX
1420 CLOSE #1

DATASAVEO - TRUE
EID IF

RETURI

PRHTOUT:
PRIIT "Writing to printer"
IIPUT "Enter <CR> to start or S to cancel ", ansver$
IF answer! - "" THEI

1440 LPRIIT FII$, STARTDATE*. STARTTIHEI
1450 LPRIIT "t of shots-"; CountX, "units ar« aicrosac and •»"
1460 LPRIIT "data printed in pairs [tuie.Talua]"
1470 FOR QX - 0 TO LGX
1480 LPRIIT X(Q%); DTA(QX).
1490 A$ - IIKEYI: IF A$ - "S" OR A$ - "s" THEI RETURI
1500 IEXT QX

EID IF
RETURI

SCREEIPRItT:
1520 CLS : PRIIT FIi$, STARTDATE$, STARTTIME$
1530 Vf - "Mit.tft"
1540 PRIIT "i OF SHOTS-"; CountX, "UIITS ARE aicrosec AID *V"
1550 PRIIT
1560 PRIIT "DATA PRIITED II PAIRS [TIKE,VALUE]"
1570 PCOUITX - 0: PRIIT
1580 FOR QX - 0 TO LGX
1590 PRIIT USIK V$; X(QX); DTA(QX);
1600 PCOUITX - PCOUITX + 1
1610 IF PCOUITX < 100 THEI 1660
1620 PCOUITX - 0
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PRIIT "PRESS 0 OR S TO RETURN TO THE MENU, OR ANT OTHER KEY TO CONTINUE"
1630 At > INIETI: IF A$ - "" THEN 1630
1640 CLS
16S0 IF A$ - "0" OR A$ - "S" OR A$ - "»" THEN 1670
1660 NEXT QX
1670 RETURN

SCREENplot:

TSTART - PLOTSTART
TLENGTH - PLOTLENGTH
DO
1700 CLS 0
1720 WINDOW (0, 0)-(600, 200)
1730 VIEW (10, 10)-(629, 200)
1740 LINE (0, 0)-(600. 200), , B
1750 FOR (Jt - 1 TO TLENGTH
1760 LINE (QX • 600 / TLENGTH, O)-(QX • 600 / TLENGTH, 6)' tine tics
1770 NEXT QX

VIEW PRINT 16 TO 25
PRINT "AVERAGE OF"; CountX; "SHOTS"; TAB(40);

1910 PRINT "TIME RUNS FROM "; TSTART; " TO "; TSTART + TLENGTH; " WCROSECS."
1780 IMAX - -10000: IMII - 10000

QSTARTX - TSTART * 1000 / DELT
IF QSTARTX > LGX THEN QSTARTX - LGX: PRINT "START TIME IS AFTER END OF DATA"
QSTOPX - (TSTART + TLENGTH) • 1000 / DELT
IF QSTOPX > LGX THEN QSTOPX - LGX

1790 FOR QX - QSTARTX TO QSTOPX
1800 IF DTA(QX) > IMAX THEN IMAX - DTA(QX)
1810 IF DTA(QX) < IMIN THEN IMIN - DTA(QX)
1820 NEXT QX
1830 DEL - DUX - IMIN

IF DEL - 0 THEN
PRINT "All point* in this range have value "; IMAX

ELSE
DEL • 1.1 • DEL
1840 FOR QX - QSTARTX TO QSTOPX
1860 I - (X(QX) - TSTART) • 600 / TLENGTH
IF CompFile* <> "" AND QX <- CoapLGX THEN
Y > (CoapDTA(QX) - IMIN) • 200 / DEL + 10
PSET (X, T), 12
END IF
1850 T - (DTA(QX) - IHIN) • 200 / DEL + 10
1870 PSET (X, Y). 15
1880 NEXT QX
1900 PRINT "YMM-"; IMIN; " TO YMAI-"; IMAX; TAB(40);
IF DATASAVED THEN PRINT DATfiltS; " ";
COLOR 4: PRINT CoapFilet: COLOR 7

END IF
PRINT
IF NOT DATASAVED THEN PRINT " 0 - Save Data"
COLOR 15
PRINT " 1 - Main Menu"
COLOR 7
PRINT " 2 - Change Plot Limits"
PRINT " 3 - Paper Plot with These Limits"
PRINT " 4 - Select Comparison Data"
PRINT
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INPUT " Your choice <1> ", answer$
SELECT CASE answert

CASE "0"
GOSUB WriteToDisk
r e p l o t - TRUE

CASE "2"
CLS 2
PR11T "lew starting tiae <"; TSTART; ">";
IIPUT " ", answer!
IF answer* <> "" THEI TSTART - VAL(answerS)
PRINT "New plot width <"; TLEMGTH; ">";
INPUT " ". answer
IF answer <> 0 THEI TLEIGTH « answer
replot - TRDE

CASE "3"
PlotSaae - TRUE
GOSUB PAPERplot
replot - TRUE

CASE "4"
VIEW: VIEW PRIiT
CLS
PRIIT "AVAILABLE FILES II THE CURRENT DIRECTORY ARE"
FILES "*.DAT"
IIPUT "IIPUT FILENAME OR <CR> FOR NO SECOND CURVE ", CoapFileS
IF CoapFile$ <> "" THEI

FILIANt - CoapFilel
' use FILIAM$ so that OOPS can correct
' invalid file naaes and invalid paths
IF INSTRCFILNAW, ".") - 0 THEI FIUAMS - FILNAMI + EXT$
loSuchFile - FALSE
0PE1 FILlAMt FOR IIPUT AS tl

IF loSuchFile THEI
PRIIT FILIAM$; " was not found"
GOSUB PRESSKEY

ELSE 'Read RUI-format file
LINE INPUT tl, CoapFII$: PRINT : PRINT CoapFIN$
LINE INPUT *1, CoapDATELINEJ
PRINT Co»pDATELINE$
LINE INPUT #1, CoapCOUNTUNEI
PRINT CoapCOUNTLIIEl
CoupCountX - VAL(CoapCOUNTLINE$)
INPUT SI, CoapDELT, CowpLGX
PRINT CoapDELT. CoapLGX
CoapDELT - CoapDELT • 1000
IF CoapDELT <> DELT THEI
PRINT "Cannot coapare to "; FILNAMS
PRINT "Data rates are not equal"
GOSUB PRESSKEY
CoapFilel - ""
END IF

' The code that plots comparison data on the screen would have
' to calculate new starting and ending points, then use tiaes
' froa CoapZ in order to coapare sets with different DELT

FOR QX - 0 TO CoapLGX
INPUT tl, CoapDTA(qX)
> CoBpKQX) - QX • CoapDELT / 1000
NEXT qX
CLOSE tl
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IF CoapLGX < LGX THE! 'pad with zeros
FOR QX - CoapLGX + 1 TO LGX
CoapDTA(QX) - 0
XEIT QX
EID IF

EID IF
EID IF
as
replot • TRUE

CASE ELSE
' leawe the loop and go to the Min •«nu
replot - FALSE
EID SELECT
LOOP WHILE replot
VIEW ' reset entire screen to graphics Tiewport so CLS sill clear it
VIEW PRIIT ' also set entire screen to text rierport

1950 RETURI

PAPERplot:
1960 RED This is the plot routine.
1970 V$ - "**##**.f###"
1980 CLS 2
1990 OPEI "C0Ml:9600,S,7,l,RS,CSS5535,DS,CD" FOR RANDOM AS tl
2000 XLAB$ - "TIME [microsec]"
2010 XLAB* - XLABS + " " + STARTDATE* + " " + STARTTIME*
2020 YLAB* - "AVE IIT D»V] for" + STR$(CountX) + " SHOTS"
2030 PRIIT
20S0 sz - 22.5 / .025
2060 EX - 256.5 / .025
2070 ST - 16.5 / .025
2080 ey - 182 / .025
2090 DEI - EX - sz: DET - ey - ST
2100 IF DEX > DET THEI CH - DEI / 60 ELSE CH - DET / 60
2110 CV - 2 • CH / 3
2150 PRIIT "The axis labels will be printed no«—MAKE SURE PLOTTER IS READY—."
2160 PRIIT " Press any key when ready ."
2170 AS - IIKET*: IF A$ - "" THEI 2170

TITLE* - FII$
PRIIT tl, "TJ; SP1; PA"; EX; ey; ";"
PRIIT tl. "CP"; -LEKTITLE*) - 2; " .5; LB"; TITLE*; CHR$(3)
TITLE* - FILIAM*
PRIIT tl, "PA"; EX; ey; ";"
PRIIT tl, "CP"; -LEKTITLE*) - 2; " -1; LB"; TITLE*: CHR*(3)
PRIIT tl, "SI";
PRIIT tl. USIIG V*; CV * .0025; CH • .0025;
PRIIT tl, ";"

2180 LLX - LEKXLAB*)
2190 LLT - LEKTLAB*)
2200 PRIIT tl, "PA";
2210 PRIIT tl, USIIG V*; sz; SY;
2220 PRIIT tl, "PD";
2230 PRIIT tl, USIIG V*; sx; ey; EX; ey; EX; SY; sz; SY;
2240 PRIIT tl, "PUj"
2250 XLAB - (DEX - LLX • CV) / 2 + sx
2260 TLAB - (DET - LLY • CW) / 2 + SY
2270 PRIIT tl, "PA";
2280 PRIIT tl, USIIG V*; XLAB; SY - 3.5 * CH;
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2290 PRIIT tl, ";LB"; XLABS + CHR$(3)
2300 PRIIT tl, "PA";
2310 PRIIT tl, USIIG V$; si - 3 • CH; YLAB;
2320 PRIIT tl, ";DI0,l;LB"; YLAB$ + CHR$(3)
2330 PRIIT tl, "dil.O;"
2350 P - 1
2360 CLS 2

IF PlotSame THEI
XMII • TSTART
XMAX - TSTART + TLEIGTH
SELECT CASE IMAX

CASE IS < 10
YMAX - FIX(IMAX) 'truncate to integer
IF DUX > YMAX THEI YMAX - YMAX + 1
YNII * IIT(IHII) 'largest integer less than IMII

CASE ELSE
YMAX - 10 • FIX (DUX / 10)
IF DUX > YMAX THEI YMAX - YMAX + 10
YMII - 10 • IIT(IMII / 10)
EID SELECT
PlotSame - FALSE

ELSE
2370 PRIIT "One moment please—program is sorting data—"
2380 XABMAX - X(0): YABMAX - DTA(l): XABMII - X(0): YABMII - DTA(l)
2390 FOR QX - 1 TO LGX
2400 IF X(QX) > XABMAX THEI XABMAX - X(qX)
2410 IF X(QX) < XABMII THEI XABHI1 - X(qX)
2420 IF DTA(QX) > YABMAX THEI YABMAX - DTA(QX)
2430 IF DTA(qX) < YABMII THEI YABMII - DTA(QX)
2440 IEXT QX
2450 CLS : PRIIT "The maximum and minimum X and Y are:"
2460 PRIIT " X from "; XABMII; "to"; XABMAX
2470 PRIIT " Y from "; YABMII; "to"; YABMAX
2480 PRIIT : PRIIT "Input min and max of the time coordinate."
2490 IIPQT "Xmin and Xmax"; XMII, XMAX
2500 Ql - XMII * 1000 / DELT: Q2 - XMAX • 1000 / DELT

YABMAX > DTA(Ql): YABMII - DTA(Ql)
2510 FOR QX - Ql TO Q2
2520 IF DTA(QX) > YABMAX THEI YABMAX - DTA(QX)
2530 IF DTA(QX) < YABMII THEI YABMII - DTA(QX)
2540 IEXT QX
2550 PRIIT " Y from "; YABMII; "to"; YABMAX
2560 PRIIT
2570 IIPUT "Ymin and Ymax"; YMII, YMAX

EID IF
2580 DELX - XMAX - XHII: DELY - YMAX - YMII
2590 PRIIT tl, "si";
2600 PRIIT tl, USIIG V$; CV / 2 * .0025; CH / 2 • .0025;
2610 PRIIT tl, ";"
2620 GOSDB 2650
2630 GOSDB 2820
2640 GOTO 2990
2650 POV - FIX(LOG(DELX) / 2.302585) - 1
2660 XTIC - (IIT(XMI* / 10 * POV) + 1) • 10 * POV
2670 IF XMII - XTIC - 10 * POV THEI XTTC » XMII
2680 XSCALE - DEX / DELX
2690 DELTICX - 10 * POV * XSCALE
2700 XTIC1 - (XTIC - XMII) • XSCALE
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2710 SI - 1
2720 IF DEI / DELTICI > 20 THEM SI - S
2730 FOR QX - 0 TO ZIT(DEX / DELTICX) STEP SI
2740 PRIIT fl, "pa";
27S0 PRIIT #1, USIIG V$; QX * DELTICX + XTIC1 + sz; ST;
2760 PRIIT #1. ";xt;"
2770 IF POV > 2 OR POV < -2 THEI 2790
2780 PRIIT fl, "cp-2.-.95;lb"; XTIC + QX • 10 * POH; CHR$(3): GOTO 2800
2790 PRIIT fl, "cp-2,-.95;lb"; XTIC / iO * POW + QX; "10-"; POW; CHR$(3)
2800 IEXT QX
2810 RETURI
2820 POV - FIKLOG(DELT) / 2.302585) - 1
2830 TTIC - (IMT(YMIM / 10 " POW) + 1) * 10 * POV
2840 IF YMII - YTIC - 10 * POH THEM TTIC - YMII
2850 YSCALE - DET / DELT
2860 DELTICT - 10 * POH * YSCALE
2870 YTIC1 - (TTIC - YMII) • YSCALE
2880 SI - 1
2890 IF DET / DELTICT > 20 THEM SI - 5
2900 FOR qX - 0 TO IMT(DET / DELTICY) STEP SI
2910 PRIMT fl, "pa";
2920 PRIMT fl, USIMG V$; ax; QX • DELTICY + YTIC1 + SY;
2930 PRIMT fl, ";yt;"
2940 IF POV > 2 OR POH < -2 THEN 2960
2950 PRIMT fl. "cp-5,0;lb"; YTIC + QX • 10 * POH; CHR$(3): GOTO 2970
2960 PRIIT fl. "cp-S,O;lb"; YTIC / 10 * POH + QX; "10—; POH; CHR$(3)
2970 MEXT QX
2980 RETURI
2990 PRIMT fl, "ap"; P; ";"
3000 PRIMT fl, "It;"
3010 PI - 0
3020 FOR P - 1 TO LGX
3030 X - (X(P - 1) - XNIM) * XSCALE + ax
3040 T - (DTACP - 1) - YMIM) • YSCALE + SY
3050 IF PI - 0 THEI PRUT fl, "pa"; : PRIMT fl, USIMG V$; ax; SY; : PRIMT fl, ";PD;"
3060 IF X > EX THEI 3150
3070 IF X < ax THEI 3130
3080 IF Y < SY THEI Y - SY
3090 IF Y > ay THEI Y - ey
3100 PRIMT fl, "pa";
3110 PRIMT fl, USIIG V*; X; Y;
3120 PRIMT fl, ";"
3130 PI - 1
3140 MEXT P
3150 PRIMT fl, "pu;apO;pa"; ax; ey; ";"
3160 CLOSE f1
3170 RETUM

HaitGPIB:
' Allow time for GP2B to work before prograit goes on, and check for
' error and timeout reaponaes

' Tha GOSUB provides enough delay by itaelf to prevent reading IBSTAX
' before it is ready

IF IBSTAX AID ftHCOOO THEI
PRIMT "ERROR OR TIMEOUT - IBSTA - "; HEX$(IBSTAX)
PRIMT "IBERR - "; HEXS(IBERRX)
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IIFOT "pres« <CR> to continue", answer$
END IF

RETURI

OOPS:
SELECT CASE ERR
CASE 53 'til* not found
NoSuchFile - TRUE
RESUME IEXT
CASE 64
PRIVT FILIANI; " is an invalid file name"
INPUT "Enter replacement file M M including path ". FILNAMS
IF INSTR(FILNAM$, ".'•) - 0 THE! FILNAHI - FILNAM* + EXT*
RESUME
CASE 76
PRIIT "Path to "; FUJAHI; " *as not found"
IIPOT "Enter replacement file name including path ", FILMAMS
IF nSTR(FILIAH$. ".") - 0 THEI FIL>AH$ - FILNAM$ + EXT$
RESUME
CASE ELSE
01 ERROR GOTO 0
ETC) SELECT

3. CONVERT 1

This assembly language subroutine is functionally identical to CONVERT, but

is 50% faster. It unpacks TR8818 output values that are initially stored two to

a computer word and converts them to BASIC integer format.

page ,132 ; 132 columns, default number of lines
name C0IVERT1 ; sets module name

comment I T. David Nichols 28NOT89

Subroutine to convert digitizer data array to BASIC integer array

Copyright, 1990, The Regents of the University of California.
This software was produced under a U.S. Government contract
(W-7405-EIG-36) by Los Alamos National Laboratory, which is
operated by the University of California for the U.S.
Department of Energy. The U.S. Government is licensed to use,
reproduce, and distribute this software. Permission is granted
to the public to copy and use this software without charge,
provided that this Notice and any statement of authorship are
reproduced on all copies. Neither the Government nor the
University makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes
any liability or responsibility for the use of this software.

This does the same work as the CONVERT subroutine used with QuickBasic 3.0
in TR88QP7 and related programs. Both arrays must be located in DGROUP.
Within the QB4.5 environment, this requires they be first dimensioned eith
constant dimensions, then assigned to COMMON. In QB4.5 EXE files, they need
not be in COMMON.

Calling sequence from QuickBasic 3.0 or 4.5
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DECLARE SUB C0IVERT1 (boffX, woffX, nX) 'QB4.6
COIST LGX - 2500, SMX - LGX / 2 + 4
DIM DAH(LGX), IX(SMX) 'IX aust ba juat orar half tha siza of DATX

' ainca processing begins with IX(1)
bsegX - VARSEG(IXCO)) 'IX ia tha array of data bytes (in 2's complement)
boffX - VARPTRdX(O))

'the first byte of IX tell* whether the data start
x - PEEX(boffX) AMD 1 ' at the third or tha fourth byta of the array
boffX - boffX + 2 + x
aoffX - VARPTR(DATX(O)) 'DATX is tha array of BASIC integers
C0IVERT1 boffX, woffX, LGX + 1 'this is allowed only in QB4.5 with DECLARE

' or CALL COIVERTKboffX. woffX, LGX + 1)

Assembling with MASK 4.0 for use with QuickBasic 3.0

MASM C0IVERT1;
BUILDLIB userlib.obj prefix.obj COIVERTl.obj, xlib.obj (or Maybe iiib.exe;)
QB jones.bas /L xlib.exa

after compiling with BCOM to generate jones.obj,
LIIK jones+other+COIVERTl+G¥COII87

Assembling with MASM 4.0 for use with QuickBasic 4.5

MASM C0IVERT1;
LIH /Q COIVERTl.obj other.obj whatever.obj, conlib.qlb, , \QB45\BQLB45.LIB;
LIB conlib.lib +C0MVERT1.obj Mother.obj +whatever.obj;
qB mainprog.bas /I conlib

This creates a Quick Library and a stand-alone library, each containing
object coda of C0IVERT1, other, and whatever. Object files may be added
to or delated from these files by LIB and by QB itself (instructions in
Learning and Using Toluma of tha QB4.5 manual), ".obj" may be omitted.
File names in lower case represent actual names of files. The two library
file must hare the same base name.

; print this title on each page of printout
title C0IVERT1

.data segment word public 'data' ; tell assembler what ds is

.data ends ; pointing to
dgroup group .data ;

COIVERTl.text segment word public 'code' ; start of coda segment
assume cs:C0KVERTl_text, ds:dgroup, ss:dgroup

public C0IVERT1 ; this is subroutine name to BASIC
COIVERT1 proc far ; start of procedure

; save previous base pointer
; set new base pointer

preserving si and di is recommended
but not required by QuickBasic 4.5

ss and ds must be saved if thay
are redefined by the procedure

other registers need not be saved for QB

; load address of number of bytes to
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push
mov
push
push
push
push

mov

far
bp
bp.sp
• i ;
di j
ss ;
ds ;

s

br, [bp+6]
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top:

C0IVERT1

•or
BOT

•or
•OT

•OT

•OT

eld
lodsb

not
add
inc
inc
loop

pop
pop
pop
pop
pop
ret
endp

COMVERTl.tezt ends

end

; convert froa last calling paraaeter

ex, [bz] ; load nuaber of bytes to convert
bz, [bp+10] ; load address of address of source

; array froa first paraaeter
si, [bz] ; load address of source array

bz, [bp+8] ; load address of address of

; destination array froa second paraa
di, [bi] ; load address of destination array
ah, 0 ; clear high byte of ax

; clear direction flag (aove forward)

; load one byte of source array
; froa da:si into al, then
; point si at the nezt byte

al ; saae as zor with 11111111B

[di],ax ; add value to destination array

di ; point to nezt word of the
di ; destination array

top ; decrement cz and loop unless

; cz is already zero

ds ; pop saTed registers in lifo order
ss
di

si

bp

6 ; return, deleting three calling parameters
end of procedure

end of segaent

end of source code

4. ERUN

This program reads pulse energies from the joulemeter and averages the

spectra by energy bins. It displays the bin number assigned to each new spectrum

to make it easier to notice a drift in average pulse energy. It writes a single output

file containing averages from all bins with data, and optionally writes data from

a single bin in RUN format.

' ERUI.BAS 28Sep89

' Read TR8818 digitizer, read Gentec, assign each data set to a bin
' according to its own laser pulse energy

' Based upon ERUN2249 and

1 rea [tr88qpgl .bas] gl

2 rea .. aodified version of tr88qp7.bas . .gl

3 rea .. changed line 1150 to subtract zerosig rather than add it ..gl

4 rea .. oct 4,88 gl
5 rea .. compile and link []+qbib+convert ..gl

also +CVC0H87 if coapiled «ith BCOM
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6 rem gl
' Copyright, 1990, The Regents of the University of California.
' This software was produced under a U.S. Government contract
' (V-7405-EK-36) by Los Alamos rational Laboratory, which is
' operated by the University of California for the U.S.
' Department of Energy. The U.S. Government is licensed to use,
' reproduce, and distribute this software. Permission is granted
' to the public to copy and use this software without charge,
' proTided that this lotice and any statement of authorship are
' reproduced on all copies. Neither the Government nor the
' University makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes
' any liability or responsibility for the use of this software.
10 REN QuickBASIC Declarations
20 REN IUT. C O
30 CONDI IBSTAX, IBERRX, IBCBTX ' This l i n e DUST be included i n your program.

COIST HAXLGX-600, BIWIDTH-.03, NidBinX-10
EROTdate$-"EROT dated 28Sep89"
MAITBHSX-16
DTASIZEX-HAXLGX+1 ' s i z e required for each bin
DATSIZEX-NAIYBIISX*DTASIZEX ' s i z e required for NAMYBIISX bins
REN tSTATIC
DIN DATXO616) ,IX(3O4> • use constant subscripts to keep in one segment

700 REN IDTIAHIC
710 DIN DTA(DTASIZEX-D.X(DTASIZEX-1)

DIN EREADIKX(IOO) , B»COUKTX(HAHYBIISX) , BHCEMTEROIAOTBIlfSX)
DIN BHTOP(NAITBIISX)
BIICOUITX(O)-HAITBIMSX ' have not used this

' quick fix to list irradiance for each bin
input "Conversion factor for ERUI mJ to CLS mJ"; ERUItoCLS
ERUItoPV - 0.101 • 0.093 • ERUItoCLS
'quick indicator of irradiance
PRIIT "transmission after 10X splitter <";filterdensity;"> ";
IMPUT answerl
if answerlO "" then tilterdensity • ?AL(answer$)

GOSUB SETUP
IF COLLECTIK THE!
GOSUB Setup8818
GOSUB SetupGentec
GOSUB SetBins
GOSUB COLLECT
GOSUB SCRESIplot
GOSUB VriteToDisk

ELSE
GOSUB SCREEIplot

EID IF
DO

IF DOPAPER THEM GOSUB PAPERplot
GOSUB NEfU
SELECT CASE ACTIOI
CASE 1

GOSUB WriteToDisk
CASE 2

GOSUB PRI1T0UT
CASE 3

GOSUB SCREEIPRIIT
CASE 4
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GOSUB SCREEIplot
CASE 5

GOSUB PAPERplot
CASE 6

GOSUB COLLECT
GOSUB SCREEIplot
GOSUB HritaToDisk

CASE 7
IF I0T DATASAVED THE!
COLOR 14
BEEP : PRUT "DATA HAVE IOT BEEI SAVED"
IIPUT "EITER T TO GO AGAII AIYHOV, <CR> TO CAICEL ", AISHER*
COLOR 7

EID IF
IF DATASAVED OR AISHER$-"Y" OR AISVER$-"j" THE!
FOR QX-0 TO 9600
DAT%(«)-0

IEXT QX
FOR QX-0 TO MAITBHSX
BIIC0UITX(QX)-0

IEXT QX

couvrx • o
Fill - ""
GOSUB COLLECT
GOSUB SCREEIplot
GOSUB tfritaToDi*k

EID IF
CASE 8

GOSUB S*tBin*
CASE 9

GOSUB RaluMGantac
SCREE! 0
PRIIT "Entar EXIT to raturn to ERUI" : PRIIT
SHELL
SCREEI 9
COLOR 7,1

CASE 10
IF IOT DATASAVED THE!
BEEP : COLOR 14
PRIIT "ARE TOD SURE? DATA HAVE IOT BEEI SAVED"
IIPUT "EITER T TO EXIT, <CR> TO COITIIUE ",QUITS
COLOR 7
IF QUIT$-"T" OR qUIT$-"y" THEI CLS: SCREE! 0: GOSUB R«l«as«G«ntec: EXD

ELSE
CLS: SCREE! 0: GQSUB R«l«u«G«nt«c: EID

EID IF
CASE ELSE

EID SELECT
LOOP

SETUP:
70 AS-SPACE$(1)
80 !UL$-SPACE$<0) 'zcro-langtb apaca for IBRD calls
860 coorrx-o

FALSE-0 : TRUE-IOT FALSE
loSuchFila-FALSE
01 ERROR GOTO OOPS
OPEI "I",il ,1 1TR8818.SET"
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IF loSuchFi l* THEI
PRIIT "COPT TR8818.SET TO THIS DIRECTORY A>D RESTART PROGRAM"
EID

EID IF
IIPUT fl.BIOX.OFFSETX.PRETGX.FREQX.MEHSX
IF IOT EOF(l) THEI

INPUT *1. LGX, PREFIX!, AUTOIAMEI, PLOTSTART, PLOTLEIGTH
ELSE

LGX-MAXLGX: PREFIX$-"DATA": AUTOMME$-"YES": PLOTSTART-1: PLDTLEMGTH-3
EID IF
IF MOT EOF(l) THEI

IIPUT #1, ADCSLOTX, ADCCHAIIELX
ELSE

ADCSLOTX-20 : ADCCHAIIELX-0
EID IF
ClOM #1
screen 9 : color 7,1
DO

170 CLS
250 PRHT:PRIIT "THE PRESEIT COIFIGURATIOI IS:"
260 PRIIT:PRIIT "1. THE TR8818 BII IUHBER IS ";BIIIX;"."
270 PRUT "2. THE OFFSET IS ";0FFSEn*2;"BV. GIVIIG A RAIGE OF ";

PRUT 0FFSETX»2-S10;"T0 ";0FFSETX»2;" »V."
280 PRUT "3. THE MEMORY SIZE [8 KILOBYTES] IS ";MEMS%+1
290 PRIIT "4. THE PRE-TRIGGER MEMORY FRACTIOI [1/8] IS ";PRETGX

IF FREQX - 7 THEI
PRIIT "5. THE OPERATING FREQOEICY IS COITROLLED BY AI EXTERIAL CLOCK"
IF ExtClockSp««d - 0 THEI '-

UPDT " External clock «p«ed (MHz) <100> «, EztClockSpacd
IF EztClockSpcad - 0 THEI ExtClockSpaad - 100

EID IF
PRIIT " RUIIIIG AT";ExtClockSpa«d;"HHz"
DELT - 1000 / ExtClockSpeed

ELSE
300 PRIIT "5. THE OPERATIK FREQUEICT IS ";100/2'FREQX;"NHz."
DELT-2-FREQX«10

EID IF
PRUT "6. THE UMBER OF POUTS TO STORE IS";LGX;
PRUT " (";LGX*DELT/1000;"HICROSECOH>S)"
PRUT "7. ASSIGI DATA FILE IAKES AUTOMATICALLY: "; AUTOIAMEt
PRUT "8. PREFIX FOR AUTOMATIC DATA FILE IAMES: "; PREFIX$
PRUT "9. THE STARTIK TIME FOR THE PLOT IS"; PLOTSTART; "MICROSECOIDS"
PRUT "10. THE LEICTH OF THE PLOT IS"; PLOTLEIGTH; "MICROSECOIDS"
PRIIT "11. THE 2249A IS II SLOT";ADCSLOTX;
PRUT "WITH IIPUT TO CHANEL" ;ADCCHAHELX

330 PRIIT
380 PRIIT "IIPUT IUMBER OF THE ITEM YOU WAIT TO CHA1GE, "

PRUT " R TO RETRIEVE STORED DATA.
IIPUT "OR <CR> TO START COLLECTIOI ".AISVERS
PRIIT
COLLECTUG - (AISVER$O"R" AID AISVER$O"r")
ACTIOI - VAL(AISHERt)

390 SELECT CASE ACTIOI
CASE 1
400 IIPUT "WHAT IS THE IEH BII IUMBER ";BIHX
CASE 2
420 IIPUT "WHAT IS THE IEW OFFSET [2 MV] SHOULD BE 0 FOR 0 TO -512 SIGS"; OFFSETS
CASE 4
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440 IIFDT "WHAT IS THE IEV PRETRIGGER FJUCTIOI [1 /8 MEM] ";PRETGX
CASE 5
460 PRUT "ENTER FREQUENCY F I> THE FORM 100/2*F [HHz] "

PRUT "0 for 100MHz, 2 for SOHHz, «tc. or 7 for axtarnal clock"
I1PUT "TOUR CHOICE";FREQX
IF FREQX<0 OR FREQX>7 THE! GOTO 460
IF FREQX - 7 THE!

IIPUT "External clock sp««d (MHz) <100> ", ExtClockSpaed
IF ExtClockSp««d - 0 THEI ExtClockSpeed - 100
DELT - 1000 / ExtClockSp««d

ELSE
DELT-2-FREQX*10

EID IF

CASE 3
480 INPUT "ENTER MEMORY SIZE [8 kBTTES] ";NEHSX
490 MEMSX-MEMSX-1
CASE 6

IIPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF MICROSECONDS TO STORE ", ANSWER
ANSWER - ANSWER * 1000/DELT
IF ANSWEROMAXLGX THEN

LGX'ANSWER
ELSE

PRINT "NOT ENOUGH SPACE FOR";ANSWER;"MICROSECONDS"
BEEP : LGX-MAXLGX

END I F
CASE 7

IF AUTONAME$-"TES" THEN AUTONAME$-"NO" ELSE AUTONAME$-"YES"
CASE 8

INPUT "ENTER PREFIX FOR DATA OUTPUT FILE: ",PREFIX$
CASE 9

INPUT "ENTER STARTING TIME FOR PLOTS: ", PLOTSTART
CASE 10

INPUT "ENTER LENGTH OF PLOTS: ", PLOTLENGTH
CASE 11

INPUT "ENTER 2249A SLOT NUMBER: ", ADCSLOTX
INPUT "ENTER 2249A CHANNEL NUMBER: ", ADCCHANNELX

CASE ELSE
END SELECT
LOOP WHILE ACTION
IF COLLECTING THEN

OPEN "0",#l,"TR8818.SET"
WRITE tl.BINNX.OFFSETX.PRETGX.FREQX.MEMSX
WRITE *1, LGX, PREFIX!. AUTONAMES, PLOTSTART, PLOTLENGTH
WRITE SI. ADCSLOTX, ADCCHANNELX
CLOSE #1
ZEROSIG-OFFSETX'2

ELSE
GOSUB RaadFroaDisk

END IF
AUTONAME - (AUTONAMES-"YES")
FOR QX-0 TO LGX

X(QX)-QX*DELT/1000
NEXT QX

RETURN

Setup8818:
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40 BDIAHE$«"DEV1"
50 CALL IBFHD(BDIAME$,D1X)
60 CALL IBCLR(DlX)
550 HES$-"«»"
560 CALL IBWlT(DlX.HES$):CALL IBRD(D1X,IUL$)
570 TRFO$-CHR$(O)+CHR|(O)+CHR$(BIIIX)
580 TRF1$-CHR$(1)+CHM(O)+CHM(BIM«)
590 TRF2$-CHM(2)+CHR*(0)+CHR$<BIIlX)
600 TRF3$-CHR$(3)+CHM(O)+CHM(BHIX)

t r l 8$-chr$ (8)+chrl <0)+chr$(bimiX)
610 TRF9$-CHR$(9)+CHR$<O)+CHR*<BIIIX)
620 TRF16$-CHR*(16)+CHR$(0)+CHR«<BIIlX)
630 TRF17$-CHR$(17)+CHM(0)+CHR$(BIIK)
640 TRF19f-CHR$(19)+CHRt<0)+CHR$(BIIIX)
650 TRF24$-CHR$(24)+CHRI(O)+CHR$(BII1X)
660 TRF25*-CHR$(25)+CHR$(O)+CHR$(BIIIX)
670 TRF26$-CHRl(26)+CHR»(0)+CHR$(Bim)
680 TRF27$-CHR$(27)+CHR$(0)+CHM(BIMX)
690 TRF10$-CHR$(10)+CHR$(0)+CHR$(BIIlX)
750 B1»FREQX*16+PRETGX
760 B2-MEMSX
770 CALL rBWHT(DlX,TRF10$):CALL IBRDCDlX.MULS)
780 F$-TRF16$+CHR$(B1)+CHR$(B2)
790 CAa ZBVRT(Dlt,F$):CALL IBRD(DlX,IUL$)

800 F$«TRF19$+CHR*(OFFSET*)
810 MESl-"j":MESl$-"A":l!ES2*«"«":ME33$-CHR$(35)
820 MASXX-*H800
840 CALL IBMRT(D1X.F$):CALL IBRD(DlX,IUL»)
850 > CALL IBHRT(D1X.TRF26$):CALL ZBRD(D1X,IUL$)
RETURI

SatBins:
CLS: LOCATE 1,30 : PRIIT "READIIG EKRGIES OF 10 SHOTS"
PRIIT :PRIIT "SETTIBG 10-COUKT AVERAGE NODE: ";
CALL IBWRT(GX.G«nMQDE10*)
DO

LOCATE 5 , 1 : PRUT "VAITING FOR NEAI VALUE ";
GOSUB WaitG«nt«c
PRUT " LATEST RESPOISE ";LEFT$(G«nRESPOISE$,IBCITX-l)

LOOP UITIL »STR(G«iRESPOISE$,"I(EAB")
ENEAI - TAL(G«nRESPOISE$)
PRIIT : PRIIT "NEAI VALUE ";EUEAI,MGEITEC RESPOISE ";GenBESPOISE$
PRIIT "STAIDARD DEVIATIOI ";
CALL IBMT(G%.G«nSDofSA!!PLE$)
GOSUB V«itG«nt«c
PRIIT VAL(G«nRESPOISEI),"GEITEC RESPOISE ";G«nRESPOISE$
PRIIT "NAXimf READIIG ";
CALL IBWRT(GX,G«nlUIolSAMPLE$)
GOSOB W«itG«nt«c
PRIIT VAL(G«BRESPOHSE$)."GEITEC RESPOISE ";G€nRESPOISE$
PRIIT "HUHKM READIIG ";
CALL IBVRT(GX,G«niaiofSAMPLE!)
GOSUB ¥«itG«nt«c
PRIIT VAL(G«nRESPOISE$),"GEITEC RESPOISE ";GtnRESPOISEI
PRIIT
FOR QX - 1 TO HAITBIISX

BHTQP(QX) - EKEAI • ( 1 + BIIWIDTH * (QX-HidBinX) )
BIICEITER(qX) - EHEAI • ( 1 + BIIWIDTH • (QX-MidBinX-.5) )
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MEXT QX
GOSUB PressKey
PRIIT "SETTIK COMTIMUOUS COUMTIMG NODE: ";
CALL IBVRT(GX.GenlBDEl$)
GOSUB VaitGentec
PRIIT "GEITEC RESPOISE ";GenRESPOMSEI
RETURI

waitCANAC:
do
call ibrsp(dlX.sprX)
GOSUB VaitGPIB
'locate 15,30 : print hex$(ibstaX),hex$(sprX)
loop until (sprX and &H40) and sprX < «H50
return

COLLECT:
870 CLS:PRIIT "STRIKE S TO EXIT DATA TAKIMG AT AMY TINE'V'COUMT MOW -";COUNTX
880 IIPUT "EITER MUIJBER OF SHOTS OR ZERO FOR COMTIMUOUS DATA TAKING";SCOUNTX
890 PRUT:PRIIT " DATA ACQUISITIOM I0V TAKIMG PLACE."

LOCATE 8,35:PRIMT "COOMT", "BIM"
IF COUMTX-0 THEM STARTDATEJ-DATEI : STAHTTI«E»-TIME$
DATASAVED - FALSE
GOAGAIM - FALSE

' Synchronize ERUM with Gentec
CALL IBRSP(GX,SPRX) : GOSUB VaitGPIB
CALL IBRD(GX,GenRESPOMSE$) 'allow tiaeout in case output buffer is empty
GOSUB ClearGentecSPR
GOSUB VaitGentec
DO 'this start* the COUMTX loop
' CALL IBVRT(D1X.NES3$):CALL IBRD(D1X,KUI4) 'dear ft initialize deyices

' Clear CAMAC SRQ
> CALL IBVRT(D1X,MES2$): GOSUB WaitGPIB 'disable SRQ
' CALL IB¥RT(D1X,TRF1O$): GOSUB VaitGPIB
' CALL IBRD(D1X,MUL$): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'clear LAN

DO
CALL IBRSP(DIX.SPRX): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'serial poll
' print "Initial 8818 sprX -M;hez$(sprX)

LOOP while (ibstaX and tH800) or (sprX <> 3)

DO
' Start TR8818
' CALL IBVRT(D1X,KES1$) 'enable SRQ on LAN

CALL IBVRT(D1X.TRF26$):CALL IBRD(D1X,MUL$) 'enable LAN
CALL IBVRT(O1X.TRF9$): GOSUB VaitGPIB
CALL IBRD(DIX.MULI): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'start TR8818
' GOSUB waitCANAC
CALL IBVRT(D1X,TRF27$) ' Store next couand to be issued at
' automatic serial poll when Gentec asserts SRQ
' Actually, had to do explicit serial poll to issue the F17

' Clear Gentec output buffer, SRQ, and SPR
CALL IBRSP(GX.SPRX) : GOSUB VaitGPIB
CALL IBRD(GX,GenRESPOMSE$) 'allow tiaeout in case output buffer is eapty
CALL IBRSP(GX.SPRX) : GOSUB VaitGPIB
' GOSUB CiearGentecSPR
GOSUB VaitGentec
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'test for trigger receiTed by TR8818
call ibrsp(dlX.SPRX)
InternalLAM - (SPRX - 3)
1 for debug
' print "SPRX - ";HEX$(SPRX>,"InternalLAH -"jInternalLAIi
' go»ub PRESSIET

LOOP WHILE G«nHUIG OR «0T InternalLAH

'Read TR8818 data
' CALL IBWRT(D1X.MES2$) 'disable SRQ
• CALL IBWRT(D1X.TRF1O$):CALL IBRD(D1X,KJL$> 'dear LAN
CALL IBWRT(D1X,TRF17$) 'enable readout
CALL IBRSP(DIX.SPRX) : GOSUB VaitGPZB 'serial poll
' print "After read enable, sprX • ";hez$(sprX) : gosub presskey
CALL IBVRT(D1X,NES$): GOSUB HaitGPIB 'high speed 16 bit block read
CALL IBVRT(D1X.TRF2*): GOSUB VaitGPIB
CALL IBRDI(DlX,IX(0),LGX+4): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'read data to IX array

' CALL IBRSP(DlX.SPRX) : GOSUB VaitGPIB 'serial poll
' print "After block read, sprX " ";hex$(sprX) •' gosub presskey

EIERGY - VAL(GenRESPOMSE$)

' find bin number - range is 1 to MAMYBIMSX
EBIIX-HAITBHSX
FOR QX - 1 TO HAIYBIMSX - 1

IF EMERGY < BliTOP(QX) THEM EBIMX-QX : EXIT FOR
•EXT QX

' DIVIDE GE1ERATED DATA BETVEEI TWO B U S
IF COUITX AID 1 THE! EBIMX-1

BI«OFFiETX-(EBI»X-l)*(DTASIZEX)
BIIC0U1TX(EBIIX)-BIBCOUKTX(EBIMX)+1

> GEKKATE DATA
' FOR QX-1O TO 50 : IX(QX)-2 : MEXT QX

1050 I-PEEK(VARPTR(IX(O))) AND 1
1060 ADRX-VARPTR(lX(0))+2+X
830 ODRX-VARPTR(DATX(BIIOFFSETX))
1070 COUiTX-COOTTX+1
1080 LOCATE 10,35:PRIIT COURTX, EBIHX
1090 CALL COM¥ERT(ADRX,ODRX,LGX+1)
LOOP UITIL (COUiTX-SCOUITX) OR (IMKEY$<>"")

STOPTIHE$-TIME$
GOSUB SelectBin

RETURI

SelectBin:
CLS
PRIIT Flit
PRIIT "CURREIT BII IS"; BIHVIEVX

DO
PRIIT
FOR QX-1 TO MAI7BIISX

IF BHCOUITX(QX) THEI COLOR 14 ELSE COLOR 3
' PRUT ,"BII";QX, BIICOinrrX(QX);"C0UITS"
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' quick indicator of irradianca
irradiance - bincenter(qX) * ERUItoPH • filterdansity

PRIIT ,"BII";QX, BIICOUITX(qX);"COUirrS", irradiance;"PH/c«2"

•EXT QX
COLOR 7
baap
PRIIT
PRIIT " View which bin <"; HidBiaX; "> ";
IIPUT answer
SELECT CASE answer

CASE 1 TO 16 ' quickBasic 3 doesn't allow MAIYBIISX as a limit
BIIVIEHX " answer

CASE ELSE
BIIVIEHX - MidBinX
EID SELECT
' load data frc* one bin into DTA
IF BIICOUITX(BIIVIEHX)-0 THEI

CLS
PRIIT "10 DATA IX BII"; BIIVIEWX

ELSE
STARTVIEHX-(BIIVIEHX-1)•(DTASIZEX)
FOR QX- 0 TO LGX

QQX-STARTVIEHX+QX
IF DATX(qQX)<0 THEI
DTA(qX)-DATX(qqX)+65536!

ELSE
DTA(qx)-DATX(qqx)

EID IF
DTA(QX)-(-ZER0SIG+2»DTA(qX)/BIICOUITX(BIIVIEHX))

NEXT QX
EID IF

LOOP WHILE BIICOUITX(BIIVIEHX)-0
RETURI

presskey:
PRIIT "PRESS AIY KEY TO COITIIUE"

DO
LOOP HHILE IIKEYS-""

RETURI

MEJfU:
1180 CLS

PRIIT "CURREIT BII IS";BIIVIEHX
PRIIT "SELECT OPTIOI 4 TO CHA1GE BUS"
PRIIT

1190 PRIIT "DATA OUTPUT OPTIOIS"
PLACED II A DISK FILE "
PRIITED 01 THE PRIITER "
PRIITED 01 THE SCREE! "
PLOTTED 01 THE SCREE! "
PLOTTED 01 AI HP PLOTTER "

IF COLLECTIIG THEI
PRIIT "DATA CDLLECTIOI OPTIOIS"

1250 PRIIT " 6. COITIIUE TAKIIG DATA
1260 PRIIT " 7. GO AGAII "

1200
1210
1220
1230
1240

PRIIT
PRIIT
PRIIT
PRIIT
PRIIT
PRIIT

M

It

M

II

II

1
2
3
4
S
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PRIIT " 8 . RESET EIERGY B U S «
PRIIT
EIO IF

PRIIT "RETURI TO DOS OPTIOIS"
PRIIT " 9. GO TO DOS SHELL AID RETURI"

1270 PRIIT " 10. EXIT PROGRAM "
1280 PRIIT
1290 IIPUT "EITER OIE OF THE IUHBERS <4> ";ACnOI

IF (KT COLLECTIIG) AID ACTI0I>5 AID ACTI0K9 THE!
COLOR 14
IIPUT "I0T ALLOWED - CHOOSE AGAII ", ACTIOI
COLOR 7

EID IF
IF ACTIOI-0 THE! ACTIOI-4

1300 PRIIT
RETURI

RaadFroaDiak:
•oSuchFil* • FALSE
DATASAVED - TRUE
DO
CLS
PRIIT "AVAILABLE FILES II THE CURREIT DIRECTORY ARE"
FILES "•.ERU"
IIPUT "IIPUT FILEIAME ".FILIAHI
IF HSTR(PILIAW,".")-0 THE! FILIAJ«$-FILIAM$+".ERU"
OPEI PILIAM FOR IIPUT AS tl
LOOP WHILE loSuchFilt

'R«ad ERUI-fonwt fil«
UK IIPUT tl. Fill : PRIIT Fill
IIPUT tl. STARTDATEt, STARTTMEI, STOPTIHEt, ERUIdatc*
PRIIT STARTDATEI, STARTTDIES; " to "; STQPTIME*. ERUIdatt*
LI1E IIPUT SI, At : PRIIT AS
HAIYBIISX - VAL(Al)
FOR qX-1 TO MAIYBIISZ

IIPUT #1, BHCOUm(QX)
•EXT QX
IIPUT tl. At. ZEROSIG, B$, DELT, LGX, C$
PRIIT At, ZEROSIG, B$, DELT, LGX, C$
FOR QX - 1 TO KAITBIISX

IF BIICOUVTX(QX) THE! 'did not stora aipty bins
BIIOFFSETX-(qX-l)*(DTASIZEX)
IIPUT tl, BIICEITEIKQX)
FOR QQX - BHOFFSETX+1 TO BHOFFSETX+LGX

IIPUT tl, DATX(QQX)
•EXT QQX

EID IF
•EXT QX
CLOSE tl
GOSUB SclactBin
RETURI

tfritaToDis.lt:
1330 loSttcbFilvFALSE

IF DATASAVED THEI
PRIIT "DATA HAVE ALREADY BEEI SAVED II ERUI FORMAT"
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PRIIT "READY TO WHITE FROM BII";BIIVIEV%;"II RIM FORMAT" : PRINT
IHPUT "EITER AIT CHARACTER TO WRITE FILE OR <CR> TO CANCEL ", ANSWERS
IF ANSWER!-"" THE! FII$-""

ELSE
CLS
IF DOPAPER THE! PRINT "Papar plot vill b« dram" : PRINT
COLOR 14
PRINT "READY TO SAVE DATA AS A DISK FILE"
COLOR 7
INPUT "INPUT FILE LABEL OR <CR> TO CANCEL ";FIN$

END IF
IF FIN$-"" THE! RETURN
DO

IF AUTONAME THEM
SEQUENCE - SEQUENCE + 1
SEQ$-STR*(SEQUENCE)
LSEQ-LEN(SEQ$)
IF 3-LSEQ>0 THEN
SUFFIXJ-STRINGI(3-LSEQ,"0")+RIGHT*(SEQ$,LSEQ-1)
ELSE
SUFFIX$-RIGHT$(SEQ$.LSEQ-1)
END IF
FIUrAH$-PREFIX$+SUFFIX$+" .ERU"
PRINT : PRINT "FILE NAHE WILL BE ";FILHAM$ : PRINT
ELSE
INPUT "INPUT FILENAME ",FILNAM$
IF INSTR(FILNAN$,II.")«O THEN FILNAM$»FILNAM$+".ERU"
END IF
OPEN FXLMMI FOR INPUT AS tl
IF NOT NoSuchFil* THE!
CLOSE #1
PRINT FILNANS; " ALREADY EXISTS. ";
END IF

LOOP UNTIL NoSuchFil*
OPEN FILIANt FOR OUTPUT AS #1
IF DATASAVED THEN

1350 PRINT tl, FINS
1360 PRINT tl,STARTDATE$;",";STARTTIHE$;" to ";STOPTIHE$;
PRINT tl, " BIN"; BIN VIEW; " CENTER ENERGY"; BIICENTER(BINVIEWX)
1370 PRINT tl,BINCOUNTX(BINVIEVX),"Micro-sec ,";"BV",ZEROSIG
1380 PRINT tl.DELT/lOOO.LGX
1390 FOR QX-0 TO LGX
1400 WRITE tl.DTA(QX)
1410 NEXT QX

ELSE
PRINT tl, FIM
WRITE tl, STARTDATE$, STARTTIME*, STOPTIMEI, ERUNdatal
PRINT tl, NANYBINSX;"BINS OF WIDTH";BINWIDTH; "*"; EHEAN; "MEAN ENERGY1'
FOR QX-1 TO MANYBINSX

PRINT tl, BINCOUNTX(QX);
NEXT QX
WRITE tl,
WRITE tl. "ZEROSIG".ZEROSIG,"TIMESTEP"; DELT, LGX;"TIMES IN EACH BIN"
FOR QX - 1 TO IUNYBINSX

IF BINCOUNTX(QX) THEN 'do not stora aapty bins
BINOFFSETX-(QX-1)*(DTASIZEX)
WRITE tl, BINCENTER(QX)
FOR QQX - BINOFFSETX+1 TO BINOFFSETX+LGX
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WRITE # 1 , DATX(QQX) 'do s o t p r i n t blank*
HEXT QQX

EID IF
NEXT QX

EID IF

1420 CLOSE #1
DATASAVED-TRUE
RETURI

PRI1T0UT:
PRUT "Writing to printer"
IIPUT "Enter <CB> to start or S to cancel ", ans*«r$
IF answer! - "" than

1440 LPRIIT FIlt.STARTDATEI.STARTTDIES
1450 LPRIIT "t of shots-";BIICOUITX(BIIVIEWX)."units arc aicrosec and MY"
1460 LPRIIT "data printed in pairs [tiaa,value]"
1470 FOR QX-0 TO LGX
1480 LPRIIT X(QX);DTA<QX),
1490 A$-IIKET$:IF A$-"S" OR A$-"s" THE! RETURI
1500 IEXT QX

end if
KETURI

SCREEIPRIIT:
1520 CLS:PRIIT FII$,STARTDATE$.STARTTD!E$
1530 V$-"t*SS.SSt"
1540 PRIIT "• OF SHOTS-";BIICOUITX(BIIVIEWX),"UIITS ARE Micro.ec AND aV"
1550 PRIIT
1560 PRIIT "DATA PRIITED II PAIRS [TINE,VALUE]"
1S70 PCOUITX-O:PRIIT
1580 FOR QX-0 TO LGX
1590 PRIIT OSIIG V$;X(QX);DTA(QX).
1600 PCOUITX-PCOUITX+1
1610 IF PCDUm<100 THEI 1660
1620 PCOUITX-O

PRIIT "PRESS S TO RETURI TO THE KEIU OR Air OTHER KEY TO COITIIUE"
1630 A$-IITET$:IF At-""THEI 1630
1640 CLS
1650 IF A$-"S" OR A$-"s" THE! 1670
1660 IEXT QX
1670 COLOR 7,1
RETURI

SCREEIplot:

TSTART - PLOTSTART
TLEIGTH - PL0TLEKTH
DO
1700 CLS 0
'1710 SCREEI 2

PALETTE 1,11
1720 WIDOW (0,0>-(600,200)
1730 VIEW (10,10)-(629,200)
1740 LIIE (0,0)-(600,200),,B
1750 FOR QX-1 TO TLEIGTH
1760 LIIE (QX«600/TLEIGTH,0)-(qX*600/TLEIGTH,6) ' tiae tics
1770 IEXT QX
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Tiew p r i n t 16 t o 25
PRIIT BIICOUITX(BIIVIEVX);"SHOTS II;BII";BIIVIEWX

1780 BUI—10000 :IMII-10000
QSTARTX-TSTART*1000/DELT
IF QSTARTX-0 THE! QSTARTX-1
IF QSTARTJOLGX THEM QSTARTX-LGX : PRIIT "START TIME IS AFTER EHD OF DATA"
QSTOPX-(TSTART+TLEIGTH)*1000/DELT
IF QSTOPX>LGX THEM QSTOPX-LGX

1790 FOR QX-qSTARTX TO QSTOPX
1800 IF DTA(QX)>DUX THE! IMAX-DTA(QX)
1810 IF DTACqXXDfll THEI IMII-DTA(QX)
1820 IEXT QX
1830 DEL-nux-nna

IF DEL - 0 THEI
PRIIT "All points in this range hare value ";DUX

ELSE
DEL » 1.1 * DEL
1840 FOR QX-QSTARTX TO QSTOPX
1850 Y-(DTA(QX)-IMII)*200/DEL + 10
1860 X-(I(QX)-TSTART)«600/TLEIGTH
1870 ?SET(X,Y),15
1880 IEXT QX
1900 PRIIT "YMH-'MMII;11 TO YMAX»";IMAX

EID IF
1910 PRIIT "TIME RUIS FROM ";TSTARTj" TO ";TSTART+TLEIGTH;" MICROSECS."

IF TSTART-0 THEI
PRIIT "(VALUE OF";DTA(O);"AT TIME ZERO IS I0T PLOTTED)"

ELSE
PRIIT

EID IF
print " 0 - Main Menu"
print " 1 - Change Bins"
print " 2 - Change Plot Limits"
print " 3 - Paper Plot with These Limits"
print
input " Your choice <0> ", answer
select case ansver

case 1
VIEW ' reset entire screen to graphics Tieaport
VIEW PRIIT ' also reset entire screen to text viewport
gosub SelectBin
replot » TRUE

case 2
CLS 2
PRIIT "lew plot width <";TLEIGTH;">";
IIPUT " ".AISHER
IF AISHEROO THEI TLEJKJTH - AISVER
PRIIT "lew starting time <";TSTART;">";
IIPUT " ",AISWER$
IF AISWERtO"" THEI TSTART - VAL(AISHER$)
replot « TRUE

case 3
DOPAPER - TRUE
replot « FALSE

case else
' leave the loop and go to the aain Menu
replot - FALSE

end select
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loop while replot
VIEW ' reset entire screen to graphics Tiewport so CLS will cl«ar it
VIEW PRIIT ' also sat «ntir« screen to t«t rievport

1950 RETURI

PAPERplot:
1960 REH This i» tha plot routina.
1970 Vt*"9»9999.U99"
1980 CLS
1990 0PEI "C0M:9600tS,7,l.RS,CS66S35,DS,CD" AS #1
2000 XLABS-"TIKE [micro.ac]"
2010 XLAB$-IUB$+" "+STARTDATEI+" "+STARTTIHES
2020 YLABt-"A?E IIT [•»] ior"+STRS(BIICOUin<BIIVIEW))+" SHOTS"
2030 PRIIT
2040 CLS
2050 SX-22.5/.02B
2060 EX-256.5/.025
2070 SY-16.S/.025
2080 EY-182/.025
2090 DEI«EX-SX:DEY-EY-SY
2100 IF DEX>DEY THE! CH-DEX/60 ELSE CH»DEY/60
2110 CW-2*CH/3
2150 PRIIT "Tha axis labels will ba printad now--KAKE SURE PLOTTER IS READY-
2160 PRIIT " Praas any key when ready ."
2170 A$-IKEY$:IF AS-"" THE! 2170

TITLES - FIIS
PRIIT tl, "II; SP1; PA";EX; EY; ";"
PRIIT tl, "CP"; -LEI(TITLE$) - 2; " .5; LB"; TITLES; CHR$(3)
TITLES - "BII" + STR$(BIIVIEH%> + " " + FILIAHS
PRIIT tl, "PA";EX; EY;
PRIIT tl, "CP"; -LEI(TITLE$) - 2; " -1; LB"; TITLES; CHRS<3)
PRIIT tl,"SI";
PRIIT tl, USIIG ¥S;Ctf*.0025,CH*.0025;
PRIIT tl, ";"

2180 LLX-LEI(XLABS)
2190 UT-LEI(YLABS)
2200 PRIIT tl,"PA";
2210 PRIIT tl, USIIG VS;SX;SY;
2220 PRIIT tl,nPD";
2230 PRIIT tl, USIIG ?S;SX;EY;EX;EY;EX;SY;SX;SY;
2240 PRIIT tl,"PU;"
2250 XLAB-(DEX-LLX*CW)/2+SX
2260 TLAB-CDET-LLY*CW)/2+SY
2270 PRIIT tl,"PA";
2280 PRIIT tl, USIIG VS;XLAB;SY-3.5*CH;
2290 PRIIT tl,";LB";XLABS+CHR$(3)
2300 PRIIT tl,"PA";
2310 PRIIT tl, USIIG VS;SX-3*CH;YLAB;
2320 PRIIT #l,";DI0,l;LB";YLAB$+CHBS(3)
2330 PRIIT tl, "dil.O;"
2350 P-l
2360 CLS

IF DOPAPER THE!
XHII * TSTART
XNAX - TSTART * TLEKTH
YHAX - IMAI
YMII - IMII
DOPAPER - FALSE
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ELSE
2370 PRIIT "0n« aoaant plaa»a--program i s s o r t i n g d a t a - - "
2380 IABHAI-K0) :YABHAX-DTA(1) :IAB»II-X(O) : YABMI-DTAU)
2390 FOR CTX-1 TO LGX
2400 IF Z(QX)>ZABIUZ THEI ZABKAZ-X(QX)
2410 IF XCQXXXABHII THEI IABKII-X(qX)
2420 IF DTA(QX)>YABHAX THEI YABIUX-DTA(QX)
2430 IF DTA(QXXTABHII THEI YABMJI-DTA(QX)
2440 IEXT QX
2450 CLS: PRUT'Th* aaxiaua and a in iaua X and Y ara:"
2460 PRIIT " X froa ";XABMII;"to";XAB!UX
2470 PRIIT " T froa ";YABMH;"to"; YABKAX
2480 PRIIT:PRIIT "Input Bin vnd aax of th« t i a a c o o r d i n a t e . "
2490 IIPUT "Xais and X a u " ; ZHH, OUX
2500 Ql-ZHII*1000/DELT:Q2>ZIUX»1000/DELT

YABKAX-OTA(Ql):YABHII-DTA(Q1)
2510 FOR Q X U TO Q2
2520 IF DTA(QX»YABHAI THEI TABHAX^TA(QX)
2530 IF OTACQXXYABHII THEI YABHII-OTA(QX)
2540 IEXT QX
2550 PRIIT " Y froa ";YAB«II;"toM;YABMAX
2560 PRIIT
2570 IIPUT "Yain and Yaax";YHII, YMAX

FJTO IF
2580 DELX-IMAI-XHII:DELY-YIUX-YMII
2590 PRIIT f l , " B i " ;
2600 PRIIT fl, USIIG V$;CW/2».0025.CH/2*.0025;
2610 PRIIT «1.";"
2620 GOSUB 2650
2630 GOSUB 2820
2640 GOTO 2990
2650 POW-FIX(LOG(DELX)/2.302586)-1
2660 XTIC-(IIT(X)CI/1O-POW)+1)»1O-POW
2670 IF IMII-ITIC-IO-POW THEI ITIC-IMII
2680 XSCALE-DEX/DELI
2690 DELTICX-IO'POV'XSCALE
2700 XTIC1-(XTIC-XJIII)*XSCALE
2710 S l - 1
2720 IF DEX/DELTICI>20 THEI Sl-5
2730 FOR QX-0 TO IITCOEX/OELTICX) STEP SI
2740 PRIIT *l."pa";
2750 PRIIT «1, USIIG V|;QX*DELTICX+XTIC1+SX,SY;
2760 PRIIT » l ," ;r t ;"
2770 IF P0U>2 OR P0V<-2 THEI 2790
2780 PRIIT *l,"cp-2,-.95;lb";XTIC+qX*10-P0V;CHR$(3):GDT0 2800
2790 PRIIT fl, "cp-2,-.95;lb";XTIC/10-P0W+QX;"10-";P0¥;CHR$(3)
2800 IEXT QX
2810 RETURI
2820 P0¥-FII(L0G(DELY)/2.302585)-1
2830 TTIC»(IIT<TMII/10-P0W)+l)»10-P0H
2840 IF TMII-TTIC-10-POtf THE! YTIC-YMII
2850 YSCALE-DEY/MLY
2860 DELTICT-10-P0W»YSCALE
2870 TTICl-(YTIC-Ymi)»YSCALL
2880 Sl-1
2890 IF DEY/DELTICY>20 THEI Sl-5
2900 FOR QX-0 TO IIT(DEY/DELTICY) STEP SI
2910 PRIIT tl, "pa";
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2920 PRIIT #1, USIIG Y$;SX,Q>D£LTICY+YTIC1+SY;
2930 PRUT t l , ";yt;"
2940 IF P0V>2 OR P0H<-2 THE! 2960
2950 PRIIT *1, "cp-S,0;lb";YTIC+0X*10-POW;CHM(3):GOT0 2970
2960 PRIiT tl, "cp-5,0;lb";rTIC/lO-P0W+QX;"10-";P0¥;CHH$(3)

2970 KIT QX

2980 RETURI

2990 PRIIT tl, "•p";P;";11

3000 PRIIT tl, "It;"
3010 Pl-0
3020 FOR P-l TO LGS

3030 I-(I(P-1)-XHII)»I3CALE+SI

3040 T"(DTA(P-l)-YlfII)»YSCALE+SY

3060 IF Pl-0 THE! PRIIT «l, "pa";:PRIIT tl, USIIG ¥$;SI.SY;:PRIIT tl, ";PD;

3060 IF X>EX THE! 3150

3070 IF KSI THE! 3130

3080 IF T<SY THE! Y-SY

3090 IF Y>ET THE! T-EY

3100 PRIIT tl, "pa";

3110 PRIIT tl, USIIG V$;X,Y;

3120 PRIIT tl, ";"

3130 Pl-1

3140 IEXT P

3150 PRIIT tl, "pu;sp0;pa";sx;ey;";"

3160 CLOSE tl

3170 RETURI

SatupGantac:

GanMODEl*

GanHODElOt
GanHODElOOf

GanUIITisEIERCYI
GanRAlGEisHJI

GanRAIGEisJS

GanMAXofSAMPLE$

GanHEAIofSAMPLE*
GanMHofSAMPLE*

GanSDofSAIfPLES

GanRESET*

- "Ml"
. "JO"

- "M3"
. "Oi"

- "Rl"
. »R2»

> "SI"

« "S2"
. "S3"

. "S4"

. "RS"

'continuous saasuraaant

'statistics on 10 pulsas
'statistics on 100 pulsas
'anargy aaasuraaant

'lOOaJ full scala

'1J full scala

'aaxiaua valua of saapla

' aaan valua of saapla
'ainiaua Talua of saapla

'standard daviation of population

'rasat xaadout and saapla

' Opan coaauaications with tha Gantac

CALL IBFIIDC'GEITEC-.GX)

IF GX<0 THE!

PRIIT "Da»ica GEITEC vaa not found in C:\GPIB.COH"

PRIIT "Copy GPIB.GEI to GPIB.COM aad ra-boot"

EID

ELSE

PRIIT "GEITEC IS DEVICE';GX

' CALL IBWRTCGX.GanRAIGEisJt) ' ansura laading zaro in all data

' but can't triggar at 20aJ

' Vl - 11: CALL IBTMO(GX.VX): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'sat tiaaout Is

EID IF

do

print : PRIIT "SYICHROIIZIIG TO GEITEC: ";

GOSUB ClaarGantacSPR

GanRESPOISE$-spaca$(256)
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CALL IBRD(GX,GenRESPOISE$) 'allow tiMout in c u t output buffer i s eapty
if ibstaX and «H4000 thtn print "tiMout"
CALL IB¥RT(GX.GenHODEl$)
loop until (ibstaX and tH0900) - *H0900
goaub (iaitGentec

RETURI

WaitGPIB:
' Allow time for GPIB to work before program goea on, and check for
' error and tiaeout reaponaea

' The GOSUB provides enough delay by itself to prevent reading IBSTAX
' before it is ready

IF IBSTAX AND IfiCOOO THE!
PRUT "ERROR OR TIMEOUT - IBSTA « M;HEX$( IBSTAX)
PRUT "IBERR - ";HEX$(IBERRX)
PRUT "Is the GEITEC power on?"
IIPUT "press <CR> to continue", answer*

EID IT
RETURI

VaitGentec:

' Replacement lor IBVAIT using aask of 4H4800
' Wait for Gentec to request service, notifying user every two seconds if
' nothing happens - this usually Beans the beaa is blocked
' When Gentec requests service, it has something to report, but the aessage
' aay be incomplete if the aerial poll response byte is nonzero

GOSUB WaitGPIB

GcnHUIG - FALSE
GenSTART - TIMER
DO
IF TDCR-GenSTART > .5 THE!
PRIIT " VAITIK FOR GEITEC TO ASSERT SRQ - IBSTAX IS ";HEX$ (IBSTAX)
CALL IBRSP(GX.SPRX)
GOSUB WaitGPIB
PRIIT "SERIAL POLL RESPOISE IS ";HEX$(SPRX)
if sprX then

GenHUIG - TRUE
gosub ClearGentecSPR
GenRESPOISEI - SPACE)(256)
call IBRD(GX.GenRESPOISEt)

end if
GenSTART - TIMER

EID IF
CALL IBRD(GX,IUL$)
GOSUB WaitGPIB

LOOP UITIL (IBSTAX AID &H0800)

call ibrsp(gX, sprX)
IF SPRX <> *h40 THE! PRIIT "GEITEC SPRX - "; HEW (SPRX) : GOSUB PRESSXEY
GOSUB ClearGentecSPR
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' Clear any previous response and s t o r e the new one
GenRESPMSES-apacet(30)
CALL IBRD(GX.GenRESPONSE$)
GOSUB WaitGPIB
IF IBSTAX <> 1H2100 THEN PRINT "GENTEC IBSTAX - ";HEZ$(IBSTAX) : GOSUB PRESSKEY

RETURN

ClaarGentecSPR:
DO
' Try THREE times to reset the serial poll response byte
CALL IBRSP(GX,SPRX)
CALL IBRSP(GX.SPRX)
CALL IBRSP(GX.SPRX)
IF SPRX THEN PRINT "SERIAL POLL HAS NOT RESET GENTEC RESPONSE BYTE"

LOOP VHILE SPRX
RETURN

ReleaseGentec:
' This returns the Gentec to local control.
' Otherwise, the panel buttons remain locked out until the next power up.
CALL IBLOC(GX)

RETURN

OOPS:
SELECT CASE ERR
CASE 53 'file not found
»oSuchFile»TRUE
RESUME NEXT
CASE 64
PRINT FILIAKf; " is an invalid file name"
INPUT "Enter replacement file name including path ", FILNAMl
IF INSTR(FILNAW,".")-0 THEN FILNAM$-FILNAM$^".ERU"
RESUME
CASE 76
PRINT "Path to "; FILNANt; " *as not found"
INPUT "Enter replacement file name including path ", FILNAHS
IF INSTR(FILNAM$,".")-0 THEN FILNAM$-FILNAM$+".ERU"
RESUME
CASE ELSE
ON ERROR GOTO 0
END SELECT
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5 . DRUN

This variation of ERUN reads the status of a delay generator and stores

spectra collected with the discharge on separately from those collected with the

discharge off. Each set is still divided into energy bins. Subroutines which are

the same as in ERUN are omitted from the listing.

' DRUI.BAS 29Nov89

' Read TR8818 digitizer, read Gentec, assign each data set to a bin
' according to its own laser pulse energy
' Call DISCRIM instead of COIVERT to discard low-voltage points which
' may ba MCP noise

' MOTE: SUBROUTINES WHICH ARE IDENTICAL TO THOSE III ERUN ARE OMITTED

' Based upon ERU1 datad 110ct89, VEHRUV datad 190ct89, and
1 REM [tr88qpgl .bas] gl
2 REM .. Modified version of tr88qp7.bas ..gl
3 REN .. changed line 1150 to subtract zerosig rather than add it ..gl
4 REM .. oct 4.88 gl
5 REM . . compile and link []+qbib+convert . .gl

also +GWC0M87 if compiled with BCOM
6 REM gl
' Copyright, 1990, The Regents of the University of California.
' This software was produced under a U.S. Government contract
' (V-740S-EK-36) by Los Alamos National Laboratory, which is
' operated by the University of California for the U.S.
' Department of Energy. The U.S. Government is licensed to use,
' reproduce, and distribute this software. Permission is granted
1 to the public to copy and use this software without charge,
' provided that this Notice and any statement of authorship are
' reproduced on all copies. Neither the Government nor the
' University make* any warranty, express or implied, or assumes
' any liability or responsibility for the use of this software.
10 REM QuickBASIC Declarations
20 REM Rev. C O
30 COMMON H3STAX, IBERRX, IBCNTX ' This line MUST be included in your program.

CONST MAXLGX - 600, BINIDTH - .05, MidBinX - 5
ERUNdate* - "DRUN dated 29Nov89"
THRESHX * 4 'throw out any point that is less than 8mV above

' the offset level, substituting OFFSET* in order
' to simulate a zero-volt reading (DISCRIM)

GenTOOLONG - .3 'reset Gentec if no SRQ within this time
EXT$ - ".EMI"
MANYBINSZ - 16
DTASIZEX - MAXLGX + 1 ' size required for each bin
DATSIZEX - MANYBINSX • DTASIZEX ' size required ior MANYBINSX bins
REM ISTATIC
DIM DATXC9616), IX(304)' use constant subscripts to keep in one segment

700 REM $DTNAMIC
710 DIM DTA(DTASIZEX - 1), X(DTASIZEX - 1)

DIM EREADINGX(IOO), BinCountX(MANTBINSX), BINCENTEK(HANYBINSX)
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DIN BIITOP(MAIYBIISX)
BinCountX(O) - MAIYBIISX' har« not u»«d t h i s

GOSUB SETUP
IF COLLECTOR} THEM

GOSUB S«tup8818
GOSUB S«tupG«nt«c
GOSUB S«tupDG535
GOSUB SatBins
GOSUB COLLECT
GOSUB S«l«ctBin
GOSUB SCREEIplot
GOSUB HritcToDisk

ELSE
GOSUB ReadFroaDisk
GOSUB SCREEIplot

END IF
DO
IF PlotSaa* THEN GOSUB PAPERplot

' Print Main Menu
1180 CLS

IF DATASAVED THE! PRIIT ERUfileS;
PRIIT "CURREIT BI1 IS"; BtnViewX;
PRIIT " Ml«ct option 4 to cbang* bins"
PRIIT Flit
PRIIT

1190 PRIIT "DAT* OUTPUT OPTIOIS"
1200 PRIIT " 1. PLACE IITO A DISK FILE "
1210 PRIIT " 2. PRIIT 01 THE PRIITER "
1220 PRIIT " 3. PRIIT 01 THE SCREE! "
COLOR 15
1230 PRIIT " 4. PLOT 01 THE SCREE! »
COLOR 7
1240 PRIIT " 5. PLOT 01 AM HP PLOTTER "

PRIIT

IF COLLECTIK THEI
PRIIT "DATA COLLECTIOI OPTIOIS"
1250 PRIIT " 6. COITIIUE TAKIIG DATA "
1260 PRIIT " 7. GO AGAII "
PRIIT " 8. RESET EIERGT B U S "

ELSE
PRIIT "DATA REVIEW OPTIOIS"
PRIIT " 6. CHAIGE BUS"
PRIIT " 7. READ AIOTHER FILE"

EID IF
PRIIT

PRIIT "RETURI TO DOS OPTIOIS"
PRIIT " 9. GO TO DOS SHELL AID RETURI"

1270 PRIIT " 10. EXIT PROGRAM "
1280 PRIIT
1290 IIPUT "EITER DIE OF THE IUMBERS <4> "; ACTIOI
1300 PRIIT

SELECT CASE ACTIOI
CASE 1
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GOSUB VriteToDisk
CASE 2

GOSUB PRINTOUT
CASE 3

GOSUB SCREENPRINT
CASE 0, 4

GOSUB SCREEIplot
CASE 5

GOSUB PAPERplot
CASE 6

IF COLLECTING THEI
GOSUB COLLECT
GOSUB SclectBin
GOSUB SCREEIplot
GOSUB MriteToDisk

ELSE
GOSUB SelectBin
GOSUB SCREEXplot

EID IF
CASE 7

IF COLLECTING THEI
IF HOT DATASAVED THEN
COLOR 14
BEEP: PRINT "DATA HAVE NOT BEEN SAVED"
INPUT "ENTER Y TO GO AGAIN ANYHOW, <CR> TO CANCEL ". ansserS
COLOR 7

END IF
IF DATASAVED OR a n s w t - "Y" OR ans*«r$ - "j" THEN
FOR QX - 0 TO 9616

DATX<«) - 0
NEXT QX
FOR W - 0 TO HANYBINSX
BinCountX(QX) - 0

NEXT QX

courrx - o
FIN$ » ""
GOSUB COLLECT
GOSUB SelectBin
GOSUB SCREENplot
GOSUB HriteToDiek

END IF
ELSE

GOSUB RtadFroaDisk
GOSUB SCREENplot

END IF
CASE 8

IF COLLECTING THEN GOSUB SetBin.
CASE 9

GOSUB Ral«a*«G«ntec
SCREEN 0
PRINT "Enter EXIT to return to DRUN": PRINT
SHELL
SCREEN 9
COLOR 7, 1
CALL IBWRT(GX, GenNODElS) 'return to continuous aode

CASE tO
IF NOT DATASAVED THEN
BEEP: COLOR 14
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PRI1T "ARE YOU SURE? DATA HAVE IOT BEEI SAVED"
IIPUT "EITER Y TO EIIT, <CR> TO COITIIUE ", QUIT!
COLOR 7
IF QUIT! » "Y" OR QUIT! - "j" THEM CLS : SCREE! 0: GOSUB ReleaseGentec: END

ELSE
CLS : SCREE! 0: GOSUB ReleaseGentec: E!D

E!D IF
CASE ELSE

EID SELECT
LOOP

SetBins:
CLS : LOCATE 1, 30: PRIMT "READIVG EIERGIES OF 10 SHOTS"
PRIIT : PRIIT "SETTIIG 1O-COUMT AVERAGE MODE: ";
CALL IBWRT(GX, GenMODElOl)
DO
LOCATE 5, 1: PRIIT "HAITIIG FOR HEAI VALUE ";
GOSUB VaitGentec
PRUT " LATEST RESPOISE »; LEFTS(GenRESPOISEt. IBCITX - 1)

LOOP UITIL IISTR(GenRESPOISE$, "MEAN")
EMEAI - VAL(G«nRESPOISE$>
PRIIT : PRIIT "HEAI VALUE "; EMEAI, "GEITEC RESPOISE "; GenRESPOISES
PRIIT "STAIDARD DEVIATIOI ";
CALL IBWRTCGX, GenSDofSAMPLES)
GOSUB W»itGentec
PRIIT VALCGenRESPOISES), "GEITEC RESPOISE "; G«nRESPOISE$
PRIIT "NAXnfUH READIK ";
CALL EBVRTCGX, GenMAXofSAMPLES)
GOSUB VaitGentec
PRIIT VAL(GenRESPOISE$). "GEITEC RESPOISE "; GenRESPOISEf
PRIIT "KUnfUH READIK ";
CALL IBWRT(GX, GenMIIofSAMPLES)
GOSUB VaitGentec
PRIIT VAL(G«nRESPOISE$), "GEITEC RESPOISE "; GanRESPOISES
PRIIT
FOR QX - 0 TO KAIYBIISX

BHTOP(QX) - EMEAI • (1 + BIIWIDTH * (QX - MidBinX))
BIICEITER(QX) - EMEAI * (1 + BIIVIDTH * (QX - MidBinX - -5))

IEXT QX

'DRUI aodification - upp«r bins are sam* «n«rgi«* as lover bins
FOR QX • 9 TO 16
BIICEITER(QX) - BIICEITER(QX - 8)

IEXT QX

GOSUB PRESSIEY
PRIIT "SETTIK C0ITI1U0US COUUTIIG NODE: ";
CALL IBWRT(GX. G«nMODEl$)
GOSUB VaitGentec
PRIIT "GEITEC RESPOISE "; GanRESPOISES
RETURI

COLLECT:
' The ERUI collection aubroutine ia tiaed by the Gentec
' because its SRQ can be deasserted if you don't read the
' output register quickly enough, leaving the register loaded.
' First ve synchronize the program to the Gentec, so that the
' next laser pulse won't com* before we start watching for it.
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' V« check that both devices are ready before each pulae,
' then start the TR8818, then wait for the Gentec to detect
' and aeasure a laser pulae. By the tine an energy reading is
' ready, the TR8B18 should also be ready to read, but •• check
' for its internal LAN in case the photodiode trigger is
' absent. When both devices have Measured the same laser
' shot, we add the TR8818 data to the appropriate bin.

CLS

IF COUlTl - 0 THEI

PRIIT "ENTER FILTER DEISITT <"; FilterDensity;

INPUT "> ", answer!

IF answer! <> "" THEI FilterDensity - VAL(ans*er$)

END IF

870 PRIIT "STRIKE AIY KEY TO EXIT DATA TAKING AT AIY TIME", "COUNT NOW -"; COUNT"/.

880 INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF SHOTS OR ZERO FOR CONTINUOUS DATA TAXING"; SCOUNT'/.

890 PRINT : PRINT " DATA ACQUISITION NOW TAKING PLACE."

'LOCATE 8, 35: PRINT "COUNT", "BIN"

VIEW (10, 80)-(629, 250)

WINDOW (COUNTX, -1)-(SCOUNTX. 18)

LIIE (COUITX, .5)-(SC0UNn, 16.5), , B

LINE (COUNTX, 8.5)-(SC0UNn, 8.5), 8

1.0CATE 18, 1: PRINT COUNTX;

LOCATE 18. 75: PRINT SCOUNTX;

IF COUNTX - 0 THEN STARTDATE! - DATE*: STARTTIMES • TINES

DATASAVED - FALSE

GOAGAII - FALSE

' Synchronize ERUN with Gentec

CALL IBRSP(GX. SPRX): GOSUB WaitGPIB

CALL IBRD(GX. GenRESPONSES)'allow timeout in case output buffer is eapty

GOSUB ClearGentecSPR

GOSUB WaitGentec

CALL IBWRT(DGX, DGInstStatusS): GOSUB WaitGPIB

CALL IBRD(DGX. DGResponset): GOSUB WaitGPIB

00 'this starts the COUNTX loop

DO

CALL IBRSPCDlX. SPRX): GOSUB WaitGPIB 'serial poll

' print "Initial 8818 sprX »";hex$(sprX)

LOOP WHILE (IBSTAX AID tH800) OR (SPRX <> 3)

DO

' Start TR8818

CALL IBWRTCD1X, TRF9I): GOSUB WaitGPIB

CALL IBRD(D1X. NUL$): GOSUB WaitGPIB 'start TR8818

CALL IBWRT(D1X. TRF27$)' Store next coamand

' Clear Gentec output buffer, SRQ, and SPR

CALL IBRSP(GX, SPRX): GOSUB WaitGPIB

CALL IBRDCGX, GenRESPONSE!)'allow tiaeout in case output buffer is eapty

CALL IBRSP(GX. SPRX): GOSUB WaitGPIB

' GOSUB ClearGentecSPR

GOSUB WaitGentec

'test for trigger received by TR8818

CALL IBRSPCD1X, SPRX)

InternalLAN - (SPRX - 3)
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' for debug
' print "SPRX - ";HEX$(SPRX)."InternalLAM -";InternalLAM
> gosub PRESSKET

LOOP WHILE GenHUIG OR HOT InternalLAM

'Read TR8818 data
CALL JBVRT(D1X. TRF17I) 'enable readout
CALL IBRSPCD1X. SPRX): GOSUB VaitGPIB '••rial poll
' print "After read enable, aprX " ";hex$(sprX) : gosub presskey
CALL IBWRKD1X, NESl6blockread$): GOSUB VaitGPIB 'high apeed 16 bit block read
CALL IBWRKD1X. TRF2I) : GOSUB VaitGPIB
CALL IBRDKD1X, IX(O>, LGX + 4): GOSUB VaitGPIB'read data to IX array

' CALL IBRSP(DU,SPRX) : GOSUB VaitGPIB 'serial poll
' print "After block read, sprX • ";he«$(sprX) : gosub presskey

'Read DG535 Status
'CALL IBVRT(DGX. DGInstStatusBitlS): GOSUB VaitGPIB
CALL IBVRT(DGX, DGInetStatus$): GOSUB VaitGPIB
CALL IBRDCDGX, DGResponseS): GOSUB VaitGPIB
DGStatusX - VAL(DGResponseS)

1 find bin number - range is 1 to MAIYBIISX
' discard data falling aboTe highest bin or belo* lowest
EJERGY - VAL(GenRESPO>SE$)
cbinX - HAIYBIISX + 1
'FOR QX - 0 TO HAIYBIISX
FOR QX - 0 TO 8

IF EIERGT < BIBTOP(QX) THEM ebinX - QX: EXIT FOR
•EXT QX

LOCATE 21, 1: PRIIT
IF DGStatusX - 18 THE!

'do nothing, wait for H atoas to be puaped out
SOUID 440, 1

ELSEIF DGStatusX <> 6 AID DGStatusX <> 16 THE!
LOCATE 21, 1
PRIIT "• WRECOGIIZED DG535 STATUS"; DGStatusX; "(deciaal) "

ELSEIF ebinX > 0 AID ebinX < 9 THEI
' For DROI, add 8 to bin nuaber if DG535 is busy turning the
' discharge on (status bits 1 and 2 set)
' If discharge is off, status bit 4 will be left froa the last pulse
' to be ignored, and all others will be off
IF DGStatusX - 6 THEI ebinX - ebinX + 8: DGcolorX - 13 ELSE DGcolorX - IS

•CALL IBVRTCDGX, DGErrorStatusI): GOSUB VaitGPIB thia took too long
'CALL IBRDCDGX. DGRasponsei): GOSUB VaitGPIB
'IF VAL(DGResponsal) THEI PRIIT "DG reported error "; DGResponse$

BHOFFSETX - (ebinX - 1) * (DTASIZEX)
BinCountX(ebinX) • BinCountX(ebinX) + 1

1050 X - PEEE(TARPTR(IX(O)}) AID 1
1060 ADM - ?AJU»TR(IX<0)) + 2 + X
830 ODfcX - VARPTR(DATX(BIIOFFSETX))
1070 CODITX - courrx • 1
'1080 LOCATE 10, 35: PRIIT COUITX. EBIIX
PSET (COOITX, abinX), DGcolorX
1090 CALL DISCRIM(ADRX. ODRX, LGX + 1, OFFSETX, THRESHX)
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ELSE
'COUITX - COUITX + 1 'count only shots that are used
'color 14
'LOCATE 10, 35: PRIIT COUTH, EBIIX
'color 7
L H E (COUITX. ebinX)-(COU»TX, ebinX + .5), 14

END IF

LOOP U1TIL (COUITX - SCOUITX) OR (IIKEYl <> "")
STOPTIKES - TIME$
VIEW ' reset viewport

RETUR1

SetupDG535:
'Tha Stanford Research DG535 delaj/pulse generator has default GPIB
'address of 15, which is named DG535 in GPIB.CCM
DGErrorStatus* - "ES" 'returns error status byte
DGInstStatusI » "IS" 'returns instrument status byte
DGInstStatusBitlJ - "IS1" 'returns bit 1 of instrument status byte
DGResponseS » SPACE$(4) 'room for two hex digits, CR, and LF
CALL IBFIID("DG53S", DGX) : GOSUB VaitGPIB
CALL IBVRT(DGX, DGErrorStatusS): GOSUB VaitGPIB
CALL IBRD(DGX, DGResponseS): GOSUB VaitGPIB
IF VAL(DGRasponse$) THEI PRIIT "DG reported error "; DGResponseS

RETURI

ReleasaGentec:
' This returns the Gentec and the DG535 to local control.
' Otherwise, the panel buttons remain locked out until the next power up.
CALL IBLOC(GX)
CALL IBLOC(DGX)

RETURI

6 . DISCRIM

This variation of CONVERTl simulates a discriminator.

page ,132 ; 132 columns, default number of lines
name DISCRIN ; sets module name

comment I T. David lichols 28Iov89

Subroutine to convert digitizer data array to BASIC integer array
storing only those values that exceed a threshold

Copyright, 1990, The Regents of the University of California.
This software was produced under * U.S. Government contract
(V-7405-EK-36) by Los Alamos lational Laboratory, which is
operated by the University of California for the U.S.
Department of Energy. The U.S. Government is licensed to use,
reproduce, and distribute this software. Permission is granted
to the public to copy and vse this software without charge,
provided that this lotica and any statement of authorship are
reproduced on all copies. leither the Government nor the
University makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes
any liability or responsibility for the use of this software.
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This is similar to the COIVERT subroutine used with QuickBasic 3.0
in TR88QP7 and related programs. Both array* iu«t be located in DGROUP.
Within the QB4.5 environment, this requires they be first dimensioned with
constant dimensions, then assigned to COMHOI. In QB4.S EXE files, they need
not be in CCMMOI.

Calling sequence from QuickBasic 3.0 or 4.5

DECLARE SUB DISCRIM (boffX, woffX. nX, offsetX, threshX) 'QB4.5
CONST LGX - 2500, SMX - LGX / 2 + 4
DIN DATX(LGX), IX(SNX) 'IX Bust be just over half the size of DATX

' sine* processing begins with IX(1)
bsegX * VARSEG(IX(O)> 'IX is the array of data bytes (in 2's complement)
boffX - VARPTR(IX(O))

'the first byte of IX tells whether the data start
x - PEEK(boffX) AID 1 ' at the third or the fourth byte of the array
boffX - boffX + 2 + x
voffX - VARPTR(DATXCO)) 'DATX is the array of BASIC integers
' offsetX is the number of levels sent to the TR8818 to be added to the
' measured Tallies so that positive Toltages can be measured
' threshX is the minimum number of levels the signal must exceed the offset
' to be considered valid. Values less than offsetX+threshX are replaced
' by the offset value so they count as zero-volt signals in the average.
threshX • 4 ' 8mV required for valid signal
CALL DISCRIMXboffX. voffX, LGX + 1, offsetX, threshX)

Assembling with HASH 4.0 for use with QuickBasic 3.0

HASH DISCRIN;
BUILDLXB userlib.obj prefix.obj DISCRIM.obj, xlib.obj (or maybe xlib.exe;)
QB jonea.bas /L xlib.axe

after compiling with BCON to generate jones.obj,
LIIK jones+other+DISCRIH-KJWC0M87

Assembling with MASH 4.0 for use with QuickBasic 4.5

MASM DISCRIM;
L I H /Q DISCRIM.obj other.obj whatever.obj, dislib.qlb, , \QB45\BQLB45.LIB;
LIB dislib.lib +DISCRIM.obj Mother.obj +whatever.obj;
QB mainprog.bas /I dislib

This creates a Quick Library and a stand-alone library, each containing
object code of DISCRIM, other, and whatever. Object files may be added
to or deleted from these files by LIB and by QB itself (instructions in
Learning and Using volume of the QB4.5 manual), ".obj" may be omitted.
File names in lower case represent actual names of files. The two library
file must have the same base name.

I
; print this title on each page of printout
title DISCRIM

.data segment word public 'data'

.data ends
tell assembler what ds is

pointing to
dgroup group .data

DISCRIH_text segment word public 'code' ; start of coda segment
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Appendix E. Listings of computer programs

DISCRIM

assume c»:DISCRIM.text, ds:dgroup, ss:dgroup

public DISCRIM ; this is subroutine name to BASIC

proc fax ; start of procedure
push bp ; save previous base pointer
•ov bp,sp ; sat n«w basa pointer

push si ; preserving si and di is racommended

puck di ; but not required by QuickBasic 4.5

push ss ; ss and ds Bust be saved if they

push ds ; are redefined by the procedure
; other registers need not be saved for QB

•ov bx, [bp+10]

top:

store:

DISCRIM

•ov
•ov

•ov

•ov

•ov

•ov

•ov

•ov

•ov

•ov

add

•ov

eld

lodsb

not
c«p

J8«
•ov
add
inc
inc
loop

pop

pop

pop

pop

pop

ret

endp

DISCRIM.text ends

end

; load address of nuaber of bytes to

; convert froa 3rd calling parameter

CT, [bx] ; load number of bytes to convert

bx, [bp+14] ; load address of address of source

; array from first parameter

si, [bx] ; load address of source array

bx, [bp+12] ; load address of address of

; destination array from second paraa

di, [bx] ; load address of destination array

bx, [bp+8] ; load address of zero level

dx, [bx] ; load value of zero level

bx, [bp+6] ; load address of threshold

ax, [bx] ; load value of threshold, then

bx, ax , transfer it to b register

bx, dx ; and add the zero level

ah, 0 ; clear high byte of ax

; clear direction flag (aove forsard)

; load one byte of source array

; fro* ds:si into al, then

; point si at the next byte

al ; saae as xor with 11111111B

ax, bx ; if greater than threshold-i-zarolevel

store ; store it. Otherwise, store

ax, dx ; a zero reading

[di],ax ; add valu* to destination array

di ; point to next lord of the

di ; destination array

top ; decrement ex and loop unless

; ex is already zero

ds ; pop saved registers in lifo order

»• ;

di

si

bp

10 ; return, deleting five calling parameters

; end of procedure

; end of segaent

; end of source code
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